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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study was to compile and 
classify free and inexpensive bulletin boar~ aids~ free-
loan films~ ~ilmstrips~ recordings~ transcriptions and 
scripts available to the business teacher. 
Analysis of the Problem 
The subordinate problems involved in this study ware 
as follows: 
1. To determine the sources from which free and 
. . 
inexpensive bulletin board aids, free-loan 
films~ filmstrips~ recordings, transcriptions 
and scripts may be obtained. 
2. To contact each source by letter requesting 
examination copies and permission to list the 
aids supplied by the source in a Business 
Teac~ers Guide !2 ~ Films, Filmstrips~ 
Recordings~ Transcriptions ~ Scripts; ~ in 
Boston University 
School 0~ Education 
LibrarY. 
-- r 
2 
a Business Teachers Guide !£ Free !Ea Inexpensive 
~ Bulletin Board ~· 
0 
3. To classify materials and information received 
according to (a) subject area ~d (b) topic 
-headings within each area. 
4. To prepare a brief statement describing each aid 
included in the Guides. 
5. To prepare a Business Teachers Guide to Free-
--
Loan Films, Filmstrips, Transcriptions, 
Recordings ~ Scripts; and a Business Teachers 
Guide !£. ~ ~ Inex.pensi'Ve Bulletin Board ~· 
Justification of the Problem 
McKown and Roberts,l in Audio-Visual Aids !2 
Instruction, discuss visual education as a method of 
. 
imparting information which is based upon the psychological 
principle that one has a better conception of the thing 
he sees than of the thing he reads about or hears 
discussed. This'no doubt explains the tremendous growth 
in the number and use of visual aids in secondary schoo2s 
~ during the past twenty-five years. Audio-visual materials 
lMcKown, Harry c. and Roberts, Alvin B., Audio-Visual Aids 
to Instruction, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1~ 
385 PP• 
0 
are accepted today as useful tools for stimulating pupil 
interest and for broadening areas of learning beyond the 
narrow limits of a single textbook. Writing in 1945, 
John Guy Fowlkesl made the following statement regarding 
the contribution of free visual aids: 
The educational world owes a great debt to the 
producers of free films. It was, to a high 
degree, the industrial and commercial concerns, 
together with various governmental agencies and 
private organizations, by the production of free 
films that stimulated professional educators to 
discover the possibilities of films ~a a means 
of learning. 
Writing .in .1956, L P. Ho_r.khe.ime.t>,2 a well.-Jtnown 
editor in the area of free educational films, made the 
. . 
following report in relation to the development of free 
visual aids: 
During 'the past 15 years, more and more free films 
have been m~de·available each year. Even more 
significant from reports coming to us, is the 
remarkable improvement in the quality of available 
free films year by year. It now seems clear that 
the sponsored film has amply earned the status and 
the prestige the profession continues to give it 
as an effectiv~ teaching aid and as an invaluable 
library refer~nce ~ool. 
What has been said by these two authorities 
regarding free films can be said also of the many other 
types of free visual aids and teaching materials. 
' 3 
lFowlkes, John Guy, Educators Guide to Free Films, Educators 
Progress Service, Randolph, Wisconsin,-r945. 
2Horkheimer, A.. P., Educators Guide to Free Films, Educators 
Progress Service, Randolph, Wisconsin,~6. 
0 
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Prior to 1955~ a business teacher wishing to use a 
particular visual aid found it necessary to search 
through a whole series of visual aid guides for each type 
of visual aid, or through guides designed for special 
subject areas. Very few of these were actually for any 
particular business subject. In addition to these~ it 
was necessary for the business teacher to follow carefull~ 
the visual aid review sections in current education 
periodicals. 
In 1955~ a Business Teachers Guide to Free Visual 
Aids1 was printed and made available .to teachers in the 
-business education field. Copies of this publication~ 
selling at a nominal cost, sold rapidly until the limited 
supply of one thousand copies was exhausted. The rapid 
sale of these copies was a good indication that a guide 
of this type was apparently a need o~ business teachers. 
This guide was not~ however~ a complete listing of 
current free charts~ maps, ·posters, films~ filmstrips and 
similar visual aids. It contained a list of the better 
known items useful in the following subject areas: 
bookkeeping, general business~ economic geography~ 
secretarial and selling. A comprehensive'listing of 
... . 
current free·audio-visual aids~ first by subject area, 
lBlanchard, Carroll H.~ Business Teachers Guide to Free 
Visual Aids for 1952 and 1956~ Business Teachers-Guide~ 
Conway~~ Hwmpshire~ 19s;:-
and then by topics, was still not available in the area 
of business teac~ing. 
5 
A need therefore existed for a comprehensive listing 
and classi~ication of free aids by subject and topic of 
those audio-visual aids currently available to the business 
classroom. This study waa undertaken to fulfill the need 
for such a reference. 
Delimitation of the Problem 
This study was limited to compiling and classifying 
only free and inexpensive bulletin board aids, free-loan 
films, filmstrips, recordings, transcriptions and scripts. 
Only inexpensive bulletin board aids costing less than 
$2.00 were included in this study. 
In compiling the list of free and inexpensive 
bulletin board aids, no attempt was made to evaluate the 
materials listed as to how they could best be used. This 
evaluation, it was felt, should be left to the wishes and 
initiative of the user. All items selected, however, had 
to satisfy the following three requirements: 
(1) The size of the Printing and Illustrations 
was such as to be easily observed when the 
~ 
item was displayed on a bulletin board. 
(2) Useful information was presented on the item. 
0 
' 
0 
(3) The item was free of advertising; it was not 
designed for promoting a fir.m or product. 
6 
In organizing the list of free-loan films, filmstrips 
and transcriptions, only those available to most business 
teachers were included. (Some films and filmstrips are 
not distributable in all states.) For the most part, 
films and filmstrips limited in distribution to certain 
restricted areas were not included in this study. 
Explanation of Terms 
The following ter.ms are defined for clarity and 
better understanding of this study: 
Audio-visual: Any device by means of which the 
learning process may be encouraged or carried 
on through the sense of hearing and the sense 
of sight.l 
Aids: Free, free-loan, or inexpensive charts, 
posters, maps, graphs, exhibits, displays, 
films, filmstrips, ~ecordings, transcriptions 
and scripts. 
~: An aid is free when ·there is no fee 
connected with its use by the business teacher. 
lGood, Carter V., Editor, Dictionary of Education, 
McGrat-;-Hill ;Book Company, New York, 1945, pp. 18 
0 
0 
(A transportation or postage charge, however, may 
have to be paid by the user.) 
Inexpensive: Any item costing less than $2.00 is 
considered to be inexpensive. 
Filmstrips: An aid of this type is a series of 
still pictures on film. A filmstrip may be 
composed of slidefilm, stripfilm or slides. 
Transcriptions: Generally, all transcriptions 
~sed in this study were 33 l/3 rpm recordings 
originally prepared for radio broadcasts and now 
are available for classroom use. 
Scripts: All the scripts listed in this study 
are duplicated plays prepared for use on radio 
programs. 
Organization of this Study 
In Chapter I, the problem is stated and analyzed • 
. 
7 
Chapter II contains a review of related literature. In ' 
Chapter III, the methods of procedure are outlined. In 
. 
Ch~pter IV, a Bu~iness Teachers G~ide to Free-Loan Films, 
Filmstrips, Recordings, Transcriptions and Scripts, and a 
~ Business Teachers Guide to ~-and _Inexpensive Bulletin 
Board ~ are presented. The summary and recommendations 
are stated in Chapter V. In the Appendix appears a copy 
0 
0 
of the letter used to request audio-visual materials and 
to obtain permission to list the items in a guide for 
business teachers. A Source Address Index is given at 
the rear of each Guide in Chapter IV. 
8 
0 
.CHAPTER II \ 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
The review of related literature in this area 
included: (1) an analysis of current compilations of 
teaching aids applicable in the field of business 
education and (2) an analysis of general guides listing 
visual aids usefv~ to all teaching areas available in 
1955 and 1956. 
Analysis of Current Compilations of Teaching Aids 
The South-Western Publishing Company, Cincinnati, 
Ohio, published and made available to business teachers 
9 
two free monographs in 1956. The first of these, Monograph 
92, Visual ~ !££ Business ~ Economic Education, 
presents a selected list of motion pictures, filmstrip~, 
charts and recordings available to the business classroom. 
The bulk of the aids listed were available on a purchase or 
rental basis. A limited number of free-loan items were 
included. The aids were listed by subject area, and a 
description-beyond the title was not attempted. ·The second, 
~ Monograph 94, ~ ~ Inexpensive Business Education 
·Materials, was prepared by the Service Projects Committee of 
Delta Pi Epsilon under the direction of Jane. F. White, 
o-
0 
0 
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Georgia State College for Women, Milledgeville, Georgia. 
The aids listed in this monograph were primarily booklets, 
pamphlets and similar literature, with a se1ect number of 
charts and posters also included. Only free and inexpensive 
($3.00 and under) a~ds~were included in this booklet. The 
aids were listed first by subject area, and then by topic 
headings. A section covering display materials and listing 
visual aid booklets and bibliographies was added near the 
end of the monograph. 
In 1955, ~ Business Teachers Guide ~ ~ Visual 
Aids for 1955 and 1956 was printed and made available to 
--------
business teachers by Business Teachers Guide, Conway, New 
Hampshire. This guide, while probably one o~ the first of 
its kind devoted entirely to free visual aids for the 
business classroom, it was not a complete listing of the 
known ~ree aids then available. A selected group of charts, 
posters, films, ~ilmstrips and recordings were included in 
this Guide. The aids were listed by subject area only, and 
the following areas were used: bookkeeping, economic 
geography, general business, secretarial and selling. A 
brief description was given with each entry 
Analysis of General Guides 
In addition to the above booklets, a number of general 
guides listings aids for all areas of education were 
0 
0 
0 
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available in 1955 and 1956. The ~ollowing three guides 
were analyzed listing ~ilms: 
~ Educational ~ Guide, published by the H. w. 
Wilson Company, 950 University Avenue, New York, is a basic 
volume compiled in 1953 with semi-annual supplements added 
through Spring, 1957. First published in 1936, this is 
-one o~ the earliest visual aid guides available to teachers. 
This guide indexes a total o~ 14,850 16mm. motion pictures 
~sing the Dewey Dec~ System. A limited number of the 
~ilms listed were avai~able on a free-loan basis. A brief 
description was provided for each film listed. 
~~~£!.Non-Theatrical Fi~s, published by 
Educa~ional Screen, Chicago, Ill~nois; is an annotated 
catalogue of over 7,000 ~ilms classified by subject area 
only. Published annually since 1942, it was called for a 
numb~r of years, One-th~usand ~~Films. The films 
listed in this guide were primarily for purchase or rental, 
with only an occasional ~ree-loan film included. 
~ Educators Guide to ~Films, edited by 
Horkheimer and Diffor and published by the Educators Progress 
Service, Randolph, Wisconsin; has been revised annually since 
1940. This guide indexes_ and describes 3,069 free-loan 
. 
motion pictures by subject, title and content for 1956. In 
reviewing the section devoted to business education, it was 
~ound to be a useful but incomplete listing of free films 
12 
available to business teachers. The descriptions 
provided for each fiim were found to be quite adequate 
and accurate. (As compared with the releases provided. 
the writer by the distrihroor of the film.) 
The United States Government-also published a guide 
in 1955 and 1956 to Films Produced 2z Governmental Agencies. 
This pamphlet was obtained from the Motion Pictures Division, 
Library of Congress, Washington, D. c. This pamphlet listed 
films available on a free-loan·basis by topic headings, and 
also indicated the sources from which to obtain these films. 
The following two guides, listing filmstrips available 
to all areas of education; were published in 1955 and 1956: 
~ Educational Filmstri~ Guide, published by the 
H. W. Wilson Company in 1954, had supplements through Fall, 
1956. The Guide indexed and described a total of 7,736 
35mm. filmstrips. A limited number of these were available 
on a free-loan or per.manent-loan basis. The Dewey Decimal 
System was used in indexing the filmstrips. 
~ Educators Guide to ~ Slidefilms, edited by 
Mary Horkheimer and John Diffor, had been published 
annually since 1949 by the Educators Progress Service, 
Rand'olph, Wisconsin. A total of 582 free and free-loan 
filmstrips and 37 sets of slides were ind~xed by subjact 
in the 1956 edition. A brief description was written with 
each aid listed. 
0 
0 
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The Educators Guide .12 ~Tapes, "Scripts ~ 
Transcriptions, published annually since 1955 by the 
Educators Progress Service, Randolph; Wisconsin, was the 
first and only one of its kind produced. Free tapes, 
scripts and transcriptions available to all areas of 
educati?n, were indexed under special topic headings. A 
description was included for each aid listed. 
During 1955 and 1956, a number of guides to free and 
~nexpensive learning materials, listing aids available to 
all areas of education, were published. An analysis was 
made of the following: 
The Elementary Teachers Guide to Free Curriculum 
Materials, published by the Educator~ Progress Service, 
Randolph, Wisconsin; has been revised annually since 1943. 
In the 1956.edition, over 1200 free maps, bulletins~ 
pamphlets, exhibits, charts and books were indexed by 
subject area. While most of the items.listed were designed 
primarily for'the use of elementary teacher.s, a number of 
aids were found that would be useful to business teachers. 
Since 1946, the George Peabody College for Teachers, 
Nashville, Tennessee, has revised and published a guide 
to ~ and Inexpensive Learning Materials each year. 
Over 3,246 pieces of printed material, costing less than 
fifty cents per item, were arranged under general topic 
headings in the 1955 and 1956 editions. Each aid listed 
14 
in this booklet was evaluated by the graduate students in 
the Peabody Library School, and a short description was 
prov.ided i'or each aid included. 
Sources £! ~ ~ Inexpensive Educational Materials, 
published by Field Enterprises, Inc., Educational Division, 
Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago 54, Illinois, lists aids 
such as pictures, post cards, maps, charts and handicraft 
kits by title in its 1956 edition. The items listed in 
this booklet were designed primarily for the use of 
elementary teachers, with an occasional item included 
useful to the secondary school teacher. 
Bruce Miller, Superintendent of Schools in Ontario, 
Ca~ifornia, has c~mpiled and revised annually since 1943, 
a guide to Sources £! ~ ~ Inexpensive Teaching Aids. 
The aids included in this booklet, mainly of the picture 
. 
type, were indexed by subject area. A smal~ section was 
included of aids of this type useful in business education. 
' 
0 
0 
0 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES 
The purpose of this study was to compile and classify' 
free and inexpensive bulletin board aids, free-loan films, 
filmstrips, recordings, transcriptions and scripts 
available to the business teacher. 
I 
The procedures that were used in preparing this study 
were as follows: 
1. An analysis was made of the sources from which 
free and inexpensive bulletin board aids, free-
loan films, filmstrips, recordings, transcriptions 
and scripts might be obtained. (Sources checked 
listing the nwnes and addresses of fir.ms 
providing such aids are indicated in_the 
Bibliography.) 
. . 
2. A letter to be used in requesting the aids, 
information concerning the aids and permission to 
list the aids, was prepared. 
This letter of request was sent to 369 firms and 
agencies supplying free and inexpensive bulletin 
board aids. 
This same letter of request was also sent to 240 
firms and agencies supplying free-~oan films, 
16 
filmstrips, recordings, transcriptions and 
\:} scripts. 
5. An analysis was made of the aids and information 
received. Aids were then classified by (a) subject 
area and according to (b) topic headings within 
that area. 
6. A brief statement describing each aid was prepared. 
7. A ~usiness Teachers Guide to Free-Loan Films, 
Filmstrips, Transcriptions, Recordings ~ Scripts; 
and a Business Teachers Guide to Free and 
---
Inexpensive Bulletin Board ~ were prepared. 
8. A summary and recommendations for further study 
were made. 
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FILMS 
To locate a film, turn first to the Table of Contents 
and locate the Subject Area in which you wish to obtain a 
film. Turn to the page listed and look through the films 
available. When you find a film you wish to use, turn to 
the Source Address Index (Prthted in Red) at tl;le rear of 
this Guidea 
All films listed in this Guide are rental FREE. The 
only charge to the user is return postage. In some cases, 
(Will be indicated with the source address) the user must , 
pay all transportation charges, and insurance charges. 
Unless indicated otherwise, all films listed in this 
Guide are SOUND films, for showing on standard 16 mmo 
projectors. All f].lms are black and white unless the word 
COLOR follows the title • 
. 
When possible, write yo~r request for these films on 
school stationery. Unless otherwise indicated, BOOK your 
films SIX WEEKS IN ADVANCE of the date of use. Give one 
or two alternate.dates whenever you are able to do so~ 
Please return the films promptly on the due date! 
B 0 0 K K E E P I N G : 
AETNA CASUALTY AND SURETY COMPANY 
11 Check and Double-Check"- Traces steps for detecting bad 
checks; shows how to write a good check. 
11Doubtful Dollars 11 - Shows how to detect false money. 
ALLEGHENY LUDLUM STEEL CORPORATION 
11 The Fifth Freedom'!... 28 min. Drama to illustrate an 
Annual Financial Report. 
"Star Bright"-17 min. A good example of modern day 
~- financial reporting to the stockholders of a company. 
ASSOCIATION FILMS INCORPORATED 
"Accounting, The Language of Business 11-20 mint Presents 
need for accounting and shows a C.P.A. handling actual 
cases. 
B 0 0 K K E E P I N G : 
ASSOCIATION FILr~ INCORPORATED 
11Helping the Taxpayer11-14 min. Answers questions on tax 
returns; and shows operations of Internal Revenue Service. 
BELL SYSTEM TELEPHONE OFFICES 
11 You Can Tell By the Teller 11 - 18 min. Uses a series of 
incidents to show how the teller can impress customers ~y 
being interested, helpful and efficient. Demonstrates best 
way to handle a payment transaction. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
11Watchdog of the Air Force Dollar 11-12 min. Discusses 
activities of the Auditor General and part played by the 
Comptroller Organization. Relates to their counterparts in 
industry. 
FARM FILM FOUNDATION 
11 Fair Exchange 11-20 min. Explains speculation and invest-
ment; gives why and how of investing and operation of the 
Stock Exchange. 
GENERAL liJILLS INC. 
"Assignment--General Mills 11-20 min. COLOR Presents retire-
ment system, management principles and division of profits. 
11 General Mills Today11-16 min. COLOR An Income Statement and 
Balance Sheet are dramatized to show firm's growth. 
nspecial Report to Stockholders"-? min. COLOR In animated 
style, shows the wisdom of reinvesting earnings, profits. 
"Operation '46n-24 min. Visual financial report to the 
stockholders of plants, services, research--how income is 
distributed among raw materials, wages and taxes. 
REMINGTON RAND 
"Saving with SUIAPn_ 20 min. COLOR Illustrates system to 
simplify the operation of accounts receivable, credit and 
collect departments. 
ECONOMIC G E 0 G ff A P H Y : Agriculture 
Conservation 
ALLIS-CHALlYlERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
11 Soybean Story11-18 min. COLOR Covers planting, cultivating, 
harvesting and processing. 
AMERICAN GUERNSEY CATTLE CLUB 
"Golden Heritage 11-17 min. COLOR Traces progress of 
Agriculture from ancient to modern times. Depicts changes 
in tools etc. 
AMERICAN NATIONAL CATTLEMEN'S ASSOC. 
"Land of Our Fathers"-30 min. COLOR Shows results of 
erosion in cattle producing states; what is being done to 
combat erosion. 
AMERICAN SHORTHORN BREEDERS ASSOC. 
nMr. Shorthorn, U.s.A. 11-28 min. COLOR Shows beef 
production, traces beef cattle industry. 
AMERICAN STOCKYARDS ASSOC'. 
11 Today' s Chrisholm Trail"-27 min. COLOR Depicts the 
beginning and development of the cattle industry in the 
United States. Obtain also from: Ideal Pictures Inc. 
' 
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION 
nvJater in the West 1L27 min. Shows transformations in 
industry and recreation through the proper use of water 
resources. 
11Corralling the Colorado 11-27 min. Shows how this river has 
been harnessed for use by the Great Hoover, Parker, Davis 
and Imperial Dams. 
CASE COMPANY, J. I. 
"Betty's Fruit Groves 11-22 min. COLOR A make believe tour 
of the fruit growing sections of the United States; Covers 
fruit growing and harvesting. 
11 More Food From Fewer Acres 11-22 min. COLOR Depicts how 
modern machines have made possible greater food production. 
E C 0 N 0 M I C GEOGRAPHY 
CASE COMPANY, J. I. 
Agriculture 
Conservation 
' 
"Pageant of Progress"- 20 min. COLOR Traces the development 
of modern farm implements; compares with the crude tools of 
years pasto 
CATERPILLAR TRACTOR COMPANY 
"The Farmer Does the Job"- 30 min. COLOR DEPICTS tb,e role 
of the tractor in food production. 
HOOBER INCORPORATED, J. M. 
"Lancaster Livestock Daily Market"-38 min. COLOR Shows 
general activities; an actual buying transaction with a 
farmer; and the story of a steer from farm to packer. 
"Seen From the Top Rail'.!.. SILENT 42 min. COLOR Study of 
marketing at the stockyards; covers also the displaying, 
judging and selling ot baby beeves at the annual show. 
INTERNATIONAL FILM BUREAU INC. 
11 More Power to the Farmer'L 20 min. COLOR Depicts the 
many applications of electricity on the farm. 
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY 
nGolden Harvestn-10 min. A picture story of the citrus 
fruit industry. 
"Romance of the Reaper'L27 min. Depicts the invention of 
the McCormick Reaper in 1831, its development up to the 
present, its effect on American Agriculture. 
MASSEY-HARRIS COMPANY 
"Enough and For All'L4o min. COLOR Shows why 
agriculture has an ever increasing ability to meet food 
needs of a growing population. 
11 Finest From the First'L 20 min. COLOR Traces the develop-
ment and progress of the Combine. 
MINNEAPOLIS-MOLINE COMPAlf.i 
"Weather Whys"-45 min. COLOR Tells what weather is, what 
ECONOMIC G E 0 G R A P H Y 
VUN1~APOLIS-MOLINE COMPANY 
Agriculture 
Conservation 
11Weather 1.Vhys 11- continued: it can do, and what is being done 
about it. Traces its influence on our economy. 
"Good Earth For a Better Life 11-44 min. COLOR Illustrates 
the importance of mineral elements in the soil and how to 
conserve these elements8 
11Rivers and the Soil11-40 min. COLOR Depicts part played by 
the principal rivers in the United States in the development 
of this country. 
"The Soil is Good11- 40 min. COLOR Stresses the need to 
prevent soil erosion; tells how this can be done. 
"Progress of Plenty11-15 min. COLOR Depicts development and 
progress in the machines and equipment to help the farmer. 
11 Saga of the Soil11-45 min. COLOR Traces the development 
and methods of agriculture down through the years, in the 
Near East; in Africa, and in Europe--shows its influence on 
the economic welfare of the people. 
NATIONAL COTTON COUNCIL OF AMERICA 
11 1'1iracle in the Cottonfield11-6 min. Demonstrates how 
mechanical harvesters have reduced the time needed to 
produce a bale of cotton. 
NATIONAL FERTILIZER ASSOC. 
11Deeper Acres'L 20 min. COLOR A retired farmer reviews 
agricultural developments since he first started to farm; 
describes modern techniques. 
NEW MEXICO STATE TOURIST BUREAU 
nRoundup Time in New Mexico 11-ll min.. COLOR Story of the 
Cowboys and their work in roundup and branding on the 
beef-cattle ranges of New Mexico. 
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 
11Arteries of Life 11-10 min. Shows how topsoil depends on 
water to serve man; and how water depends on forests to 
store this water. 
ECONO~IIC G E 0 G R A P H Y 
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 
Agriculture 
Conservation 
"Birth of the Soiln-10 min. COLOR Uses animation to show 
how soil is produced by nature from ro.ck, air and sun. 
11Erosion"-ll min. Shows man-made erosion and natural erosion. 
11 It Can Happen Here''-35 min. Depicts results of erosion on 
business and mainstreet; how both the farmer and businessman 
depend on fertile soil. 
11 The Rivern-32 min. Shows what the Mississippi River has 
done for man; and what man has done to the river--causing 
it to flood and erode! 
TEXAS COMPANY 
11 Story of Sheep'~ 25 min. COLOR Story of sheep raising for 
wool and meat. 
m~ION PACIFIC RAILROAD 
"Along the Milky Way''-20 min. COLOR Depicts modern 
production, processing and delivery of dairy products. 
11 C~ttle Country'L25 min. COLOR Depicts western beef 
production8 
"Hog Sense 11-25 min. COLOR Discusses raising and 
marketing of hogs. 
11Potatoes Unlimited"-30 min. COLOR Depicts growing, 
handling and transportation. 
VENARD ORGANIZATION 
"National Farm Oddities'L2Q min. Ingenious ideas for 
saving work developed by farmers down through the ages; 
such things as a water-pumping dogs etc. 
... 
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AMERICAN CHRISTIAN PALESTINE CmJIMITTEE 
Foreign 
Countries 
11 So You tiTant To See Israel11-20 mine COLOR Travelogue, shows 
people, places and industries • 
11A Day in Dagania'Ll5 min. COLOR Shows first collective 
colony established in Palestine. 
nHarvest From the Waters"-14 min. COLOR Story of the fishing 
industry in Israel. 
"Israel, Land Reborn'!_ 30 min. COLOR Shows growth and 
progress in Industry ana Agriculturee 
nHouse in the Desert 11-30 min.. St'ory of the struggle to 
·build a country in the desert. 
11 Land of :Promise"-20 min. Traces colonization, irrigation 
and industrial development in the New Palestine. 
ttA Pass To Tomorrown-28 min. COLOR An American soldier 
visits Palestine on furlough to see how a nation grew from 
barren wastes. Obtain also from: United Israel Appeal 
ASSOCIATION FILMS INCORPORATED 
11 Middle America'!_ 30 min. COLOR Describes industry, 
agriculture, products etc. 
11 Costa Rica in Middle America'L 30 min. COLOR Shows jungles 
people, land, customs etc .. 
"Good Things Happen Over Coffee 11-29 min. COLOR Shows 
customs, people·, scenery and highlights of the countries in 
South America with coffee as the basis for their trade and 
good relations with the United States. I 
nHonduras"-40 min. COLOR Shows orchards, coffee plantations 
growing of bananas, sugar cane and mahogany. Also depicts 
mining of gold and silver. 
11 Liberia: Africa 1 s Only Republic 11-.58 min. COLOR Depicts 
geography, topography;· people, rubber planting and 
harvesting. 
nA Trip to Sardinian-10 min. Depicts vineyards and the 
production of fine lace. 
11Rice for Moderns'L6 min. COLOR Traces a history of rice 
growing in China; hov.r processed and packaged. 
( 
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ASSOCIATION FILMS INCORPORATED . 
Foreign 
Countries 
11Colombia--Land of Mountain Coffee 11-30 min. COLOR Covers 
planting, harvesting and methods of growing coffee in 
Colombia, 
AUSTRIAN STATE TOURIST DEPARTf~NT 
11Village Syrn'9homy11-13 min. Shows life in Austrian village: 
daily activities, industries of the people, customs etc. 
CANADIAN CONSULATE GENERAL 
"Cattle Country11 - 9 min. Shows Beef Industry in Southern 
Alberta; tells of life of the Canadian Cowboy~ 
11Western Wheat'!_ 25 min. COLOR Presents development of 
wheat lands in Canada and the Great Lakes. Shows the 
great terminal elevators and freighters used. 
11Craftsmen at Work 11-13 min. Shows revival of old cottage 
industries in Scotland: textile crafts, woodcarving and 
ceramics. 
nAbi tibi 11- 22 min. Shows gold mining regi6n-.; depicts 
mining for gold. 
"Canada's Awakening North"-32 min. Shows social and 
economi.c development of the Mackenzie District. 
11 Canada, World Trader 11-ll min. Shows ·range of exports and 
industrial develo'9ment of Canada during World War II. 
"Caribou Hunters"-18 min. Shows huhting and fur trading. 
11Each Man's Son"-15 min. Hugh MacLennan's novel by this 
title, taking place in a small coal-mining town, is 
dramatized in this film. 
11Fur Country11-22 min. COLOR Gives a fine account of 
Canada's oldes~ and most primitive industry and occupation. 
Show activities of Hudson Bay Company. 
11Great Lakes 11-20 min. Shows industries along their shores, 
commerce that is water-borne etc. 
11The Harbor'L9 min. Shows activities of loading, unloading 
of ships; ship overhauling etc. 
- 11 -
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CANADIAN CONSULATE GE1ffiRAL 
Foreign 
Countries 
"Historic Highway11 --Lower· Canada -18 min. Shows history and 
activities of that part of Ontario flanking the St. Lawrence 
Biver westward to Lake Huron. 
{'Horizons of Quebec 11-ll min. Depicts industrial expansion 
now taking place in Quebec. 
"How To Build an Igloon-11 min. COLOR Shows how site is 
selected, blocks of snow cut and fitted together. 
11 Land of the Long Day11-38 min. Shows activities of the 
Eskimo people during the four months of continuous daylight 
on Baffin Islande 
11 Maple Sugar Time 11-10 min. C.OLOR Depicts old-fashioned 
sugaring-off methods. 
"Mountains of the Westn-20 min. Shows Economic and 
physical geography of Canada's mountain regions. 
"On To Fortune 11-12 min& COLOR Shows Canada's first fully 
planned industrial community--Ajax, Ontario. 
11 0yster Man11-18 mino Depicts oyst·er farming in the Gulf 
of St •. Lawrence. 
"Packaged Power 11- 32 min. COLOR pepicts Canadian 
Aluminum Industry. 
11 Photo Canada11-10 min. Depicts aerial mapping of Canada 1 s 
northern regions* 
"Physical Regions of Canada'L 23 min. Relates topography, 
climate and natural resources with the industries and 
occupations of the people of Canada. 
11 Pulp and Paper From Canada'L 22 min. Covers industry from 
wood to finished paper. 
11 Struggle For Oil 11-ll min. Depicts discovery and the 
development of Canada's major oil fields. 
11 Trappers of the Sea11,_17 min. COLOR Depicts lobster 
industry iri Nova Scotia. 
CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAYS 
i
1Big Island'L 22 min. COLOR Takes viewer on a tour through 
fishing and lumbering industries, a paper mill, and iron 
mine in Newfoundland. 
.a~ 
·w· 
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CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAYS. 
Foreign 
Countries 
"The Canadian Heri tage 11-14 min. COLOR A picture study of 
the Canadian people themselves • 
"This is Canada 11-40 min. COLOR As it might be seen by two 
visitors. Includes an industrial sequence. 
"Trail of 1 98 11-12 min. COLOR Follows route taken by the 
gold seekers in the Gold Rush of 98. 
~cATERPILLAR TRACTOR COMPANY 
11 Land of Potential"-2.5 min. Depicts· the great wealth of 
resources of South America. 
11 Fishing is Their Business 1Ll8 min. COLOR Depicts cod 
fishing, sardine fishing, shrimp and oyster fishing 
industries. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
"Soviet Union and Its People 11-19 min. Covers geography, 
industries, transportation and a study of the people and 
their culture. 
11Austria11 -17 min. Covers background, social, economic and 
political status. 
"C~nadan-18 min. Covers geography, industries, economy, 
way of life and culture. 
11 How To Get Along in a Foreign Country 11 -16 min. Suggests 
attitude, and behavior for not only servicemen, but for 
all American tourists. 
"How To Get Along in France 11- 27 min. Covers customs, 
government, politics. Suggests attitudes and proper 
behavior for Americans. 
You May Obtain the Above Films from the DEPARTMENT OF 
THE ARMY alsol 
Fl1ENCH EMBASSY 
11 Dakar11-20 min. Study of the Port; its shipping, airport 
and residents .. 
nForty Years of Evolution ih Moroccoa-20 min. Newsreel 
study; Request English narration. 
E C 0 N 0 M I C 
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11 Morocco Moves Forwardn-20 min. 
Foreign 
Countries 
"Next Time We See Parisn-20 min. Shows important and 
historical sites. 
11 Construction of the Tigne Dam11-45 min. 
GRACE LINE PUBLICITY DEPARTMENT 
"South America: Ancient and Modern'L 40 min. Traces a trip 
via a Grace Line Ship through the Panama Canal to Eduador, 
Peru, and Chile. 
IDEAL PICTURES INCORPORATED 
11Coffee--America 1 s Favorite Beverage 'L29 min. COLOR Shows 
methods of growing, harvesting and processing in ten 
Central and South-American Countries. 
"Highlights of Holland11-20 min. A tour of the industries, 
agriculture, cities and towns. 
INSTITUTE OF VISUAL TRAINING 
11 Journey 'To Banana Land11-21 min •. COLOR Story of planting, 
growth and harvesting of the banana in Middle America and 
its influence on the culture and customs of the people. 
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPA~TY 
11African Adventures 1'-23 min. COLOR Action pictures taken 
on a safari. 
11 Jungle Yachts in the Belgian Congo'!... 22 min. Describes the 
modern equipment used on an African safari today. 
JAPAN TRAVEL INFORMATION OFFICE 
"Along Japan's Highroads 11-30 min. COLOR A railroad trip 
across Japan. 
nTokyo 11-30 min. Portrays the varied activities of this 
Japanese Metropolis. 
0 
0 
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MINNEAPOLIS-MOLINE COMPANY 
Foreign 
Countrie~ 
11 Crack in the Iron Curtain'!......27 min. COLOR Tours Yugoslavia, 
its cities and towns, factories and farms. 
NATIONAL CO~rniTTEE FOR LABOR ISRAEL 
11 Age of Achievements 11-30 min. Shows achievements of the 
Israel Labor Federation, Histadrut, in the agricultural and 
industrial development of Israel. 
aDesign for Israel 1L 20 min. Depicts training of immigrants 
and their place in the upbuilding of rural areas and in 
industrial development in Israel. 
\ 
11 In Our Lifetimen-29 min. Traces the back-to-the-land 
movement and the vocational training programs of Israel's 
Labor Federation. 
nwhere The Future Begins'~ 25 min. Depicts life in modern 
Israel. 
NORTHWEST ORIENT AIRLINES 
nHighroad to the Orient'L28 min. COLOR Scenes· from an air 
trip over Alaska, Japan and the Philippines. 
QUEBEC TOURIST BUREAU 
nFood For Thought 11-20 min. COLOR Depicts fishing industry 
in the Province of Quebec. 
"Garden of Quebec 1'-20 min. COLOR Depicts eastern townships 
of Quebec; their natural resources and industries. 
11 Mining Developments in Seven Islands, Quebecn-15 min. 
Depicts use of aviation and the railroads in mining these 
rich deposits of iron ore. 
nWilderness Transformed1L20 min. COLOR Depicts mining in 
Western Quebec. 
* * * * * * * * * * 
0 
0 
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ALLIS-CHALMERS lV£ANUFACTURING COI"1PA!\1Y 
Forestry 
Fishing 
"Passing of the Punkin Pine 11-l0 min. COLOR Depicts pine 
logging in Maine. 
BR01rJN COMPANY 
tiTimber is a Crop"- 30 min. COLOR Depicts pulpwood industry 
and transporting of pulpwood to the mill. Stresses the 
importance of wise cutting and planting. 
CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOC. 
11 Sempervirensn-30 min. Sh0ws lumbering, grading and 
milling of the giant redwood trees. 
CATERPILLAR TRACTOR COMPANY 
nwestern Logging"- 20 min. COLOR Compares early logging 
methods with modern practices. 
11 Fishing Is Their Business 11-18 min. COLOR Shows cod, 
sardine, shrimp and oyster fishing industries. 
CHICAGO TRIBUNE 
nTrees To Tribune"- 43 min COLOR Depicts paper making from 
pulpwood to the actual editing and printing of newspapers. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
nMade in Occupied Japan1'- 14 min. Shows pottery and forest 
products made in Japan. 
DENVER & RIO GP~NDE WESTERN 
11 From Forest to Fireside 11-30 min. COLOR Shows harvesting 
and shipping of Pacific Northwest lumber. 
11Hemlock to Headlinesn-29 min. COLOR Tells story of paper 
making in Pacific Northwest; latter part of film shows how 
papers are made up and distributed. 
DIERKS FORESTS INCORPORATED 
nover Pine Mountain Trail1!... 25 min~ COLOR Depicts lumbering 
in the Ozarks. 
0 
0 
0 
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DOUGLAS FIR PL~NOOD ASSOC. 
Forestry 
Fishing 
"Plywood on the Farm11- 30 min. COLOR Depicts uses etc. 
nMiracle in vJood11- 30 min. COLOR Depicts how plywood is 
made; how best. used. 
FARM FILM FOUNDATION 
"Green Harvestn-29 min. De:9icts modern methods of forestry 
and tree farming. Obtain also from: Modern Talking Picture 
Service or Weyerhaeuser Sales Company 
11Monarchs of the Forestn- 23 min. COLOR Story of Canadian 
lumber industry. Obtain also from: International Harvester 
Company 
11The New Paul Bunyan11 .... 30 min. COLOR 
industry in the Pacific Northwest. 
Modern Talking Picture Service 
FIR DOOR INSTITUTE 
Story of the lumber 
Obtain also from: 
"Doorway to Happiness 11 -30 min. COLOR Depicts logging, 
milling and manufacture of fir doors. 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
nstory of the Menhaden11-20 min. COLOR Depicts operations 
of the oldest u. s. Fishery; shows methods of capture and 
processing of fish. 
nits the Maine Sardine 11 -18 min. COLOR Depicts methods of 
catching and processing. 
11 Shrimp, Please 11-21 min. COLOR Depicts methods of catching, 
processing. (Freezing, drying, canning etc.) 
HOCKEY AND ASSOCIATES, W. E. 
11 Forest For the Future'L28 min. COLOR Story of modern 
forestry operations and conservation. 
IDEAL PICTUP~S INCORPORATED 
11Gillnetters of the Bering Sea1'-30 min. COLOR Story of 
Alaskan Fishermen. 
E C 0 N 0 H I C 
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IDEAL PICTURES INCORPORATED 
Forestry 
Fishing 
11 Mahogany--1rJood of the Ages"- 40 min. COLOR Presents the 
story of its growth, harves~ing; products manufactured from 
mahogany. 
LONG-BELL LUMBER COMPANY 
11Tree to Trade 11-31 min. COLOR .Traces production of lumber 
from woods operations to saw and planing mills. 
MODERN TALKING PICTURE SERVICE 
nrn Partnership with Nature"~33 min. COLOR Shows need for 
wise forestry to conserve our timber due to the heavy 
demand for pa?er and wood products. 
11 Deep Roots"-45 mino COLOR Depicts role of private industry 
in the conserving and enhancement of our forests. 
nAlaska' s S'ilver Millions"-35 min. Traces catching and 
canning of salmon in Alaska. 
SOUTHERN HARDWOOD PRODUCERS ASSOC. 
11 Southern Hardwoods--Yours Forevertt-30 min,. COLOR De?icts 
forestry in the South; cutting, transportation, seasoning 
and milling of the great hardwood logs. 
SOUTHERN PULPWOOD CONSERVATION ASSOC. 
nLonnies 1 New Crop 11-ll min. COLOR Depicts pine seedlings, 
planting, thinning and final harvesting. 
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 
11 Timbe1., Growing Today"-15 min. COLOR Explains sustained-
yield management of forests. 
UNITED STATES FOREST SERVICE 
11Everyman 1s Empire 11-20 min. COLOR Depicts the one hundred 
and fifty-two National Forests of the United States. 
11Extra Forest Dollars 11-13 min. Shows sources of products 
not usually linked with the forest. 
- 18 ... 
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D~ITED STATES FOREST SERVICE 
Forestry 
Fishing 
nA Tree Grows For Christmas'L 11 min. COLOR Depicts the 
Christmas Tree Industry; cutting, transporting and marketing. 
WEST COAST LUMBERMAN'S ASSOC. 
"Lumber for Homesn-21 min. COLOR Depicts lumbering; .milling 
and uses in home building. 
WESTERN PINE ASSOC. 
"Bounty of the Forests"-28 min, Describes modern methods 
of protecting and using our forest resources. 
* * * * * * * * * * I 
Natural Resources 
AIR REDUCTION SALES COMPANY 
11Fiery Magic"-22 min. Shows manufacture, testing and 
packaging of calcium carbide; its uses in plastics, 
rubber and medicine. 
11irJhatever irJe Do'L23 mine COLOR Story of production of 
atmospheric gases and their use in industry. 
ALLIS-CHALMERS £1A.NUFACTURING COMPANY 
11 Steels New Frontiern-10 min. Shows new iron ore deposits 
found in Labrador; shows problems in·mining etc. 
ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA 
11This Is Aluminum"-29 min. Depicts mining of bamd te and 
processes for producing ~luminum. Obtain also from: u.s. 
Bureau of Mines 
AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION 
nNatural Gas on the Move'Ll5 min. COLOR Shows how old wells 
store gas for use in winter; how new gas wells are dug; new 
pipe-lines laide 
"Eternal Flame 1L30 min. Traces history of discover.y of 
Natural Gas and the operation of a gas system. 
0 
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AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION 
Natural Resources 
11 Fuel for a Growing Empire 11 -21 min. Story of gas pipe-line 
laid across the country; shows route ittravels and the cities 
and towns it serves. 
11 Gas"- 29 mih. COLOR Shows construction of a large natural 
'gas pipe-line from southern Texas to West Virginia. 
' 
11 Gas for Home and Industry 11 -14 min. Shows uses of gas in 
industry and home--manufacturing processes and methods of 
distributing. 
11 Miracle Flame 11- 22 min. COLOR Uses effective animated 
sequences to show discovery and uses of natural gas. 
"Natural for Industryn-27 min. Shows uses of natural gas 
in industry. 
aNatural Gas 11-20 min. COLOR Shows exploration, drilling, 
() production, measurement and distribution of natural gas. 
0 
AMERICAN POTASH INSTITUTE INCORPORATED 
11 Potash Production in America11-25 min. COLOR Shows 
locations in U. s. and methods of mining and refining. 
AMERICAN WATERWAYS OPERATORS INC. 
"The Master Elementn-29 min. COLOR Depicts the utilization 
and control of water resources in the United States. 
~NACONDA COPPER MINING COMPA1TY 
"Copper 11- 35 min. Takes viewer on tour through mines showing 
~rocesses and manner of transportation. Also tours smelters 
and refineries. 
astory of Chile Copper 11-28 min. COLOR Traces copper mining 
from Indian days to present in Chile. 
ASSOCIATION FILMS INCORPORATED 
nDeep Horizons 1!._20 min. COLOR Uses animated charts and 
photography to show how oil is actually found and produced. 
Obtain also from: Texas Company 
ECONOMIC 
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BARRE GRANITE ASSOCIATION INC. 
Natural Resources 
nwill To Be Remembered'!_ 27 min. Describes quarrying and 
manufacture of Barre Granite--narration by Lowell Thomas. 
BELL A1ID ZOLLER COAL COMPANY 
"Story of a Famous Coaln-33 min. Shows origin of coal, 
phases in mining, preparation for s~ipment and transportation. 
BONNEVILLE POvfER ADMINISTRATION 
11 Highline 11-20 min. COLOR Shows how pow~r is distributed 
from the Bonneville Project. 
11 The Columbia"-20 min. Covers part played by the Columbia 
River Projects in promoting a diversified economy. 
DETROIT EDISON COMPANY 
11 My Dad's Company'!.... 24 min. Illustrates the production and 
distribution of electricity. 
DO\rJ CHEMICAL COMPANY 
"This is Magnesi'um1!._25 min. COLOR 
of the possibilities of magnesium. 
Bureau of the Mines 
A Walt Disney presentation 
Obtain also from: u. s. 
nTreasure From the Sea'Lll min. COLOR Uses animation to 
show uses and sources of this light metal. Obtain also from: 
United States Bureau of Mines 
GARDNER-DENVER COi)lPANY 
11 CaCo3 11- 23 min. COLOR Traces the complete underground 
operations of limestone mining. 
"Pay Dirt 11-27 min. COLOR Depicts the improved techniques of 
mining iron, copper, uranium and zinc. Compares mod~rn 
methods with old-fashioned hand methods. 
GEliJERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
11 Lease On The Future'!..-20 min. COLOR Explains drilling 
methods, oil processing; and how electricity helps the oil 
industry. 
4t' 
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GE~ffiRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
11Clean Water 11- 23 min. COLOR Explains how city water systems 
are kept free from pollution; proper sewage explained by 
use of animation. 
11 Metal Magic 11-lO min. Traces processes of fashioning metals 
into alloys and mixtures for greater strength; shows new 
products made possible by these alloys. 
11 Pipeline to the Clouds 11-25 min. COLOR Uses animation to 
trace natural water cycle and the increased need for better 
waterwork~acilities in America. 
11 Light in Your Life 11-20 min. COLOR Animated character 
takes a small girl on a magic tour of the world showing 
her the many uses of light. 
11 Story of Light 11-12 min. COLOR Traces history of light, 
from 'creation to present. 
GOODYEAR TIP..E &: RUBBER COMPANY 
11 Modern Coal Mining 11-25 min. Takes viewer on a tour 
underground to show new mining equipment; new means of 
mine safety. 
GYPSUM ASSOCIATION 
nwhite Magic 11-l5 min •. COLOR Depicts m1n1ng of gyps.um and 
how it is used in modern construction. 
IDEAL PICTURES INCORPORATED 
11 Northward to Nome 11-29 min. COLOR Depicts modern methods 
of gold mining. 
"Building of a Character Metal 11 -18 min. Story of the 
refining of nickel. 
nMan-made Canyon1'-19 min. Story of mining nickel; how it 
is mined often under conditions of forty degrees below 
zero temperatures. 
11 Me-n, Metals and Machinesn-35 min. Shows processes of a 
~reat metal rolling mill for nickel. 
nr-Tickel 1rJinning 11 - 18 min. Actual photographs within a 
nickel mine showing mining methods and precautions. 
ECONOMIC 
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INDIANA LIMESTO~ffi INSTITUTE 
nThe Nations Building Stone 11- 20 min. Depicts steps in the 
quarrying and production of limestone. 
INTERNATIONAL FILM BUREAU INC. 
"Power From Ottawa1L21 min. COLOR Illustrates methods of 
storing electric power. 
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY 
11 The Power That Brings You Oil 11- 20 min" COLOR 
is located; drilled, transported and refined; 
Shows how oil 
products etc. 
11 Loads of Coal11 15 min. COLOR Illustrates open pit system 
of mining coal. 
INTERNATIONAL MINERALS & CHEMICALS CORP. 
nup From the Bed of a Desert Sea 11- 26 min. COLOR Depicts 
a potash mine; methods of mining and refining; modern uses 
of potash by industry and the consumer. 
INTERSTATE OIL COMPACT COMMISSION 
11 0il For Tomorrow 11- 30 min. COLOR 
prehistoric origin to final use. 
Depicts oil from its 
Clever use of Animation. 
JOHNSTON PUMP COMPANY 
11 Nature 1 s Reservoir'L 30 min. COLOR Portrays water resources. 
Shows their development necessary for community growth and 
prosperity. 
KAISER ALUMINUM & CHEDYiiCAL CORP. 
11Take a Look at Tomorrow'L25 min. COLOR Production story 
of aluminum from mine to use. 
KAISER GYPSUM COMPANY INC. 
I' 
~ 
nsan Marcos Isle of Gypsum"-15 min. COLOR Portrays gypsum 
quarry operations. 
c 
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KENDALL REFINING COMPANY 
Natural Resources 
11 Nature Plays Favorites 11 ~25 min. COLOR Depicts producing 
and refining of crude oil; manner of packaging and final 
consumer use. 
MODERN TALKING PICTDkill SERVICE 
11Health and the Cycle of ·water 11-20 min. Uses photography 
and animated drawings to show how public water supplies are 
filtered and distributed. 
11 Powering America 1 s Progress 11-25 min. COLOR Shows strip 
and underground mining of coal; preparation, transportation, 
and uses of coal. Obtain also from: National Coal Assoc. 
11 0il and Men11-28 min. A March of Time picture on the 
activities of a modern oil company. Obtain also from: 
Standard Oil Co. (Indiana) or Stanolind Oil & Gas Company 
"American Frontier 11-29 min. Depicts drilling of North 
Dakota's first productive oil well. Obtain also from: 
American Petroleum Institute 
"Research--Pattern For Progress"-25 min. COLOR De-picts the 
important role of research in the petroleum industry. 
Obtain Also from: Texas Company 
11 Twenty-four Hours of Progress 11-28 min. Shows how the oil 
industry contributes to the progress of America 'round the 
clock. Obtain also from American Petroleum Institute. 
iiConstant Challenge 11-30 min. COLOR Traces development of 
odorless kerosene lamps, oil burners, gasoline, road tars 
and modern efforts of petroleum research. 
N:OVIES, U.S.A. INC. 
11 Black Diamonds'L27 min. COLOR Tells story of anthracite 
coal; its origin, methods of mining and distribution. 
(Available only to the New England States, PA., N.Y •. , N.J.) 
NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION 
"Magic of Coal 11 -18 min. Traces mining of coal and its 
many uses. 
11 Underground'Adventure 11-ll min. Depicts vocational training 
for mining; shows processes of coal mining. 
0 
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Nffiv YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Natural Resources 
11 H20-N. Y. lL 27 min. COLOR Depicts role of water in the 
industry, food production, transportation, recreation and 
health of New York State. 
NORFOLK &. WESTERN RAIH1TAY COMPANY 
11 Power Behind the Nationn-31 min. Depicts the mining, 
transportation and uses of bituminous coal. 
OHIO OIL COMPANY 
"Unseen Horizonsn-30 min. COLOR Uses flashbacks to show 
oil industry progress; shows refining, marketing etc. 
SHELL OIL COMPANY 
"Prospecting for Petroleum"-23 min. GOLOR Shows formation 
of oil deposits; their prehistoric origins; and modern 
devices used in finding oil deposits. 
11 10,000 Feet Deep 11-20 min. Describes oil's origin during 
prehistoric times; episodes in oil exploration; how regions 
are now charted and tested for oil. 
11 Pipe-line 11-24 min. COLOR Traces building of a one-
thousand mile long gas pipe-line. 
11 Birth of an Oil Fieldn-30 min. COLOR Depicts drilling, 
erection of derricks, transportation of crude oil to the 
refinery~ 
ncrude Oil Distillation11-13 min. Describes how crude oil 
.is separated into fractions from which gasoline, fuel oil, 
lubricating oil and other products are derivedn 
nOil For Aladdin's Lamp 11-20 min. Tours a laboratory and 
shows work being done in petroleum research. 
"Oil, the Invisible Traveler 11-l9 min. COLOR Shows how 
petroleum products are transported; by pipe-line: barges, 
tankers, tank trucks etc. 
11Pattern for Chemicals 11-10 min. Shows how gases and smokes, 
waste products of refining, are now being put into use as 
new chemicals. 
0 
0 
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SOIL CGNSERVATION SERVICE 
11 0nce Upon a Time 11-14 min. SILENT A CARTOON showing the 
exploitation and waste of our basic resources. 
STANOLIND OIL & GAS COMPA1TY 
"Petroleum Operations in the Gulf of Mexico 11- 33 min. COLOR 
Traces practices, methods of operation and special problems. 
"Prospecting for Petroleum in the Gulf of Mexico 1'-28 min. 
COLOR 
TENNESSEE GAS TRANSMISSION COMPANY 
'
11 Gas Goes To Market 11 -30 min. COLOR Depicts construction, 
operation and maintenance of a natural gas pipe-line~ 
TEXAS COMPANY 
11 Masters of Molecules 11-25: min. COLOR Traces transforming 
of crude oil into products we use; shows processes and 
methods of distilling. 
UNITED STATES BUREAU OF MINES 
nArizona and Its Natural Resources 1!_29 min •. 
11 California and Its Natural Resources 1t_4o min. COLOR 
11 Missouri and Its Natural Resources n_ 33 min. COLOR 
11 Nevada and Its Natural Resources 11-31 min. 
11 0hio and Its Natural Resourcesn-43 min. 
nOklahoma and Its Natural Resources 11- 42 min. 
rroregon and Its Natural Res,gurces 11_ 43 min. 
11 Texas and Its Natural Resourcesil-43 min. 
11W.ashingt.on and Its Natural Resources 11 -26 min. 
1lWyoming and Its Natural Resources 11-30 min. 
11West Virgipa and Its Natural Resources 11-12 min. COLOR 
Obtain also from: 1vest Virginia Industrial and Publicity 
Committee. 
0 
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UNITED STATES BUREAU OF MINES 
Natural Resources 
"Evolution of the Oil Industry"- 29 min. Shows first 
producing well, scenes of development down through the years 
in refining and transporting petroleum products. 
11 Lead From Mine to Metal11- 28 min. COLOR Shows mining, 
refining of ore and smelting processes. 
I 
"Petroleum and its Uses"-42 min. Uses action scenes to show 
how many and varied products are obtained from oilo 
11 Story of Lubricating Oil 11- 22 min. COLOR Uses animation to 
show.process of refining crude oil. 
11Story of Coppert!-33 min COLOR Traces discovery by 
primitive man; its development and use down through the _ages; 
methods of mining and refining. 
"Story of Lead 11-22 min. Shows mining and smelting since 
1720. Uses"animation to show modern methods and processes. 
nTin From Bolivian-20 min. Traces early methods of tin 
mining; compares with modern mining methods. 
11 Zinc--Its Mining, Milling, Smelting11 -30 min. Uses very 
effective animation. 
"Bituminous Coal--Powering America's Progressn-30 min. Shows 
processing, mining, distribution and uses. 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
"California's Golden Beginnings 11-18 min. Story of the Gold 
Rush of 1848; c.ompares with the modern 1 gold rush 1 in its 
many natural resources. 
VERMONT MARBLE CO:MPANY 
11 C avalcade of· Marble n-40 min. COLOR Depicts production 
processes in the marble industry. 
ttMountain of Marble 1~ 22 min. Depicts quarrying operations, 
production of products; distribution. 
11 New World of Marble 11- 27 min. COLOR Covers quarrying 
operations and fabrication of products; shows also the 
many marble by-products. 
ECONOMIC 
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GEOGRAPHY United States and 
Possessions 
ALASKA DEVELOPMENT BOARD 
11Alaska--U.S.A. 11-30 min~ COLOR Scenes of towns, cities, 
people, resources, mining and industries. Obtain also from: 
Moore's Motion Picture Service 
AMERIC!N GAS ASSOCIATION 
11 Map of An Empire 11-20 min. COLOR 
Gulf South offers new industries. 
industry. 
Shows advantages the 
Shows role of the gas 
ilChallenge-for Growth11-15 min. COLOR Illustrates problems 
arising from the great addition to population and industry 
in Los Angeles since World War II. 
ASSOCIATION FILMS INCORPORATED 
~ 11America For Me 11-35 min. COLOR Takes viewer on a tour 
through 14 states. 
'!New Horizons"- 20 min. COLOR Pays tribute to the part 
played by the South in the economic, cultural and industrial 
life of the United States. Obtain Also From: Princeton 
Film Center Inc. or Seaboard Airline Railroad Co~ 
CENTRAL AND SOD~H WEST CORP. 
11 Frontiers Unlimited'L27 min. COLOR Describes the strides 
made in industry and agriculture in the South West. 
CHARLESTON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
11Harbor of History11-27 min. COLOR Depicts the varied 
activities taking place in this large harbor. 
DELTA - C & S AIR LINES 
'\ liThe Great South11 -28 min. COLOR Covers agriculture, 
industry and the rising standard of living in the South 
today. Fine scenes of industries, manufacturing, oil 
refineries and cotton mills. 
"Tale of Six Cities 1~30 min. COLOR Tours Dallas, New 
Orleans, Knoxville, Miami, Charleston, Chicago and points 
out the leading features of each city. 
-o 
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GEOGRAPHY United States and 
Possessions 
DENVER AND RIO GRANDE WESTERN RAILROAD CO. 
11 Monurnent Va1ley11-l2 min. COLOR Tours Navajo Indian 
Reservation9 shows livlihood of the Navajo Indians. 
FORD MOTOR COMPANY 
nThe American Cowboy'L 30 min. COLOR'"' An authentic account 
of the typical life of a cowboy on a cattle range. 
11 Men of Gloucester"-22 min. COLOR Portrays a community 
and the fishing industry that provides its living. 
11Portrait of a City--Detroit 11-25 min. COLOR Depicts history, 
industrial development; shows city scenes. 
"Pueblo Boy11- 20 min. COLOR Depicts people of the Southwest; 
how they live, work etc. 
HAWAIIAN VISITORS BUREAU 
11 Discover Hawaii 11- 29 min. COLOR Shows people, scenery 
and industry. 
liSun, Surf and Sky'.!.. 30 min. COLOR Shows people, scenery, 
and industries of the five major islands. 
IDAHO FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
11 Idaho--Adventure in Enterprise 11-29i min. COLOR Story of 
lumbering, mining, cattle ranches; farming and manufactureso 
11 Idaho On The March11_ 23 min. COLOR Shows forms of 
agriculture, lumbering, mining and manufacturing carried 
on by the citizens of this state. 
IDEAL PICTURES INCORPORATED 
ncrossroads of America'!_ 33 min. COLOR Takes viewer on a 
tour of Indiana showing historic sites, agricultural 
developments, rise of cities etc. 
nHoliday Assignment 11- 29 min. COLOR Records the activities 
of America~s during the holidays of Halloween, Thanksgiving 
and Christmas. 
11Wheels of Progress 11-20 min. COLOR Tours oil fields of 
Oklahoma; Stockyards of the Midwest and Gulf Ports of 
~Texas. 
0 
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GEOGRAPHY 
JACKSON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
United States and 
Possessions 
11 Jackson, Crossroads of the South11-20 min. COLOR Depicts 
the growth, industry and culture of this So~thern City. 
JACOBS AGENCY, MAX H. 
nFrom Cane Brake to Sugar Bowl 11-18 min. Illustrates the 
112 year growth of the sugar industry in Texas. 
LION OIL COMPANY 
11 Revolution in the South11-22 min. COLOR Depicts the revival 
of industry and agriculture in the South; shows that this 
has been made possible by wise use of natural resources as 
compared with w~teful old methods and practices. 
LONGVIEW CHAlVJBER OF COMMERCE 
11 The Longview Storyn-10 min. Describes civic, economic 
make-up of this city in Texas; discusses industry, resources. 
LOS ANGELES HARBOR DEPARTMENT 
nThe Port of Los Angeles 11-23 min. Depicts discovery in 
1542; modern facilities, ships loading, unloading etc. 
LOUISIANA DEPT. OF COMMERCE & INDUSTRY 
llLouisiana--The First Chapter"-33 min. COLOR Illustrates 
industry and modern agriculture in this state. 
¥~SSACHUSETTS DEPT. OF COMMERCE 
11 Make It Massachusetts'!.... 30 min. COLOR Traces 3 major reasons 
why Massachusetts is a desirable industrial site; skilled 
labor ma:r•ket, research facilities, location near markets. 
TSON NAVIGATION CO~~A1TY 
· at ion--Hawaii 'L 30 min. COLOR Traces two-way flow 
-c-~~e~n America and Hawaii; notes commodities 
.ch country. 
/ 
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MI1rnEAPOLIS CHAMBER OF COffi~RCE 
United States and 
Possessions 
11 Minneapolis 1'-22 min. COLOR Shows industrial, civic and 
scenic points of interest in this city. 
MINNEAPOLIS-MOLINE CO~~ANY 
11 Lure of New England'!.... 27 min. COLOR Takes viewer on a tour 
of the New England States, shows peov~e at work and at play. 
~USSOURI DIV. OF RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT 
"Missouri and Its Natural Resources''-33 min. COLOR Depicts 
mineral resources from barite to zinc. 
nMissouri-.-Land of Diversityl!.._20 min. COLOR ·Depicts 
agriculture, industrial as well as recreational features. 
NKW YORK MUNICIPAL BROADCASTING.SYSTEM 
"The 1rJ"aters Around Us 11-25 min. Traces the history of the 
Port of New York and its modern growth and development. 
NORTHWEST ORIENT AIRLINES 
nNorthwest to Alaska 11-27 min. COLOR Story of Alaska as it 
is today--cities, people etc. 
PORT OF SAN DIEGO 
nHarbor of the Sunn-21 min. COLOR Depicts the Harbor of 
San Diego--its industry, shipbuilding, maritime commerce 
and reviews the tuna fishing industry. 
SANTA FE FILM BUREAU 
"Texas, the Big State 'L29 min. Depicts indu~tries, oil 
industry and agriculture. 
TULARE COUNTY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
'
11 Garden of the Sun1!.._22 min. COLOR Shows agriculture and 
industry of this county in California.. Shows in particular 
the fine fruit industries of thi~ county. 
·. 
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GEOGRAPHY United States and 
Possessions 
UNITED STATES COAST GUARD 
11 Story of the Great Lakes 11 -28 min. Illustrates economic 
significance of the Great Lakes to the United States. 
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 
"Star 3411-21 min. COLOR Shows scenic, historical and 
industrial attractions of Kansas. 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
"North Carolina, The Tarheel State'!_ 30 min. COLOR A study. 
of the natural resources, and the people of this state. 
=~ 
UTAH TOURIST & PUBLICITY COUNCIL ( 
,. 
11 Salt Lake Cityi'-12 min. COLOR Sl. 
progress since its founding in 181 
industries, agricult-ure and mine 
,development and 
hows present day 
~ ' 
.iY'------' 
VIRGINIA CONSERVATION & DEVELOPMENT DEPT. 
"Virginia 1 s Great Southwest 11- 32 min. COLOR Covers the 
industries, agriculture, education and scenery of this state. 
WEST VIRGINIA INDUSTRIAL & PUBLICITY COMMISSION 
11Date With \Illest Virginian-28 min. COLOR. Shows industries 
as well as scenic beauty of this state. ~ 
WURTELE FILM PRODUCTIONS 
11 Discover Clermont: The Gem of the Hills 11-20 min. COLOR ' 
Depicts the industry, agriculture and recreational facilities 
in Florida 1 s ';'Little Swi tzerlandn. 
GENERAL B U S I N E S S 
ASSOCIATION FILMS INCORPORATED 
Banking - Credit 
Insurance 
11 Both Ends of Locust Street 11-28 min. Gives background and 
information on health insurance pl~ns. 
GENERAL 
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B U S I N E S ~ Banking - Credit 
Insurance 
BUREAU OF COMMuNICATION RESEARCH INC. 
11 Stop Fires--Save Jobs 1t_ 18 min. Shows Employees how to spot, 
stop and report fires on the job. Obtain also from: 
Underwriters Laboratories Inc. 
nTexas City Comes Back'!_ 10 min. Shows how insurance helped 
rebuild a city destroyed by fire. 
CONSUMERS COOPERATIVE ASSOC. 
11 The People 1 s Bank'!_ 20 min. Gives an explanation of the 
operation of Credit Unions. 
CONTI~lliNTAL ILLINOIS NATIONAL BANK & TRUST CO. 
11 Back of Every Promise 11-30 min. Explains commercial banking, 
how mone.y is put to work; banks collection and payment 
services, and banking services to industry. 
FEDERAL RESERVE BAW~ 
nDay at the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland'L 22 min. 
Shows the varied activities and daily operations. 
"The Federal Reserve Bank and You'!_ 30 min. Illustrates the 
effect of the Federal Reserve System on our daily lives--
how it influences money and credit; its services to 
commercial banks and the U. s. Treasury. 
11 Federal Reserve Systemn_ 22 min. Depicts origin and 
functions of the Federal Reserve System. 
"Your Money's Worthn-38 min. COLOR Studies the disorders 
changing the value of the dollar; shows how these disorders 
can be prevented. 
MODERN TALKING PICTDtill SERVICE 
11 Credi t, Man·' s Confidence in Man11- 33 min. Traces history 
of credit reporting; how credit information is supplied to 
the. seller is shown in detail. 
"Every Seventh Family'!_ 26 min. Traces the ~evelopment of 
consumer finance service; how it operates etc. 
"Family of a Craftsman11-26 min. Depicts the true spirit of 
the American worker; his desire for insurance, his pride in 
his work etc. 
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MODERN TALKING PICTURE SERVICE 
Banking - Credit 
Insurance 
11 From Every Mountainside 11-33 min. COLOR Depicts how Old 
Judge Wallace gave his family security through insurance. 
11 In Balance"- 30 min. Shows how profits and the profit 
motive are necessary fo~ the welfare of both business and 
the public. 
"Opportunity, U.S~A. 11-27 min. Depicts role of an investment 
bank, how it operates; how it serves the investor. 
11 Silent Partners'!.... 19 min. COLOR Shows how insurance funds 
are used in financing new homes, industries and agricultural 
projects. (Available only in Ariz., Calif., Col., Idaho, 
Montana, N. M., Oregon, Utah, Wash., and Wyoming.) 
NATIONAL ASSOC. OF MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES 
uNo Longer Worried11- 28 min. Story of Ben Franklin's 
foresight in promoting fire insurance; how his wisdom 
benefited America. Obtain also from: United World Films Inc 
. 
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION 
11 Looking Ahead'!_ 13 min. Explains old-age and survivor 1 s 
inst~ance under the Social Security Act. Shows how three 
generations of one family are protected. 
nThey Need to Know 11-l3 min. Points out that nsocial 
security11 is not the same as nold age and retirement!" 
Points to benefits widows and their children can receive, 
e¥en when young. 
GENERAL 
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B U S I N E S S 
ASSOCIATION FILMS INCORPORATED 
Communications 
11 Story Without End"-18 min. Shows prophecy of ever-
increasing scope and usefulness of the telephone by 
Alexander Graham Bell as proving true today. 
nworld at Your Cailn-10 min. COLOR Illustrates low cost and 
value of modern long distance telephone service. 
11A Million Times· a Day 11-ll min. Outlines steps by operators 
to complete longest possible telephone call. 
0 
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ASSOCIATION FILMS INCORPORATED 
Communications 
11 Partners in Prog:ress''-20 min. COLOR Shows construction of 
rural telephone lines and how telephone service has kept 
pace with the gr.owth and expansion in the South. 
"Pulse of Time 11-l0 min. Describes man's early attempts to 
record time; shows modern time mechanisms. 
BELL SYSTEM TELEPHONE OFFICES 
11Adventures in' Telezonia11-17 min. COLOR A Bill Baird 
Puppet presentation which explains how to use the telephone. 
11Dial Comes To Town'~ 20 min. Gramps opposes the change, 
but after learning operation and speed of service, changes 
his mind~ 
"Before Your Telephone Rings 1'-17 min. Demonstrates the 
work behind the call of installation, maintenance and 
operation of the telephone system. 
nDialing Tips''- 5~ min. COLOR Demonstrates correct dialing 
techniques. 
nHeri tage For Victory'!.... 26 min. Traces' growth of Western 
Electric Company from a small model shop in 1869 to its 
present positiono 
11Party Linesn-15 min. COLOR Uses Marionettes in an 
entertaining story to show proper use of a party line. 
11 Industrial Measurement 11-8 min. Traces development of 
ultra-precise measurements for product testing in the 
telephone industry. 
DAILY TRIBUNE 
11 0ut of the Woods 11-17 min. Shows paper making, and the 
using of the paper in a newspaper. 
nThat r s News To Me 11-12 mino COLOR Shows how type is set; 
photo-engravings are made, as well as distribution of the 
finished newspaper. 
DE VRY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
11America 1 s Rising New Giant 11 -22 min. Depicts the rise and 
industrial use of electronics. 
GENERAL 
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DE VRY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
Communications 
"The Amazing World of Television Electronics'!_ 22 min. COLOR 
Shows use of electronics in manufacturing and in broadcasting. 
DENVER & RIO GRANDE WESTERN RAILROAD COMPANY 
"Journey to Yesterday'!_ 29 min. COLOR Story of the making of 
a motion picture. Viewer follows operations via a narrow-
guage railroad of years gone by. 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
"Naturally Its F]).111-17 min. COLOR Explains the difference 
between AM and FM radios. Non-technical, it shows how FM 
overcomffi static, interference, fading and improves tone. 
I'People and Pictures 11-23 min. COLOR Takes a tour through 
a television plant showing manufacturing processes. 
(Request from: General Electric Company, Employee Relations 
Dept. Electronics Div. Electrqnics Park, Syracuse, N.Y.) 
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 
11 Magic In The Air'!_ 20 min. Uses animated diagrams to show 
the basic principles of television; visits ·a stage setting 
where a show is being produced. 
IDEAL PICTURES INCORPORATED 
11 Phonevision11-15 mine Presents a new idea in television--
how it improves programs etc. 
INSTITUTE OF VISUAL TP~INING 
"Democracy's Diaryn-18 min. Depicts activities and 
operations of the modern newspaper. (Distribution to 
northeastern states only) 
MODERN TALKING PICTURE SERVICE 
11Telegram For America 1'- 22 min. Traces history and modern 
methods of telegram transmission. (Restricted to 
communities of over 50,000 populatio~) 
11 Pigeonholes and Progress 11-20 min. Traces a letter through 
the American Postal System; shows new developments etc. 
' 
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SANTA FE FILM BUREAU 
Communications 
nA Picture is Made 11- 22 min. Traces the operations and 
activities behind the making of a motion picture. 
* * * * * * * * * * . 
GENERAL B U S I N E S S Economic Principles 
A1~RICAN GAS ASSOCIATION 
11 Legend of Dan and Gus 11-26. min. COLOR CARTOON depic·ting 
the law of supply and demand, franchise controls and 
profit management. Obtain also from~ Modern Talking 
Picture Service. 
AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY 
11 Caution--Eyes at 't~Jork! I!_ 23 min. COLOR Depicts costly 
results of eye strain and poor eyesight on plant output and 
safety. 
AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE 
11Crossroads u.s.A."-2.5 min. Takes place in a country 
service station. Story illustrates opportunities open to 
youth under our free enterprise system. Obtain also from: 
Modern Talking Picture Service 
nMan On the Land'!_ 16 min. COLOR Uses animation to show 
how competition has made possible the high standard of 
living we enj.oy in America today. 
AMERICAN STOCK YARDS ASSOCIATION 
"This Little Pig Went to Market 1'- 27 min. COLOR Shows how 
markets achieve selling each assignment on its merits 
through competent salesmen and buyers; competition in the 
market. Shows how prices are established. 
BOEING AIRPLA~~ COMPANY 
11 Let 1 s Stop Wasten-2.5 min. COLOR Presents the "careless 
worker 11 and examples of manufacturing wastes. 
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CINCI1rNATI MILLING MACHI}ffi COMPANY 
Economic Principles 
11Highway to Production11-30 min. COLOR Describes part played 
by machine tools in man's drive for greater material comfort. 
CONSUMERS COOPEP~TIVE ASSOC. 
-
nBeyond the Land 11-32 min. A travelogue story of cooperatives,. 
Organization facilities, purposes etc. 
iiConsumers l"'arching onn-18 min. COLOR Shows how 
cooperatives conduct their business. 
;;Consumers Serve Themselves 11-10 min. COLOR Explains how 
cooperative members regulate the quality of the products 
they buy. 
11 Distx•ibuting America 1 s Goods 11-ll min. Describes what 
happens to products as they go from producer to the final 
consumero 
nup From the Earth'~ 45 min. Illustrates cooperatives in the 
oil industry. 
I 
DRAVO CORPORATION 
"Portrait of an Enterprise'!... 25 min, COLOR Describes how 
the activities of this company touch almost every segment 
of modern industry. 
FARr>I CREDIT DISTRICTS 
11 Banking On the Land11- 22 min. COLOR Story of the develop-
ment of cooperatives to overcome the hardship of shor·i; term 
mortgage loans, with high interest rates, for farmers. 
(Not available from the Louisvill~ Office) 
11 Farmers ifJorking Together 11-20 min. COLOR Outlines the 
activities of cooperatives in marketing, processing of their 
products, purchasing, insu~ance and credit. 
e nFruits, Vegetables and Cooperation1!_25 min. Shows activity 
of cooperatives in processing, packing and marketing of 
fruits and vegetableso 
11 Livestock Cooperatives in Action'!.-20 min. COLOR Outlines 
activities in ttie marketing of livestock. 
c 
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FARM CREDIT DISTRICTS 
Economic Principles 
"Production Credit Does the Job 11- 27 min. COLOR Picture 
story of short-term farm credit cooperatives. 
11 Sign of Dependable Credit n-18 min. Explains workings of 
Farm Production Credit S"ystem. 
11 Cotton the Co-op \'lay"-15 min. Shows activities of the 
cooperatives in development of cotton products and cotton 
markets. (Available only in cotton states) 
11What is a Farm Worth? 11 -12 min. COLOR Shows what to look 
for in appraising the value of a farm. 
11Cooperative Wool 11 -30 min. Shows operations and activities 
of cooperatives in the wool growing industry. · 
FARM FILM FOUNDATION 
nRomance of the Reaper'.!.... 27 min. Depicts invention of the 
McCormick Reaper and the progress in harvesting machinery 
down through the years to the modern equipment of today. 
11Agriculture 1 s Two-Way Trade With India'~ 19 min. Studies 
s~bstitution of trade for aid in international relations. 
11Enterprise "- 31 min. Story of a small cotton raising 
c0mmunity whose soil failed; ~nd their victorious struggle· 
to overcome this disaster. A fine demonstration of free 
enterprise. Obtain also from: Modern Talking Picture 
Service. 
"Going Placesn-10 min. COLOR Depicts role of the profit 
motive in.business and industry by use of animated cartoons. 
Obtain also from: Stanolind Oil and Gas Company. 
Ii'ORD MOTOR COMPANY 
nTechnique For Tomorrow"-.23 min. De-picts the industrial 
community of tomorrow with machines doin$ the hard work now 
done by man. Story of Automation! 
GE~illRAL MILLS INC. 
1111\fhat 1 s Your Idea11-20 min. COLOR Illustrates the importance 
of employee suggestions and initiative, 
0 
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GE~illRAL MILLS INC. 
Economic Priqciples 
11Assignment--General Mills 11-20 min, COLOR Two students 
tour the com~any and obtain a re~ort ?n the retirement 
system; division of company earnings, and management 
policies, 
.
11Mr, Winkle Returns 1~ 8 min. Rip Van lrvinkle awakens and 
takes his share of stock to General Mills, he se~ the 
diversification that has taken place and the growth in 
value over the years of his share of stock, 
GENERAL rJIOTORS CORPORATION 
nThe Easier 1rJay11-20 min, Gives, a fine explanation of Time 
and ~Jfotion Study, Provides a good demonstration. 
11American Miraclen-18 min. An animated account of what we 0 mean by nmass productioni~ ' 
0 
"American Harvest 1!_ 29 min. COLOR Shows the conversion of 
raw materials into wealth, and how we are all interdepend- · 
ent under a system of free enterprise. 
"Joe Learns a Thing or Two 11- 25 min, Story of a caveman 
who learns that the more he produces, the better he lives. 
So he learns to use tools and to trade with others. 
nwhere Joe's Living Comes From1!_25 min, Joe, the caveman, 
learns that production is the creator of real wealth; that 
distribution is what makes it worthwhile; and profit is the 
incentive to produce more. 
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY 
"Letter From America'!_ 32 min. Draws a sharp contrast 
between totalitarian creeds and the American way of life 
as viewed through the eyes of a hew American citizen, 
IDEAL PICTURES INCORPORATED 
11 Birthright'!.....4o min, COLOR Depicts the drive that has 
caused man to improve his methods, tools and machines. 
11 U,A;W,--AFL Storyl~40 min. Records the history of this 
labor union; the United Automobile \rJorkers Union. 
(Available from the rJiinneapolis E~change Office of this 
source only-) 
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ILLINOIS CE~~RAL RAILROAD 
Ecoqomic Principles 
nsuggestions Unlimi ted 11- 30 min. COLOR Depicts manner in 
which employee suggestions are handled ·and encouraged by 
this company. 
JAM HANDY ORGANIZATION 
"American Harvest 1!_ 29 min. COLOR Shows how raw materials 
are fashioned into usable wealth; how we are all dependent 
on one another under a system of free enter~rise. 
JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO~~ANY 
11 Faith In Our Future 11-15 min. COLOR Describes a model 
community, Hancock Village. 
C) JOHN-MANSVILLE TRAINING CENTER 
nFibres of Freedomn_ 32 min. COLOR Portrays the start, 
development and progress of a private business company 
under the American System of Free Enterprise. 
JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT INCORPORATED 
111.rJe 1 re In Business 11-18 min. Illustrates the operation of a 
part-time business by a group of young people. Points out 
techniques for the adult advisors. 
, 
~illTHODS ENGI~lliERING QOUNCIL 
"Profit Through Industrial Design11-17 min. COLOR Shows it 1 
solves problems of economic production; helps in the selling 
of a produc~, and keeps the firm ahead of competition. 
11 Skill and Effort Rating 11-12 min. COLOR Actual office and 
shop scenes show what performance level 11 indicators 11 to look 
for. 
0 11Time Study Methods 1'- 19 min. COLOR Marks how applied to the 
actual operations of the worker. 
MINNEAPOLIS-MOLI~lli COMPANY 
11 This Heritage of Ours 1~45 mino COLOR 
growing from wilderness to greatness. 
enterprise of hardy pioneers. 
Depicts America 
A tribute to the 
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MODERN TALKING PICTURE SERVICE 
Economic Principles 
nwhat Makes Us Tick1t_ 12 min. COLOR Shows the New York Stock 
Exchange as the world's biggest market place; its role in 
our economy; and the function of capital and savings. 
nwhere the Heart Is'!_ 27 min. COLOR Depicts how real estate 
is bought and sold. 
11 Good Business"-30 min. COLOR Promotes being a "good 
neighbor 11 by business enterprise in all communities. 
iiDu Pont Story11-40 min. COLOR Traces the development of the 
Du Pont Company from 1802 to the present day. Obtain also 
from: Du Pont De Nemours & Company, E~ I. or Farm Film 
Foundation. 
11 Time--The Servant of Man"-20 min. COLOR Traces the steps 
taken by man down through the ages to measure time; from 
sundial to electric clockso 
11 Movement is Life'!.... 20 min, Depicts why continuous movement 
of materials is necessary for mass-production. 
11The Big Idea11- 30 min. Shows a girl, from a totalitarian 
country in Europe, how free people prosper and work together 
under a system for free, competitive enterprise. 
nci tizen Dave Douglas 1!.._ 27 min. Develops the view that 
cooperative enterprises, whose earnings are non-taxable, 
have an unfair advantage over regular business concerns. 
MOVIES U.S.A. INC. 
11 Fair Exchange 11-20 min. Depicts operations of the Stock 
Exchange; shows the difference between speculation and 
investment; gives pointers on wise investing. 
11 Marketplace, U.S .A. tt_ 30 min. Depicts operation of the 
Commodity Markets; explains hedging, and explains consumer 
benefits form this method of marketing. 
NEWS, THE 
11Seventeen Daysn-20 min. COLOR Describes the newspaper 
delivery drivers strike in New York and the counter 
measures taken by the newspapers and the general public. 
L_~l ___ --
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SHELL 0 IL COMPANY 
Economic Principles 
"Lever-Age'!_ 21 min. Traces history of mechanical progress 
of man from his first application of the principle of the 
lever. 
SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE 
nwe'~33 min. COLOR Shows effects, growth ana benefits of 
this cooperative after 30 years operation. 
TEXTILE MACHINE vJORKS 
11 Textile Machine 1'1forks 11-23 min. COLOR Traces the develop-
ment of the company; its employee-management relations, its 
employee benefits such as cafeteria, retirement fund etc. 
nvalley of Opportunity11-25 min. A company film for orienting 
new employees to their job. 
THOMPSON PRODUCTS INC. 
Working Together Film- 35 min. COLOR Shows the need for 
good labor and management relations. 
UNITED AUTOMOBILE WOPKERS, A.F.L. 
"" 
11That All Men Are Created Equal11-13 min. Depicts kinds of 
discrimination found in labor. 
UNITED STATES RD~BER COMPANY 
;
1Two 1J.Jay Street 11 -l3 min. Explains the problems of World 
Trade, exports, and imports. 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
11 Placing the Right Man on the Job 11-l3 min. Demonstrates 
good ~ssignment techniques. 
VENARD ORGANIZATION 
11 Nunn-Bush-Share-The-Production-Plan11-25 min. COLOR 
Portrays this plan of yearly salaries as a solution to 
problems confronting labor and capital. 
L -- -. 
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AMERICAN CAN Cm1PANY 
Consumer Education 
F o o d s 
nvi tamin Rivers 11-22 min. COLOR Traces the history, growing 
and canning processes in the fruit and vegetable juice 
industry. 
11 Alaska' s Silver Millions 11-30 min. Shows how all Alaska 
responds when the salmon run begins. Tells how caught 
and canned. 
liThe Miracle of the Cann-41 min. COLOR Presents a hist·ory 
of the use of the can. Shows processes necessary for 
canning. 
11The Canned Meat Story11-20 min. COLOR Traces early methods 
of preserving meat; the first uses of the can; and shows 
present processes involved in the canning of meat. 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF BAKERY ENGI1lliERS 
11Golden Gloryn-30 min. Shows growing and harvesting of 
wheat in Russia. 
' 
nEveryone Everywhere'!... 24 min. COLOR 
and canning of cling peaches. 
Traces the harvesting 
• 
11 Friend In the Cupboard1L 20 min. COLOR Traces history of 
peaches; takes a brief tour through orchards and canneries. 
11 Gi ve Us This Day11 --The Story of Bread- 20 min. Illustrates 
the history, development and methods of making bread. 
11 Springtime is Egg Time 11-22 min. Story of the preparation, 
selection and inspection of frozen eggs. 
nstory of a Loaf of Bread11- SILENT 45 min. Shows steps in 
bread making, including methods of wrapping. 
nThe Outlaw 11-30 min. SILENT Shows effects of carelessness 
in the bakery--uses allegorical 11 impsn. 
11 Modest Miracle 1~ 20 min. Depicts the scientific steps 
leading to commercial production of vitamin tablets. 
nThe Baking Industryn-11 min. Shows various activities 
within a commercial bakery. Also shows operations o~ a 
small retail bakery. 
r 
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AMERICAN NATIONAL CATTLEMEN'S ASSOC. 
Consumer Education 
F o o d s 
11All Flesh is Grass 1!_ 25 min. COLOR Shows the life of beef 
cattle, from birth to market. 
11 Cow Business"-14 min. COLOR Depicts basic beef cuts, 
reasons for the prices charged for these cuts. Shows the 
many factors in beef cattle production. 
AMERICANA PRODUCTIONS INC. 
11 Man Against Hunger1'- 12~ min .. COLOR Shows status of foods 
produced to population requirements. 
ASSOCIATION FILMS INCORPORATED 
"Modern Milk 11-24 min. Shows how evaporated milk is 
processed, canned and distributed. 
nNew Foods Make News''- 30 min. COLOR ' Story of frozen foods. 
"Of Town and Country"- 20 min. Story of the ice cream 
industry; its operation, development and growth. 
"Story of Tuna 11-20 min. COLOR Shows how caught and canned. 
11 Behind the Cup"-45 min. COLOR Covers planting, m9,nufacture 
and packing of coffee. 
11The King VJho Came to Breakfastu-17 min. COLOR Uses Bill 
Bairds Marionettes to entertainly trace the discovery of 
wheat and its development as a basic food. 
111'-'Iilky Way11.-l0 min. COLOR Presents story of milk from cow 
to consumer. Shows steps in processing and distribution. 
\ 
CALIFORNIA PRUNE & APRICOT GROWERS ASSOC. 
uFortune in Two Old Trunks 11-22 min. COLOR Entertaining 
story of the first planting of prune trees in California; 
plus present methods of prune culture, processing and 
packaging. Obtain also from: Modern Talking Picture 
Service. 
11 Good tnlrinkles 11-20 min. COLOR Shows growth, harvesting, 
processing and packaging of prunes. 
= u 
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CAREY SALT COMPANY 
Consumer Education 
F o o d s 
nsalt Mining Operations 11-10 min. COLOR Depicts mining, 
grading and packaging of rock salt. 
CARGILL INCORPORATED 
11 Pillars of Plentyn- 23 min. Depicts grain industry; the 
processing and marketing of grains. 
DA}ffiOW BROTHERS COMPANY 
11 Cheesemaking in Dairyland11- 22 rain. COLOR Shows processes 
involved in the making of American, Swiss and Italian cheese. 
DE~NER & RIO GRANDE WESTERN RAILROAD CO. 
"Colorado Peaches 11-30 min. COLOR Shows the tree care, 
methods of harvesting, packing and shipping. 
DR. PEPPER COMPANY 
11 Around the Clock 11-13 min. COLOR Describes the soft drink 
industry; its growth a SY:mbol of free enterprise. 
FARJI1 FILM FOUNDATION 
11 Bees and Honey11- 27 min. COLOR Traces extracting, 
pasteurizing and bottling of honeyo 
FLEER CORPORATION, FRANK H. 
nFun For a Penny1!.. 18 rain. COLOR Takes viewer on a tour of 
a bubblegum kitchen; shows step by step process of preparing 
and processing gum. 
P.tAINES OYSTER COMPANY 
11 Dungeness--America 1 s Crab De Luxn-SILENT COLOR Shows 
commercial crab fi'shing; preparing for market and canning. 
HYSTER COMPANY 
11 Frui t Handling11-lO min. COLOR From ox' chard to warehouse .. 
l_ 
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B U S I N E S S Consumer Education 
F o o d s 
11 Grocery Handling1!_ 11 min. Takes place in a modern whole-
sale house; shows use of lift trucks, trailers etc. 
IDEAL PICTURES INCORPOPillTED 
11 Chicken of the Sea'!_ 20 min~ . Depicts catching and packing 
of Tuna Fish. 
... 
LOUISIANA SWEET POTATO COMMISSION 
11 Yam Goes To Market"- 20 min. COLOR Follows the handling 
of yams from harvest fields to dinner tables. 
MODERN TALKING PICTURE SERVICE 
11Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow11- 30 min. Traces man 1 s 
search for ways to preserve food down through the ages; 
shows effect of the invention of the tin can. Depicts the 
processing methods of today, and the influence of the Pure 
Food and Drug Act. 
11A Nations Meat 1!_ 27 min. COLOR Depicts the meat packing 
industry in the United States; traces meat from ranch to· 
consumer~ Obtain also from: Swift & Company, Agricult-
ural Research Department. 
nsoybeans--The Feature Story11-27 min. COLOR Depicts the 
development, processing and consumer uses. 
11 Barley--Miracle Grain11- 24 min. Story of malt from the 
harvesting of barley to its final use; depicts many of the 
products in which usedo 
liCanned Meat Storyl1-20 min. COLOR Tells the history of 
food canning; its development and refinement to present 
timeo 
nEver Since Eden11- 3.5 min. Traces the development of the 
~, tomatoe as a food; planting, harvesting and processing. 
nFrom Good Earth To Good Table''- 22 min. COLOR Uses clever 
animation to trace food growing, processing, transportation 
and distribution. 
11 This Is Life''-28 min. COLOR Story of the meat industry, 
of the many jobs it makes possible~ 
b I 0 I a a!& &± 
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MODERN TALKING PICTURE SERVICE 
Consumer Education 
F o o d s 
11 Mark of C''-30 min. COLOR Traces the history of bread 
making in the United States and shows scenes of modern 
bakery methods. 
11 Milk For the Ci ty'L 25 min. Traces milk from farm to the 
consumer; shows processing, bottling and distribution. 
(Available to the New England States onl~) 
11 Never Keep a Good Steak tiTai ting1~ 21 min. COLOR Traces beef 
from steer to consumer; also shows how to identify beef cuts. 
"Rainbow Harvest'.!... 24 min. COLOR Shows growing, harvesting 
and processing of fruits that go into fruit· cock'tail. · 
nsun Goes North11-23 min. COLOR Shows scenes of the citrus 
industry; scenes of preparation, processing and distribution 
of citrus fruits. 
NATIONAL ASSOC. OF FOOD CHAINS 
11 The Spud and You1!_ 22 min. COLOR Dramatizes the distri-
bution of potatoes and other foods under our economic 
system. 
NATIONAL ASSOC. OF ICE INDUSTRIES 
11 Naturally Yours 11-19 min. COLOR Follows fruits and 
vegetable handling from fields and orchards along railroads 
to markets and then to the consumer's home. 
SANTA FE ~ILM BUP~AU 
11Wheat--Its Growth, Transportation and Marketing'L 28 min. 
Includes scenes on selling and storing. 
SHADE TOBACCO GRO\rJERS 
11 Tobacco Valley11-27 min. COLOR Traces tobacco from seed to 
cigar; recalls history and early use o~ tobacco. 
SUNKIST GROWERS 
11 Golden Foods 11-23 min. COLOR De~;>icts the care with which 
oranges and lemons are handled from tree to table to insure 
quality. Also shows methods of grading oranges and lemons. 
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B U S I N E S S :{ 
SWIFT AND COMPA1TYs PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Consumer Education 
F o o d s 
"Red 1rJagon11- 45 min. COLOR Tells the story of the Cape Cod 
boy who pioneered the meat industry. 
11 By-Productsn-lO min. COLOR Uses clever animation to show 
progress in finding uses for meat animal by-products. 
11 Meat Buying Customs 11-10 min. COLOR Illustrates customer 
preferences and their influence on prices. 
11Who Buys Your Livestock''- 9 min. COLOR Uses animation to 
show methods of marketing meat animals. 
"Livestock and Meatn- 27 min. Traces history and development 
of the meat pac~ing industry in America. 
TELEVISION SNAPSHOTS INCORPORATED 
11 Tale of a Tea Bag 11- 6 min. COJLOR Depicts early methods of 
preparing tea in China and later, in the Gay nineties. 
Shows evolution of the tea bag in modern times. 
UNITED FRUIT COMPANY 
11About Bananas 1!_ 15 mino SILENT Shows growing, harvesting, 
transportation and distribution. A sound version is also 
available, ask for it by title: nYes, Bananas! 11 
VIRGINIA CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT DEPART~ffiNT 
11 Apple.s 1!... 24 min. COLOR Traces apples from first blossom 
until eaten by consumer. Stresses care needed in handlingo 
1rJELCH GRAPE JUICE COMPANY INC. 
11Grape Juice--An American Story11- 20 min .. COLOR Depicts 
growing, harvesting and processing of Concord grapes; 
and final bottling and distribution as grape juice. 
WURTELE FILM PRODUCTIONS 
11 0ne Hundred Million Oranges"-28 min. COLOR Traces citrus 
fruits from planting to final marketing. Stresses the 
need for care in handling and shipping. 
* * * * * * * * * * 
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B U S I N E S S Consumer Education 
Manu f a c t U4 r e s 
ALLIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
11 A Hidden World1!._ 26 min. COLOR Illustrates the activities 
of Industrial Engineers; shows how they are behind all the 
products we enjoy and use in daily living. 
11 Metal Magic'!_ 12 min. Shows how many jobs of the blacksmith 
of yesterday can now be done in a matter of seconds. 
' ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA 
nnateline Tomorrow 11-19 min. A non-technical explanation of 
the finishes used on metals. 
ncuriosi ty Shop'!.. 28 min. COLOR Portrays the important events 
in the development of aluminum. Presents some of the 
amazing uses of aluminum. Obtain also from: Modern Talking 
Picture Service. 
nunfinished Rainbows 11- 38 min. Traces the development of' 
aluminum from the days of Napoleon III and the industries' 
fight for markets. Obtain also from: Modern Talking 
Picture Service and/or Farm Film Foundation. 
A}ffiRICAN FOOT CARE INSTITUTE 
nThe Walking Machine 1!._ 14 min. Covers' the proper selection 
of footwear; shows right materials for shoes and proper 
cons.truction. 
AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION 
nwinning Seals of Approval'!_ 2.5 min. COLOR 
gas ranges according to consumer standards 
the Federal Government. Obtain also from: 
Shows testing of 
established by 
Modern Talking 
Pictu~e Service. 
AMERICAN HOT DIP GALVANIZERS ASSOC. INC. 
nMust It Rust'!_ 28 min. Shows galvanizing process to 
prevent rust. Also depicts mining of zinc ore. 
AMERICAN INSTITD~E OF STEEL 
nsteel'!_ 20 min. Story of ste.el production from mining of 
ore to rolling of steel sheets. 
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B U S I N E S S 
AMPCO ~ffiTAL INCORPORATED 
Consumer Education 
M a n u f a c t u r e s 
11 Golden Horizons"- 33 min. COLOR Depicts the development of 
aluminum bronze from its early days a~d the improvement in 
production methods. 
ASSOCIATED COOPERAGE INDUSTRIES 
ncontainer On Wheels'L25 min. COLOR Demonstrates the use 
of the barrel in industry. 
nHelping America Deliver The Goods 1.!_ 25 min. COLOR Explains 
the manufacture and uses of kegs and barrels in modern 
industry. 
ASSOCIATION FILMS INCORPORATED 
"Beauty in Precious Metal'!_ 22 min. COLOR Depicts the creation 
and manufacture of class rings. 
11A Diamond is Forever11_ 25 min. COLOR Depicts the mining and 
finishing operations in cutting diamonds. 
"How a Watch Works 11-20 min. COLOR By use of large scale 
models, explains the functioning of clocks and watches. 
11Paperboard Packaging'!_30 min. COLOR Illustrates processes 
in manufacturing paper and ~board cartons. 
"Quality Control in Modern Merchandising''- 25 min. Explains \ 
and demonstrate.s laboratory testing of products before 
they are released to the consumer. 
11t1That Makes a Fine Watch Fine 11-20 min. Takes viewer on a 
tour through a watch factory. 
"Glass and Youn- 28 min. COLOR Traces history, discovery, 
and illustrates modern methods of glass production. 
"Miracle of Rubber"- 20 min. COLOR Shows creation of 
synthetic rubber with scenes of manufacturing processes. 
nBuilding a Tire'!_ 25 min. COLOR A Walt Disney animated story 
illustrating the varied manufacturing process. 
11 Story of Packaging1!.- 15 min. COLOR Depicts the place of 
packaging in our economy. Traces the many historic events 
and methods of packaging since the Industrial Revolution. 
1. 
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B U S I N E S S 
BRO\II]"N SHOE CO:MPA1-TY 
Consumer Education · 
M a n u f a c t u r e s 
nwhy the Shoe Fits n_ 30 min. or 5o min. Shows all the steps 
in making women's shoes. Long version also includes the 
making of wooden heels for women's shoes. 
BYERS CO:MPANY, A. M. 
nEternally Yours'!... 31 min. ·Uses animated drawings to show 
development, early methods and modern methods of producing 
wrought iron. 
CURTIS PUBLISHING CO:MPANY 
ttMagazine Magic 11- 27 min. COLOR Traces steps from -pulpwood 
to finisped copies in producing such magazines as The 
Saturday Evening Post, Ladies Home· Journal, Holiday etc. 
DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO. E. I. 
11Whi te Magic'L 30 min. COLOR Shows methods of finishing 
refrigerator cabinets. 
11 Story of Research'!... 19 min. COLOR Discusses industrial 
research for new and better products from chemicals. Obtain 
also from: Movies, U.S.A. Inc. 
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
ttBehind Your Snapshot'!.. 13 min. COLOR Shows process of 
manufacturing verichrome film. 
EBERLE TANNING COMPA1TY 
11 Story of Tioga Oak Sole Leather'!... 28 min. Shows methods of 
tanning and preparing leather fo~ the sole of a shoe. 
ELJER COMPANY 
"Moulders of Progress1t__30 min. COLOR Shows the manufacture 
of plumbing fixtures and fittings for home sanitation. 
FIRESTONE TIRE AND RUBBER CO:MPANY 
11 Freedom Rides on Rubber 11- 25 min. Depicts history and 
development of synthe~ic rubber. 
L 
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B U S I N E S S : 
FORMICA COMPANY . 
Consumer Education 
M a n u f a c t u r e s 
I 
11 Living With Forrnica 11-25 min. COLOR Traces the development 
of laminated plastic, where and how made and used. 
nFormica Story'!.. 40 mino COLOR Depicts manufacturing method 
and uses of laminated plastic. 
ALLEGHENY LUDLUM STEEL CORPORATION 
11 Stainless SteelH-29 min. Shows production process of 
making stainless ste.el and stainless steel products. 
11 Shining Heart 11- 32 min. COLOR Takes viewer on a tour 
through a pharmaceutical house, candy factory, newspaper 
plant, modern train and a modern dairy. 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
nAssignment for Penny"- 20 min. COLOR A young magazine 
writer·is assigned a story on home freezers. Through a 
series of interesting interviews she discovers use, 
relative costs and advantages. 
GENERAL 1'10TORS CORPORATION 
"Sand and Flame 11-20 min. Traces the process of glass 
making; shaping, blowing etc. Obtain also from: u.s. 
Bureau of Mines. 
GILBERT PAPER COMPA~TY 
11Paper Made For You"-23 min~ Covers manufacturing, printing 
and business use of cotton fiber bond papers. Illustrates 
what is done to improve strength and ease of erasing. 
Obtain also from: Modern Talking Picture Service. 
GOODYEAR TIP~ & RUBBER COMPANY 
"Step On It 11-20 min. Depicts manufacture and testing of 
neolite soles and heels for shoes. 
"American Success Story''- 20 min. Traces the production of 
synthetic rubber.-
11From Nine to Noon11- 20 min. Tours a modern rubber factory; 
shows processes of making automobile tires and tubese 
I 
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BUSINESS 
GREEN FIRE BRICK COMPANY, A.P. 
Consumer Education 
M a n u f a c t u r e s 
11 Master of Firen--servant of Industry- 35 min. COLOR Shows 
the manufacture of bricks. 
GRUEN WATCH COMPANY 
nMiracle of Time 11-20 min. COLOR Shows how a watch operates; 
is produced, and shows the many$yles and sizes available. 
HAMMERMILL PAPER COMPANY 
nGift of TS 1AI LUN"-33 min. COLOR IN PART Shows invention 
and early methods of paper making. Compares these with the 
modern methods of making paper. 
INSULATION BOARD INSTIT.OTE 
11The Professor 1Nas a Salesman11- 35 min. COLOR Uses clever 
animation to show functioning of insulation; depicts how 
insulation board is made. 
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPA1TY 
"Twine From Around the World 11- 25 min. COLOR Shows the 
growing of fiber and its manufacture into twine. 
11Desert lnJhipping Post 11 -18 min. COLOR Depicts truck and 
truck motor testing methods and treatments. 
LEATHER INDUSTRIES OF AMERICA, INC. 
"Leather In Your Life''- 27 min. COLOR Portrays leather 
from raw materials to finished products. Notes research 
and modern uses of leather. 
MAC GREGOR COMPANY 
11Working for Fun11 -31 min. COLOR Shows actual processes in 
the manufacture of athletic equipment. 
MODERN TALKING PICTUP~ SERVICE 
11 Magic Box11 -30 min. COLOR Outlines the growth and 
development of modern product packaging. 
, 
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B U S I N E S S Consumer Education 
M a n u f a c t u r e s 
MODERN TALKING PICTURE SERVICE 
11 Bright New World11-29 min. COLOR Depicts how glass and 
paint have contributed light and color to the world. 
ncrystal Clear'.!_ 30 min. COLOR Depicts manufacture of glass-
ware; shows points to look for when'buying glassware. 
"Homes Unlimi ted'!....29 min. COLOR Shows production and uses 
of prefabricated housingo 
"Flight to the F-uturen-37 min. COLOR Shows the plastic 
industry--manufacturing methods, uses etc. 
I 
11 Stee1 Frontier 11 -30 min. COLOR Traces, steps of steelmaking; 
shows modern methods and processes. 
''Drama of Portland Cementn-30 min. COLOR Shows process of 
producing cement. 
iiFine Cameras and How The.y Are Made 11- 28 min. COLOR 
O'SULLIVAN RUBBER CORPORATION 
11 The O'Sullivan Storyn-28 min. COLOR Traces history and 
development of the rubber heel; from its first use in 1896 
to the present day. (Rubber heels are the second largest 
consumer of rubben) 
' 
PRI.NCETON FILM CENTER INC • 
11 The Making of Fine China'L 25 min. COLOR Traces steps in 
manufacture and takes viJwer on a tour through the Lenox 
China Plant. Obtain also from: United World Films Inc. 
PLYNOUTH CORDAGE COMPANY 
11 The Plymouth Story'~ 22 min. COLOR Tells how rope is made. 
SOCIETY OF THE PLASTIC INDUSTRY INC. 
"Scientific Approach To Better Plastics'~ 20 min. 
testing of plastics for strength and durability. 
the consumer benefits from these tests. 
Depicts 
Shows how 
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UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES INC. 
Consumer Education 
M a n u f a c t u r e s 
11Approved By The Underwriters'!_ 30 min. Demonstrates the 
testing of products for consumer use. 
"Danger Sleuths'!_ 20 min. Demonstrates tests used to 
determine safety of electric and other appliances. 
UNITED STATES BUREAU OF MINES 
11 Drama of Steel'!_ 34 min. Traces history and processes of 
steel making. Shows transportation of basic components. 
11 Syr:1thetic Rubberll-21 min. Uses animated drawings to show ' 
process of manufacture. Indicates the difference between 
natural and synthetic rubber. 
UNITED WORLD FILMS INC. 
11From Bristles to Brushesn- 30 min. Depicts materials 
used and methods of manufacturing brushes.· 
UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPAl\TY 
nThe Tire That Changes Everything'!_ 1.5 min. Shows selling 
features of Royal tires. 
nAir Ride''-17 min. Explains principles of new low pressure 
type tires for automobiles and trucks. 
UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION 
nMaking and Shaping of Steel'.!_ 77 min. Uses animated 
diagrams to explain functions of blast furnances, open 
hearth methods etc. 
11 An Orchid to Mr. Jordan'!... 25 min. COLOR Depicts the 
production of stainless steel and its many modern day uses. 
11 Steel--r.!Ian 1 s Servant"- 38 min. COLOR Follows the steps in 
steelmaking from the raw ore to the finished product. 
UNIVERSAL BINDERY INCo 
11 Progressive Steps of Cover Manufacture 1!._29 min. Color 
Illustrates the production of a school yearbook cover. 
* * * * * * * * * * 
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AMERICAN FELT COMPANY 
Consumer Education 
T e x t i 1 e s 
nThe Miracle of Felt''- 29 min. COLOR Illustrates the legend 
of first discovery; and shows modern processes of manufacture 
and uses. 
BATES FABRICS FILM LIBRARY 
nThe Disciplined Story"-15 min. COLOR Tells the story of 
the 'development of new fabric constructions built to take 
hard use and still remain an easy-upkeep fabric. 
BEMIS BROTHERS BAG COMPANY 
"Mattress Bags 11-18 min. COLOR Traces manufacturing process 
of mattresses and mattress bags. 
DEERING, MILLIKIN AND COMPANY, INC. 
11 Fabric Magic"-18 min. COLOR Shows blending of dacron, 
orlon ·and nylon with wool. 
DUPONT DE NEMOURS & CO. INC. E. I. 
nThis is Nylon11-29 min. COLOR Illustrates properties of 
nylon fibers; concludes with a nylon style show. 
nclose-up of Nylon11- 22 min. COLOR Us.es animation to show 
qualities of nylon fabrics. 
11 Facts About Fabrics 11-26 min. Shows importance of yarns; 
common constructions, methods of ap~lying colors etc. 
11 Harnessing the Rainbown ...... 29 min. Describes color fastness 
. in fabrics; how it is obtained etc. 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COIVJPANY 
11 Textiles Unlimi tedn-25 min. COLOR Shows how modern 
machines and methods are increasing the production of 
textiles. 
HANDV.LACHER"-VOGEL 
11Tailored by Handmacher"-23 min. COLOR Story of fashions--
What to look for in buying a suit; design, construction etco 
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B U S I N E S S 
~~RY GRAY HOSIERY MILLS 
Consumer Education 
T e x t i 1 e s 
11 Story of a: Stocking"-17, min. COLOR Use slow-motion and 
close-up photography to trace the 10 distinct processes in 
the manufacture of hosiery. 
MOVIES, U.S.A. INC. 
"Mark of a Man'!... 26 min. COLOR Illustrates the manufacture 
and selling of hats. 
QUEBEC TOURIST BUREAU 
nFrom Yarn to Cloth11-15 min. COLOR Depicts steps in the 
preparation of looms, weaving operations ~nd types of weaves. 
11 Magic of Wooln-13 min. COLOR Depicts spinning and the 
transformation of raw wool into yarn. 
REEVES BROTHERS INC. 
"From Cotton to Cutter 11 -30 min. COLOR Depicts processes 
that raw cotton must go through to become .thread. 
SCOTT AND WILLIAMS INC. ) 
"Magic in Nylon"-22 min. COLOR Traces hosiery from the 
16th Century--compares methods of manufactur.e then with the 
methods of today. 
WOOL BUREAU INCORPORATED 
nBorder Weave 11-l6 min. COLOR Shows dyeing, carding, 
spinning and designing of wool fabrics. 
11 Light and Airy11-20 min. COLOR Shows blanket making from 
raw wool to finished product. 
11Seven 11\fonders of Wool 1!.... 22 min. QOLOR Depicts the 7 basic 
fiber characteristics of woolo 
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B U S I N E S S 
AMERICAN MERCHA~~ V~RINE INSTITUTE 
Transportation 
11 0ur Merchant Marine'!... 30 min. COLOR Tells the story of' 
American shipping; cargoes, trade routes, our imports and 
exports. 
ASSOCIATION FIL~ill INCORPORATED 
11 Goggles and Gauntlets 11-l5 min. Takes the viewer on a tour 
of' Antique Automobiles. 
nHighways and Byt-vays, Uo S.A. '!.... 28 min. COLOR Traces the 
u~gent need f'or rural road improvement. (Distribution is 
limited to communities of' less than 10,000 population) 
Obtain also f'rom: Princeton Film Center. 
AUTOMATIC TRANSPORTATION COMPANY 
11 Payload Pays Of'f''!... 25 min. Story of' reducing costs by 
using machines f'or loading and handling of' materials. 
BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPA~TY 
11 Steam f'or Power11- 41 min. COLOR Uses animation to trace 
steps in the history of' steam power; its uses in history. 
nsteam Power f'or American Sea Powertt 30 min. 
BELL AIRCRAFT CORPORATION· 
a Farmer in the Bell''- 11~ min. COLOR Shows wide uses of' 
the helicopter in agriculture. 
11 New Act on the High Wiren-10 min. COLOR Shows how the 
helicopter is used by ~ublic utility companies. 
11 Postman of' the Skies'l_l4 min. COLOR Shows the use of the 
helicopter in air mail operations. 
BENDIX-WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMOTIVE AIR BRAKE COMPANY 
' 11Teamwork in Transit'!.... 22 min. Studies the trucking industry 
and its role in our economy. 
CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAYS 
nThe Museum Train11-15 min. COLOR Shows antique locomotives, 
sleeping cars and coaches and some old-f'ashioned costumes. 
GENERAL 
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B U S I N E S S 
CLARKE EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
Transportation 
nBottling Without Bottlenecks'!.__ 25 min, Surveys bottle 
transporting and handling methods; equipment to aid large 
and small plants. 
nHandling Groceries the Certified Way''-12 min. Depicts the 
modern handling devices used. 
"Handling Rolls with the Barrel Device 11-12 min. Shows the 
handling of the great rolls of newsprint from ship holds 
and railroad boxcars. 
11 Materials Handling Newsreels: No, 1, 2, 3, and 4 11-Each 
- of these films averages 12 to 15 minutes. Cover handling 
devices for almost all products and materials used in 
modern industry. 
11 Moving White Gold1'- 25 min .. Depicts methods of handling in 
the cotton industry. 
DENVERwRIO GRANDE WESTERN RAILROAD CO. 
"Monument to an Idea"-9 min. COLOR Commemorates the spot 
where vista-dome idea of train travel originated. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
nAir Progress" (SFP 246) 12 min. A static exhibit showing 
progress from earliest to modern aircraft. 
EASTERN AIR LINES 
11 Flying With Arthur Godfrey1~ 4 7 min. COLOR Depicts the 
operations of a new super Constellation in flight. 
FORD MOTOR COMPANY 
11 Production Pioneering 11-l5 min. Depicts the constant 
streamlining of mass production in the manufacture of 
automobiles. 
aTomorrow Meets Today11-l5 min, COLOR Depicts the designing 
of cars of tomorrow; use of clay mock-ups, actual models, 
methods of testing performance etc. 
nsix Thousand Partners"- 20 min. COLOR Traces the car buyer 1 s 
dollar back to those who provided raw materials, to farmers 
who provided for the workers' food etc. 
GENERAL 
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B U S I N E S S 
FORD MOTOR COMPANY 
Transportation 
nThe American Road''- 38 min. COLOR Tells the story of' the 
() growth of' American highways during the past 150 years. 
0 
, 
0 
11 0ne Out of' Seven'!..... 20 min. Describes the jobs made possible 
by the automotive industry. COLOR 
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 
"Horizon's Unlimi ted 11-17 min. Shows highway transportation 
in action; its role in our national economy. 
nLest We Forget'~ 10 min. Entertaining scenes f'rom the days 
of' the 11 dusters and goggles 11 • Uses early motion picture 
scenes to trace the steady progress in the development of' 
the automobile we know today. 
11Prof'essional Portraitn- 23 min. Traces the selection and 
training of' truck drivers. Obtain also f'rom: National 
Highway Users Conf'erence. 
11 0ur American Crossroads'~ 26 min. Uses animation to show 
how the automobile has changed our way of' lif'e during the 
past f'if'ty years. Starts with the horse and buggy days. 
IDEAL PIC'TURES INCORPORATED 
nAt Your Service, Mr. iiJilson'!_ 15 min. An amus1.ng account 
of' the activities behind the scene necessary to make air 
travel possible and enjoyable. 
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD 
nBig Trains Rolling'!.... 20 min. COLOR Shows the American 
railroads at work. 
11 Mainline, U.S.A.n-18 min. COLOR Depicts the part played 
by the ~ailroad in our daily economic lif'e. 
11 0n the Track11-16 min .. COLOR Shows how the clothes we wear, 
our f'ood, oUl~ f'uel are all transported by rail. 
11 Song of' Mid-American-45 min. COLOR Tells history of' the 
f'irst 100 years of' the railroads in this country. 
11 Classroom Railroad Quiz'!.... two f'ilms, each 11 minutes long. 
Answer questions and give f'acts on railroading. 
GENERAL 
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B U S I N E S S 
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY 
Transportation 
11 Mr. O'Flynn' s Fifty Million Wheels'.!... 20 min. Humorous 
presentation of the impact of motor trucks on our way of life. 
MIUJA lllCEE ROAD 
nHiawathas Are Rolling'!_ 24 min. COLOR Shows interiors and 
exteriors of these ultra-modern trains and the routes they 
travel4 
MODERN TALKING PICTURE SERVICE 
11 North America Moves Ahead'!.. 20 min. COLOR Depicts the 
operations of a modern moving company; their methods etc. 
"Beyond a Promise'!_ 28 min. Takes the viewer on a tour of an 
automobile manufacturing plant. 
nstudebaker Story11- 29 min. COLOR Starts in a simple black-
smith shop and traces part played by the wagon and the 
automobile in the growth of America. 
11 Tank Ship 11-19 min. COLOR Depicts the operations of an 
Oil Tanker. Obtain also from: Texas Company. 
MONTANA AERONAUTICS COMMISSION 
nMontana and the Sky 11-l8 min. COLOR Traces the everyday 
use of the airplane by industry and by the people of this 
state. Shows its role in the development of the state. 
~~ YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF COMl~RCE 
"Thruway to Tomorrow''--20 min. Describes the construction, 
and method of financing New York's great Thruway Highway. 
NORFOLK & WESTERN RAILWAY COMPA~TY 
noperation: Fast Freight 11-25 min4 Traces operation of a 
fast freight; cJR~~lfication of cars, change of engines etco 
. 
PE}TNSYLVANIA DEPT. OF HIGffiNAYS 
"Construction Ahead'!_ 21 min. COLOR Shows modern building of 
roads; from grading, crushed rocks to the final surface. 
' 
GENERAL 
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B U S I N E S S 
SANTA FE FILM BUREAU 
Transportation 
nAlong the Santa Fe Trail1!.._ 35 min. COLOR Studies passenger 
travel service of this railroad. 
11Assembling a Freight Train11-l0 min. COLOR 
"Super Chief 11-10 min. Shows scenes of exterior and interior. 
11Wheels A trolling"-28 min. A story of transportation from 
ox carts to our luxury trains of the present day. 
SHELL OIL COMPANY 
11 The History of the Helicopter''- 25 min. Uses old newsreel 
shots and films to trace development through the years. 
SOUTHERN PACIFIC CbMPANY 
11 Snow On the Run11- 20 min. COLO~ Depicts how the railroad 
keeps trains running even in heavy snows. 
11 This Is My Railroad,n-29 min. COLOR Describes function of 
each department in railroading; shows movement of such 
commodities as lumber, fruits and vegetable, ore. 
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
"We Saw It Happen'!_ 58 min. Portrays the great moments in 
aviation; traces 5o years of powered flight. 
UNITED AIR LINES, School and College Service 
11 0f Men and Wings 11-18 min. Traces the progress and growth 
of air passenger service during the past 25 years. 
UNITED STATES COAST GUARD 
11 International Ice Patrol 11-22 min. Shows role of the Coast 
Guard Cutters of eliminating the ic.eberg menace in North 
Atlantic shipping lanes. 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
11 Letter From a Pilot'!..... }0 min. Shows activities of airport 
and aircraft on a scheduled flight. 
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GENERAL B U S I N E S S Transportation 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
nDevelopment of Transportation11-10 min. Shows growth in 
air facilities during the past 5o years. 
11Aeronautical Oddi ties 11- 20 min. Shows the amusing efforts 
of early air inventors. 
nThe Air Linerii_20 min. Takes viewer on an actual air 
flight across the country. 
11 The Airport 11-ll min. Depicts the many .activities necessary 
for smooth, safe operation of air travel. 
S E C R E T A R I A L ~ 
ARMOUR AND COMPANY 
nclean Look11- 30 min. COLOR Gives tips on facial, hair care, 
styling, poise and posture. A secretary is included in the 
demonstration. Obtain also from: Association Films Inc. 
or Modern Talking Picture Service. 
ASSOCIATION FILMS INCORPORATED 
11 Friendly Way'!.... 23 min. Demonstrates by entertaining 
incidents t~e need for friendliness, promptness and 
accuracy in using the telephone. 
"Telephone Courtesy"-25 min. An entertaining story brings 
out how a company trained its people in the ways of _good 
telephone manners. 
"Thanks For Listening1!._ 30 min. In a fantasy, the telephone 
shows Harry how to make the best use of the telephone. Up 
to this point, Harry had not been doing to well in his 
work. Once he starts putting the pointers in operation, he 
has smooth sailing. 
nHeads Up For Beauty''- 20 min. COLOR Demonstrates good 
grooming for social and business success. 
nThought For Tomorrow"-19 min. Describes job opportunities 
in telephone work. (Vocational information mainly for 
women.) 
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S E C R E T A R I A ·L 
BELL SYSTEM TELEPHONE OFFICES 
11The Big Day1!_ 17 min. Presents th€1 story of new operators 
on their first-day on the switchboards. 
11The Invisible 'Receptionist'.!_ 21 min. In an entertaining 
fashion, this film explains the proper operation of the PBX 
swi tchboardo 
11 0rchid For Peggyi1-16 min. Presents a study of what jobs 
make your telephone service possible. 
11 Step Hlgh1!.... 17 min. _Discusses positions ·for young people 
seeking employment in telephone work. Good career inform-
ation. 
nyour Tell-Tale Voice'!_ 20 min. Illustrates the importance 
of the voice in business; and gives pointers on cultivating 
a pleasing voice. 
11 Million Times A D.ay 1~ 11 min. Presents a story of a complete 
call as handled by a PBX switchboard operator. 
I 
11 Voice l.nJith The Smile Wins 1!._9 min. Illustrates the truth 
of the slogan. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
nwomen in the Air Forcen-14 min. Shows administrative and 
specialist jobs available; educational op~ortunities etc. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
11 No Greater Heritage 1l- 20 mine Tells the story of a 1rJAC 
Corporal and her work in a machine records section. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
11Dear Boss 11 (Mr.T 7400) 25 min. Letter to a former employer 
by a member of the WAVES telling of her new assignment, 
duties etco 
11 The Real Miss American (MC 7847) 10 min. Illustrates the 
interesting jobs performed by women in the service. 
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 
nHow Not To Conduct a iYieeting 11-lO min. Comedy treatment of 
the mistakes often made due to poor planning. 
' I
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r S E C R E T A R I A L 
I 
GE1~RAL MOTORS CORPORATION 
"Experiment 11-12 min$ Uses CARTOON animation to show how to 
get along with people; how people can't be forced into 
acting or thinking the way we want them to--but can be . 
educated into our ways. 
INSTITUTE OF VISUAL TRAINING 
nBetween the Lines--The Story of Writing11-20 min. Traces 
the story of writing and the development of the alphabet. 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHI}ffiS CORPORATION 
11Electric Typing Timell-20 min. An interesting story of a 
young typist being shown her new job by her successor who 
has been promoted. Demonstrations of ~roper techniques 
are given by World Champion Stella Pajunas. IN COLOR 
11 The Right Touch11-18 min. COLOR In an entertaining story 
form, traces a young secretary's career--from student to 
typist in ~ steno pool to the position of private secretary 
to a top executive. Gives excellent career information 
along with valuable pointers on office work and grooming. 
MODERN TALKING PICTURE SERVICE 
nBetter Typing"-30 min. A fine demonstration of proper 
techniques by Norman P. Saksvig. 
11 r1agic Touch'L 25 min. COLOR An entertaining story that 
demonstrates office machines, arrangements and procedures. 
nMagic Wheel1L29 min. COLOR Demonstrates the development 
of office machines with particular stress on the cash 
register. 
MOVIES, U.S.A., INCORPORATED 
"The Duties of a Secretaryn-30 min. An entertaining story 
of a newly hired secr.etary who dreams of her first day on 
the job when all goes wrong. An excellent summary of the 
duties of the average secretary. Obtain also from: 
Underwood Corporation, 
11 The Handwritten Word11-20 min. COLOR Explains why legible 
handwriting is even more important in the business office 
today. Obtain Also From:, Ideal Pictures Inc. 
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S E C R E T A R I A L 
MOVIES, U.S.A., INCORPORATED 
llTen Copies· Please'.!... 20 min. COLOR An entertaining account 
of how carbon copies have been made down through the ages; 
shows early typewriter, and concludes with a demonstration 
by former typing champion, George Hossfield on the electric 
typewritero 
REMINGTON RAND INCORPORATED 
11 It Must Be Somewhere'!_ 28 min. Describes methods of filing; 
and the need for speed and accuracy. 
11 Keys to Electro-Conomy"-30 min. Story of a business office 
that saved money by replacing manual typewriters by electrics. 
nThe Right Prescription"-20 min. Shows billing and 
tabulation operation in office and warehouse using punched 
card systems. 
11 Bonus For Business 1'-. 20 min. COLOR Demonstrates a new line 
of five drawer files to take the place of the old four 
drawer style of files. Demonstrates the many advantages. 
"Building Profits Through Microfilm Magic 1Ll8 minutes An 
explanation of the principles of microfilming; some of its 
applications, and a demonstration of. the Film-A-Record 
equipment. 
11 UNIVAC'L 20 min. A simplified introduction to the Univac 
electronic computing system; how it operates, and how it can 
be used in business and industry. 
THE TONI COMPANY 
11 Business Grooming--Heads Up For Beauty'L25 min. COLOR 
Gives a number of tips and pointers particularly worthwhile 
to the wome.n in office work. A teacher 1 s discussion guide 
accompanies the film. 
UNITED AIR LINES, District Personnel Offices 
nscotty 1rJins Her Wings'l.... 23 min. COLOR Traces the training 
and duties of an airline stewardess. 
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S E C R E T A R I A L 
UNDERWOOD CORPORATION 
11 Tips on Typing'!_ 21 min. Presents an excellent demonstration 
by George L. Hossfield, a former typing champion, to show 
correct typing techniques and a number of useful shortcuts. 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
11Advanced Typing--Shortc-uts'~ MN 2088B 34 min. Demonstrates 
the best manner of erasing, handling carbons etc. 
11Advanced Typing, Duplicating and Manuscript Typing1!_MN1512D 
25 min. Shows the best techniques for cutting the various~ 
duplicating masters. 
11 Basic Typing'!_ MN1512B 28 min. Presents techniques for 
gaining speed and accuracy. Stresses the machine parts. 
11 Basic Typing'!_ MN1512A 30 min. Demonstrates and describes 
the basic fundamentals of touch typing. Use this film 
before the Basic Typing film above. 
itPlanning and Laying Out of Work'L OE15l 10 min. 
Demonstrates results of poor and good planning and organ-
ization of one's work. 
nMaintenance of Office Machines'!_MN1513 36 min. Describes 
and demonstrates what dir.t and dust will do to machines. 
Gives procedures for care and cleaning of your machine. 
THE FOLLOitJING FILMS FROl\1 THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS ARE 
AVAILABLE FOR SUPERVISOR TRAINING, AND MAY BE VALUABLE 
PARTICULARLY IN ADULT EDUCATION COURSES. 
nDiscipline--Giving Orders'Ll5 min. Shows the way to give 
directions in a clear and concise fashion to others. 
11 Discipline--Reprimanding'!... MN2088B 8 min. Portrays some 
'good and bad examples of correcting an employee. 
11 First Impressions'!_ MN1374 21 min. Present techniques for 
that first day on the job orientation. 
"Four Steps Forward'!_ MN13 72 Presents four steps for 
instructing and orienting new employees. 
"Supervision--Budgeting Time and Effort 11 
11 Supervision--Developing Cooperationn 
11Working Tt.Ji th Other Supervisors 11 
11The Supervisor as a Leader 11 
11A Supervisor Takes A Look At His Job 11 
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SELLING: 
ASSOCIATION FILMS INCORPORATED 
nstepping Along 1rJith Television"-20 min. Shows how programs 
are originated and carried over the networks. 
11 American Portrai t 71- 25 min. Shows how salesmanship has 
improved our standard of living. 
llStory of a Main Street Merchant't_4o min. An entertaining 
and informative story of a retail store manager who relives 
incidents of his years in retailing. 
AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS 
nNow 1rJe Know'!... 20 min. Shows functions of the Audit Bureau 
of Circulations; how it corrected the chaotic conditions in 
the early publishing and advertising industries. Depicts 
present selling of advertising space on the basis of facts. 
BEMIS BROTHERS BAG COMPA~TY 
11 50,000 Windows'L 22 min.· COLOR Shows the manufacture of 
open-mesh bags and their many uses in the retail store. 
' i!Plastic Bags 11-22 min. COLOR Shows the manufacture of 
plastic bags their many uses in our self-service stores. 
11 Rough and Tough'!_ 20 min. COLOR Depicts the manufacture of 
burlap bags and their uses in modern merchandising. 
COLLINS, MILLER & HUTCHINGS INC. 
11 The Picture's The Thing 11-18 min. COLOR Describes photo 
engraving and demonstrates how it is used in advertisinge 
DE VRY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
11 Television--Land of New Frontiers'!.... 22 mino COLOR Shows 
job opportunities,- people at work etc. 
DU PONT DE NElVLOURS & CO. INC., E. I. 
ncase For Color1~ 23 min. COLOR Shows the importance of 
color in the food handling industry. 
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SELLING 
FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE 
"Re,tailing Fish''- 18 min. COLOR Illustrates the bes,t methods 
of handling and selling fresh and frozen fish. 
GALE DOROTHEA MECHANISMS 
"How To Attract Attention Through Animation11-30 min. COLOR 
Illustrates the use of animation for successful advertising. 
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 
"Selling America Today"- 3.5 min. A story of Ben Franklin 
illustrating his principles of successful selling. 
"Strange Interview 11-.5.5 min. In an entert'aining story of a 
dream of Ben Franklin by the owner of a failing business, we 
learn the value of good public relations. 
11The Look of Things 11-l8 min.. Illustrates styling of 
products; shows style studios at worko The styling of 
automobiles is shown as an example. 
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY 
ninside I-Iarvester'Ll.5 min. Johonny, a senior in College, 
visits a Harvester Showroom and learns about the research 
and manufacturing that goes on in back of sales. 
JAl\1 HAl\TDY ORGANIZATION 
"The Man 1/Jho Sells'Llo minutes. Stresses the importance of 
selling; shows the influence of the salesman on his 
community; how he educates the buyer as to more and petter 
products, and how neces,sary selling is if America is to 
continue to prosper and.growo 
KELVINATOR 
11 Your 1JJay To Success In Selling'!_ 27 mine COLOR Presents the 
fundamentals of good selling. An actual showroom demon-
stration presents different selling techniques. 
MILLER PRINTING ¥~CHINERY COMPANY 
nAnother Man's Businessn-2.5 rain •. COLOR Describes the 
production of a piece of advertis~ng literature .• 
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SELLING: 
MODERN TALKING PICTURES SERVICE 
nAll I Can Do 11.:...16 min. Presents a lesson on successful 
selling of products, and even of oneself on the job. 
11 Big Little Things 11_30 min. Pointers and suggestions for 
successful selling. (In film, men's underwear are sold 
as a demonstration~ 
MOVIES, U.S.A. INCORPORATED 
11 0f Time and Salesmen1!..._ 32 min. Tells story of a salesman 
who learns the hard way to invest his time in making a sale 
rather then just spend his time selling! (Available to 
adult audiences only.) 
NATIONAL CANNERS ASSOCIATION 
11Better Labels'.!_ 10 min., COLOR Depicts th,e function of 
canned food labels and the procedures of the N.C.A Label. 
NEW, THE 
) 
11 Spotlight On the Middle Millions'~ 32 min. COLOR An 
excellent survey of the markets and buying habits of the 
people in New York City. 
R. H. DONNELLEY CORPORATION 
"Dear Mr. Customer'~ 14 min. COLOR Illustrates the 
importance and effectiveness of direct mail advertising. 
REMINGTON RAND INCORPORATED 
11 Dynamic Sales Mana.gement 1~ 30 min. Illustrates how to 
reduce paperwork on the part of the salesman. 
UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY 
nFinding People for Productsi.!_lO min. Traces types of 
consumers who make up the market for industries' productso 
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S E'L L I N G : 
WARNER-PATTERSON COMPA~TY 
nGrass Looks Greener'~ 20 min. COLOR Through an entertaining 
story about Joe's service station, four different jobs are 
compared for the nbest living 11 • 
11Double Take 1!..-20 min. COLOR Shows 100 per cent self service 
can double profitso Relates to all retailing areas. 
11 Lucky Day'.!.... 25 min. COLOR Stresses need for good customer 
relations in the service station businesso 
TEACHER REFERENCE 
Write for a free catalog: 
BUSI1~SS EDUCATION FILMS 
S o u r c e s 
R e n t a 1 
F i 1 m s 
Film Center Building, 630 Ninth Ave. New York 
ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITA~ThTICA FILl~ INC. 
20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Illinois 
CORONET INSTRUCTIONAL FILMS 
65 East South Water Street, Chicago 1, Illinois 
McGraw-Hill Book Coo Inc. 
TEXT FILM DEPARTMENT, 330 West 42nd Street 
New York 18, New York 
Young America Films Inc. 
18 East 41st. Street, New York 17, New York 
KNOWLEDGE BUILDERS 
625 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York 
MARCH OF TIME FORill1 EDITOR 
369 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York 
FRITH FILMS, 
P.O. Box 565, Hollywood 28, California 
CARL F. MAHNKE PRODUCTIONS 
2708 Beaver Avenue, Des Moines 10, Iowa 
0 f 
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F I t M S T R I P S 
The filmstrips listed in this Guide are free-loan; 
the only charge to you being the transportation. In most 
cases this charge is for return transportation only; a few 
sources do require the user to pay transportation both ways. 
Unless indicated otherwise, book your filmstrips 2 months in 
advance of the date you wish to use it. Give alternate 
dates if you must book in less.than two months timeo 
Please be sure 
due date. (Some of 
school permanently) 
school stationery. 
to return the filmstrips promptly on the 
the filmstrips may be retained at the 
When possible, make your request on 
Many of the filmstrips have a 33 1/3 record with them 
with the speaking part tied in with the filmstrip. If you 
do not have the facilities for playing the record, you can 
still use the filmstrip as in almost every case a script, 
manual or guide accompanies ito 
B 0 0 K K E E P I N G 
REMINGTON RA1TD 
Mrc Beach, Visual Aids Department 
315 Fourth Avenue, N~w York, New York 
nLoss and Damagett with 33 1/3 record. Describes Baltimore 
and Ohio Railroad's accounting system for handling loss due 
to damaged freighto 
11 Motor Freight Accounting" with 33 1/3 record. Illustrates 
punched cards method for handling accounts payable, 
receivable, bills of lading and payrollo 
"Railroad Payroll Accounting11 with 33 1/3 recor<L Gives the 
system, step by step, that the Boston and Maine Railr6ad 
uses to record it operating statistics. 
11Record Sort 11 with 33 1/3 record. Tells of machine sorting 
·Of accounting punched record cards. 
"Union Dues Accounting" with 33 1/3 reco.rd. Tells of machine 
accounting and illustrates use of tabulated reports. 
11Wholesale Drug" with 33 1/3 record. Tells of the. success of 
,the Wholesale Drug Company with Punch Card Accounting; shows 
complete tabulating set-up etcn 
E C 0 N 0 M I C 
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GEOGRAPHY 
AMERICAN CHRISTIAN PALESTI~ffi COMMITTEE 
471 Park Avenue, New York 22, New York 
Terms: Borrower pays transportation charges 
• 
11 Filmstrips on Israel11-Running time is about 10 minutes each .. 
·Six titles are: The New State of Israel; The People, of 
Israel; Children of Destiny; Industries of Israel; Cities 
Old and New; and The Holy Places. Script goes with each. 
AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE 
Visual Aids Section, 20 South Twelfth Street 
Philadelphia 7, Pennsyl~ania Terms: Pay return trans-
portation charges. Book six weeks in advance. 
11 This Is Korea II - The Peoplen-COLOR, 46 frames. Shows 
housing, clothing, food, domestic activities, family life. 
"Southern Italy Catches Up'!.... 45 Frames Shows the fight and 
progress over material and social misery. 
AUDIO VISUAL ASSOCIATES 
Bronxville 8, New York 
11 Sugar Through the Ages'!.....COLOR Traces the development of 
sugar and its place in world trade. May keep permanently. 
•
11 Turkey Today11-Describes economic, political, social life 
and position in world trade and markets. May keep 
permanently. 
11Yugoslavia Today'!_Gives history, economic life, exports 
and imports. 
"Ancient Egypt 11-40 Frames. Traces growth and development of 
Egyptian civilization; the importance of the Nile to its 
people. May be retained permanently. 
11 Belgian Congo'!.. Covers topography, natural resources, the 
people and how they live. May retain permanently! 
"Egypt Today'!... 40 Frames. Depicts location, population, 
climate, chief occupations, major imports and exports. 
May be retained permanently. 
BEAUTIFUL CAVERNS OF LURAY, Luray Virginia 
Terms: You pay return transportation, book 4 months ahead 
uLuray Ca;verns and Shenandoah National Park'!.... COLOR Slides 
with a printed narrativeo 
ECONO~IJIC 
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GEOGRAPHY~ 
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, Personnel Division 
U. So Department of Commerce, \rlfashington 25, D. C. 
11 Land in Use in 194911 with 33 1/3 record. Illustrates 
cropland, pasture and wasteland. May keep permanently! 
11 Use of Aerial Photographs 11 with 33 1/3 record.. Shows how 
to identify land features on a photograph. May keep 
permanentlyl 
11Where, And How Many11 with 33 1/3 record. Story of taking 
the Census& May retain permanently 
nyour Map is Your Guide 11 with 33 1/3 record. COLOR 
Shows kinds of maps, and how to use them. 
CASE COMPAI~, J. I., Educational Division 
Racine, Wisconsin 
11 Five Thousand Years in Fifty Scenes 11 with 33 1/3 record .. 
Presents a historical development of agriculture 
nsawdust Sam11 running time, 12 minutes Depicts 13 .most 
frequent farm work accidents. 
CHARLESTON CHAMBER OF CQrJ[jYJERCE 
5o Broad Street, Charleston 3, South Carolina 
Terms: User pays transport~tion charges. Se~ must be 
insured when returning for eyp50. A charge of ~.,2.00 will be 
·made for each slide not returned with set. Book at least 
2 weeks in advance of use date. 
11 Charleston Slides 11-lOO slides. Show general scenic views, 
homes, gardens, churchs, and famous buildings. 
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
North American Regional Office, 1325 C. Street Southwest 
Washington 25, D. C. Terms~ Users pays return trans-
portation. Book at least two weeks in advance. 
nRice and Health1LC,PLOR 58 Frames. Depicts role of rice as 
the basic food in Asia and Far East; gives facts concerning 
nutrition, and suggests a good rice diet. 
nFood and People'~58 Frames, Shows how all the people in 
the world can be fed properly and the steps that FAO. has 
been taking to make this possible. 
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FRENCH EMBASSY, Cultural and Information Divisions 
Attention: Miss Cornfield, 972 Fifth Avenue, New York 21 
Terms: User pays transportation and insurance charges. 
11 Mine Et Le Metier De Mineur, La 1.!_ 40 Frames, tells the story 
of mining and the French miner. Captions in French. 
"Nos Grand Ports De La Mer Du l'iford1L Shows scenes of the ports 
on the North Sea. Captions are in French. 
11France Commercials, La'!_. Depicts commerce and industry in 
France.· Uses a French text and French captions. 
11 France Industreille, La'!_ Presents scenes of French 
industries. Uses French captions. 
nHouille, La'~ 40 frames Depict coal mining in France; its 
use and place in French industry. Uses a French text. 
a France Agricole, La'L Portrays French agriculture o Uses 
a French text. 
11 Bordeaux-Le Port Et Le Vignoble'L Presents scene of wine-
making in the Bordeaux areac Uses a French text. 
JAPAN TP~VEL INFORMATION OFFICE 
10 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, New York 
Terms: User pays transportation and insurance costs. 
nLife in Japan'!... 72 slides i·n color, Por~ray rural life and 
the festivities of Japano A teacher's script is includedo 
11Scenic Views of Japan''- 60 slides in color, Shows places 
of tourist interest. A teacher 1 .s scri.pt is included. 
J:.1CCORMICK AND COMPANY, INC., Public Relations Director 
McCormick Building, Baltimore 2, Maryland 
nFrom Singapore to Baltimoren with 33 1/3 record. COLOR 
Traces the discovery, development and growing of the spice 
industry. 
"So Said JY'u-.. Shen11 with 33 1/3 record. COLOR Traces the 
history of the tea industry~ 
MARYLAND DEPARTJ:.ffiNT OF INFOR~~TION 
Old TreasL~Y Building, Pn Oa Box 706, Annapolis, Maryland 
Terms: User pays transportation charges 
0 
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MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION Continued: 
"Maryland Colors'!... .5o slides in COLOR showing scenery in 
various parts of the state of Maryland. 
NEW ZEALAND EMBASSY 
19 Observatory Circle, Washington 8, D. c. 
nstate Housing in New Zealand'!.... Portrays the model communi ties 
built for low rental by the State. 
11 New Zealand: Country and People 11- Portrays the industries, 
recreations and social services of the people of New Zealand. 
11Glories of South Island'!_ 42 fra.rnes showing the fiords, 
glaciers and snow-covered ranges of New Zealand's Southern 
Alpsn 
nHigh Country Sheep Station11- 33 frames.. Portrays the life of 
a sheep farmer in the high mountain country of South Island" 
. 
nLife On a New Zealand Dairy Farm11-37 frames. 
npl"'imary Production in New Zealand'L.5.5 frames. Portrays the 
primary products for export from the farm, the factory, to 
the porto 
TEXAS HIG~JAY DEPARTMENT, Division of Information and 
Statistics, ~ustin 14, Texas 
"Agriculture and Industrial Slides of Texas'!... 32 slides. 
"Historical Slides of Texas 11- 32 slides. 
"Highway Department Activities in Texas'.!.. 32 slides. 
nscenic Slides of Te:x;.as "- 32 slides. 
UNITED AIR LINES, School and College Service 
3.5 East Monroe Street, Chicago 3, Illinois 
ncoast to Coast Geography11 (From the Air) Scenes showing 
topography, vegetation, climate and industry of the major 
cities and sections of the United States. 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, Visual Aids Service 
Division of University Extension, Champaign, Illinois 
11Weather Map Syrnbolsn-Illustrates weather condition 
marking symbols" 
ECONOMIC 
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WEST COAST LUMBERMEN'S ASSOCIATION 
1410 SW l\1orrison Street, Portland 5, Oregon 
11 The Story of West Coast Lumber'!_ Tells of harvesting; of 
lumber manufacture, and tree species. May retain at the 
school permanently. 
WOOL BUREAU INCORPORATED, The Librarian 
16 West 46th. Street, New York 36, New York 
11Growing \rJool in Australia 11.- with a Teachers Guide. 
11 History of the Wool Tradell-Traces all the ancient processes. 
11 History of Wool Textile Processes''- Compa1.,es the ancient 
methods 1rJi th modern methods of producing fabrics. 
11 Story of Sheep and Wool in England'!_ 26 frames which trace 
wool from the time of the cav.e man until about 1900. 
Includes scenes on the 11Woolsacks 11 in Parliament. 
nstory of Wool, Part 1n-Shows basic wool fiber structure 
and how they provide for warmth, resilience and repel watere 
nstory of Wool, Part 21'- Shows areas of sheep raising; charts 
on production, and shows scenes of such inventions as the 
Compton Mule and the Spinning Jennyo 
nstory o;f' Wool, Part 31!._ Shows the mill processes of wool: 
the sorting, scouring, carding, combing, dyeing, spinning 
and weaving and the final inspection. 
GENERAL B U S I N E S S 
AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE, Visual Aids Section 
20 South Twelfth Street,. Philadelphia 7, Pennsylvania 
11 Internes-In-Industry1L 39 frames .. Presents the AFSC youth 
service project designed to give first-hand experience and 
understanding of modern industry. 
11 Itrs Good Business 11-llO frames. Traces the benefits to 
business of an employment policy based.on individual merit 
without regard to color or religion. 
AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE, 
350 Fifth Avenue, New Y9rk 1, New York 
Terms: One prlnt each of these slidefilms may be retainedo 
GENERAL 
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AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE, Continued: 
ncradle of an American Industry'!_ 48 frames in COLOR Shows 
scenes of the country's first successful ironworks in the 
early Massachusetts Bay Colonyo 
nchemistl"'Y of Iron11-35 frames~ Depicts the production of 
iron. A teaching suggestion booklet is included. 
"Chemistry of Steel11-50 frames in COLOR. Depicts the 
production of steel. A teaching suggestions booklet is 
included. 
nsteel and the Nation''!_ 52 frames. Portrays the role of il"'on 
and steel in our economye A teaching suggestions sheet is 
sent with the filmstrips. 
AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE, Oil Industry Information 
Committee, 5o West 5oth Street, New York, New York 
Terms~ User pays all transportation charges. 
noil: From Earth to Youn- May be retained at tne schooL 
"Petroleum in Today' s Living"- Reviews the social changes 
brought about by the discovery and development of 
petroleum. May be retained at the school permanently. 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF BAKERY ENGINEERS, Department of Visual 
Education, 208 Third Avenue, SE, Minneapolis 14, Minnesota 
Terms: User pays all transportation charges. 
nThe Fall Guy'!_ A skele.ton called Death tours a factory to 
point out the various types of hazards causing falls. 
nopen For Infectionn-stresses need for prompt fil"'St aid in 
cases of injuries in industry. 
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS, School and College 
Service, Transportation Building, Washington 6, Do c. 
Terms: May retain permanently at the school 
"Going Places Safely By Rail 1t_ COLOR. Illustrates modern 
passenger serviceo 
nHere Comes the Circus'!... COLOR, Illustrates moving the 
Circus by railroado 
nRailroads and Our Mails 1!...COLOR. Portrays the types of 
service and equipment used in handling the mail by railroads. 
0 
0 
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ASSOCIATION OF A}mRICAN RAILROADS, Continued: 
11 Railroads and the Clothes We 'itt! ear'!_ Depicts the transport-
ation of raw materials and consumer goods. 
llRailroads and the Food We Eat'.!... COLOR, 
aRailroads and the Homes 11\]'e Live In1.!._ COLOR, 
nTornrny Takes A Train Trip 7!.._ Explains Pullman reservations 
and the checking of baggage. 
'!' 
11 Railroads As Buyers 11- Illustrates 'j:;he vast stores of 
materials used up by the railroads. 
11Working On the Railroad11- COLOR. Describes the jobs 
available with the railroad. 
11 Railroads And The National Defense. 11 
AUDIO VISUAL ASSOCIATES 
Bronxville 8, New York 
Terms: May be retained at the school permanently, 
11 Sterling Silver On Your Table'!_ COLOR. Gives points to look 
for in buying, care and usage. 
11 Story of Coffee'~ COLOR. Traces origin and history of coffee, 
and shows the production of coffee from a seedling. Also 
indicates role of coffee in inter-American trade. 
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, Personnel Division 
U. So Deptc of Commerce, Washington·25, D. c. 
Terms: May be retained at the school perm~nently. 
11The Big Count 11 with 33 1/3 record. Traces historical 
background, procedures and processing of information from a 
census. 
11 How 1 s Your Interviewing Technique?n with 33 1/3 record. 
Illustrates techniques of the successful interview. 
0 11 Income" with 33 1/3 record. Illustrates types; explains 
what is and what is not considered income. 
11 0ccupation, Industry and Class of Workerlf with 33 1/3 record. 
Gives factual information regarding various occupations. 
/ 
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/ 
BD~AU OF PUBLIC ROADS, Visual Education Section 
Department of Commerce, \r~Jashington 25, D. c. 
nHighways of Historyi!-Traces the development of roads 
during the past four centuries of mankind. 
CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION 
576 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, California 
11 Let 1 s Talk Shop 11_COLOR. Portrays shop grade redwood 
lumber, its characteristics and uses. 
11 Box Score 1!...COLOR· Describes the desirable features of 
redwood lumber and compares it with other woods. 
CELANESE CORPORATION OF AMERICA, Educational Department 
180 Madison Avenue, New York 16, New York 
11 Modern Yarn For Modern Living'~ COLOR. Illustrates the 
production and uses of acetate textile yarn. 
CONTINENTAL ILLINOIS NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST COMPANY 
Mr. Bradt, 2nd Vice-President, 231 South La Salle Street 
Chicago 90, Illinois 
11 The J.1:an In Management 11 with 33 1/3 record, Illustrates 
wise procedures in supervising and coordinating the work 
of employees. 
CONVEYOR EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION 
One Thomas Circle, \r~Tashington 5, D. c. 
11 Yours To Cornrnandu-Illustrates the jobs handled by 
conveyors in American industry. 
' 
11(C)areers in Conveyors It_ Portrays job opportunities in 
this field. 
GE~ffiRAL ELECTRIC COr~ANY, Film Distribution Unit 
Advertising and Sales Promotion Department 
Apparatus Division, Schenectady 5, New York 
nThomas A. Edison'!... Traces the effect of his inventions on 
our way of live and standard of living. 
none One Conditionn-Illustrates the benefits derived from 
the electrification of the modern laundryn 
GENERAL 
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HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORPORATION, Consumer Education Department 
919 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois 
SEE ALSO: Section titled 11 Scripts 11 in this Guide. 
"Budgeting For Better Living'!_Dramatizes family use of 
budgets. 
11 How To Stretch Your Food Dollars 1.!....COLOR. 
11
'\rJhat is Your Shopping Score ? 11-Illustrates techniques of 
wise buying. 
11 How To Use Consumer Credit Wisely11 ...... 119 frames. 
11 Make Sense With Your Clothing Dollars 11-COLOR 94 frames 
Illustrates planning, buying and care of clotheso 
INSTITUTE OF LIFE INSURANCE 
488 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 
11 How Life Insurance Began'!- COLOR. Traces insurance from 
the days of the Chinese River l'IJ:erchants to the Present. 
nHow Life Insurance Operates'!.... COLOR. Uses clever cartoons 
to illustrate the workings of insuranceo 
"How Life Insurance Policies Work'!... COLOR. Explains and 
compares the four basic types of policies. 
11 Planning Family Life Insurance 11- COLOR"' Entertaining 
sketches answer the most asked que~tions about insurance. 
JEWEL FOOD STORES See: Selling 
LE1~IIS INCORPORATED, BERNARD L., Miss Susan Allahand 
Empire State Building, New York 1, New York 
Terms: User pays transportation charges. 
11 Here 's Health'!_ 70 frames in COLOR. Illustrates the 
harvesting, shipping, storage and purchasing of fresh 
fruits and vegetableso ~ Fact File booklet is included. 
"Romance of Spices'.L.5o frames, Traces growing and shipping" 
LILY-TULIP CUP CORPORATION, Sales Research Department 
122 East l~2nd Street, New York 17, New York 
11 In-Plant Feeding Pays Off 1nJi th Paper" with 33 1/3 record.,. 
Gives techniques for operating a company cafeteria. 
_L 
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LI~ffiN SUPPLY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, Mrn Shapiro, Manager 
22 West Monroe Street, Chicago 3, Illinois 
11Cleanliness At Your Service 11 with 33 1/3 record-COLORP 
Illustrates the linen and towel service provided modern 
business establishmentsa 
MI1mEAPOLIS GRAIN EXCHANGE, Secretary's O~~ice 
Grain Exchange Building, Room 150, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
liGrain Grading1.!.. 31 slides in COLOR. 
nstrictly Public"-37 slides in COLOR. Illustrate grain 
marketing from farm to the coRsumer. 
MIN1ffiAPOLIS-HONE~vELL REGULATOR COMPANY, Merchandising Div~ 
Minneapolis 8, Minnesota 
11Heating Controls For The Home'!_ 48 ~rames.. Illust;rates 
types o~ domestic heating systems; ex~lains fundamentals 
in very simple terms. 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS 
1028 Connecticut Avenue NVJ, Washington, D. Co 
nyour New Home--How To Finance It 1.!.. 5o ~rames. 
11Your New Home--How To Take Care o~ It;.:_ 5o ~rames# 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LEATHER GLOVE MANUFACTURERS 
52 South Main Street, 'Gloversville, New York 
11 Personal Contribution11 with 33 1/3 recordo Gives pointers 
~or wise glove buying~ 
11 Romance o~ Gloves 11 with 33 1/3 record. COLOR Illustrates 
the steps in the manu~acture o~ gloves. 
Sif.1PLEX 1rJIRE AND CABLE COMPANY, Mr a James H •. Stanton 
Employment Manager, 79 Sidney Street, Cambridge 39, Masso 
11E~~ective Management 11-Illustrates how management is an 
important part o~ supervision. 
llFreedom o~ Opportuni ty1!_ Traces managements responsibility 
~or maintaining quality, cost and quantity on time~ 
0 
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SIMPLEX WIRE Al\TD CABLE COMPANY., Continued: 
"Individual Outputn-De:monstrates that as individuals, 
communities or nations, we can have more only as we produce. 
nGetting Ideas Across 11-Emphasizes the need of an open 
channel of communication within a firm. 
nwhen You've Got a Problem'!... Demonstrates a problem 
solving pattern useful by everyone in daily problemso 
SOUTHERN PINE ASSOCIATION 
520 National Bank of Commerce Bldg. 
Terms: Restricted to states east of 
Arkansas, Iowa, Louisiana, Missouri, 
Oklahoma, 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
Mississippii River and 
Kansas, Texas and 
a Inside Story of a Good Home'!.... Traces the evolution of a 
home from the forest, to structural framework etc. 
UNITED AIR LINES, School and College Service 
35 East Monroe Street, Chicago 3, Illinois 
"Mainliner Meals 1~Describes operations necessary for 
serving meals aboard an airliner. 
11 Modern Flight 1~Traces development of air safety devices. 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, Visual Aids Service 
Division of University Extension, Champaign, Illinois 
11Airplanes At Work'!... Illustrates how air transportation has 
changed and influenced our standard of livingo 
WEDGEWOOD A}ID SONS INCORPORATED, JOSIAH 
24 East 54th Street, New York 22, New York 
Terms: User pays all transportation charges. 
nwedgwood--A Living Tradi tion1L 27 slides, COLOR trace the 
development of dinnerwarea 
WOOL BUREAU INCORPORATED, The Librarian 
16 West 46th. Street, New York 36, New York 
ncloth Construction and Identification11-Illustrates weaves 
and what to look for when buying cloth, and garments~ 
L 
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WOOL BUREAU INCORPORATED, Continued: 
nDevelopment 'of Fashions in Wool'.!_ Illustrates fashions 
from the Norman Conquest in England up to the present time. 
11The Processing of Wool 11 with 33 1/3 record. Traces steps 
from sheep to finished cloth. 
111rJool In The Home'!_Tips on proper care of wool clothing. 
11 How Wool Keeps Us Well'.!... COLOR. 
11 Supplying and Marketing of Raw \rJ"ool1!.. Shows wooi auctions 
and exchanges buying and pricing wool. (Need a machine able 
to show double frame slidefilms for this filmstrip.) 
"Making Wool Cloth"- 29 frames. 
0 SECRETARIAL 
1 r · 
AUDIO VISUAL ASSOCIATES, Bronxville 8, New York 
Terms: May be retained permanently by the school if request 
made on school stationery. 
nFace Facts 1LCOLOR~ Traces care of the face, general health 
rules plus solutions to skin problems, and skin care. 
CONTINE11TAL ILLINOIS NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST COMPANY 
MrG. Bradt, 2nd Vice-President, 231 South La Salle Street 
Chicago 90, Illinois 
nDo They Come Out Smiling11 with 33 1/3 record. Illustrates 
techniques for properly receiving and serving customers and 
clients. (Particularly good for training bank tellers and 
receptionists.) 
11 Sound Business" with 33 1/3 record, Gives pointers to 
follow for good telephone procedures in a bank or office. 
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORPORATION, Consumer Education· 
Department, 919 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois 
nDressing Well Is A Game'!._Gives pointers on correct dress. 
A prepared talk is included with this filmstrip to serv~ as 
the script. 
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REJ:viiNGTON RAND, Visual Aids Department 
315 Fourth Avenue, New York, New York 
11 Precision--Key To Quality11 with 33 1/3 record. Illustrates 
how electric typewriters an~ printing calculators are made 
and operated. 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
VISD~L AIDS SERVICE, Champaign, Il~inois 
astop, Look and Q.uestionn with 33 1/3 record. Gives steps 
for evaluat~ng the best way to do a job--problem solving 
techniques useful in all areas. 
* * * * * * * * * * 
SELLING: 
COLEV~N cor~ANY INCORPOPillTED, Audio-Visual Department 
250 North Street, St. Francis , Wichita, Kansas 
11 Coleman Means Cash11 with 33 1/3 record. COLOR Tells the 
success story of 6 outstanding Coleman salesmen. 
11 For Sales vH th a Flair11 with 33 1/3 record. COLOR Made 
primarily for selling Coleman heaters, but useful in a 
study of their selling techniqueso 
nit 1 s In The Air 11 with 33 1/3 record. COLOR Useful for a 
study of this company's approach to home owners; a good 
demo~stration of fine selling techniques. 
JEWEL FOOD STORES 
3617 South Ashland Avenue, Chicago 9, Illinois 
11 Merchandising Goes Modern 11 with 33 1/3 record* Illustrates 
the development of the grocery store from early days until 
the present time. Explains such terms as: margin of profit, 
costs, research etco 
KELVINATOR, Division of Nash-Kelvinator Corporation 
Film Service, 14250 Plymouth Road, Detroit, Michigan 
11 Here 1 s To Your Future In Sales 11 with 33 1/3 record .. COLOR 
Explains the importance and opportunities in selling today. 
11The Man The Customer Sees 11 vJi th 33 1/3 record. COLOR 
Illustrates the nine personality factors necessary for 
success in selling~ 
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LILY-TULIP CUP CORPORATION, Sales Research Department 
122 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, New York 
11 Fountain Glamour" with 33 1/3 record. COLOR Presents 
pointers on selling and shows how the Lily Mixrite Service 
helps sales. 
11 Here's Hown with 33 1/3 record. Illustrates how to size up 
a prospect, the approach and other selling pointers. 
nPaktites Preferred 11 with 33 1/3 record... Shows Paktite 
salesmen how to get the order. Useful in a study of their 
selling techniques. 
LI~ffiN SUPPLY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, Mr. Shapiro, Manager 
22 West Moproe Street, Chicago 3, Illinois 
"Case Of The Lido Grill 11 with 33 1/3 record, COLOR Presents 
a lesson in salesmanship; full of fine demonstrations. 
11 Return To The Lido Grill11 with 33 1/3 record. COLOR · Use 
after.the above filmstrip as it covers the techniques of 
follow-up, meeting objections and closing the sale. 
11 Service Is Your Business 11 with 33 1/3 record .. COLOR Gives· 
five rules for providing your customers with better service. 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF P~TAIL GROCERS 
360 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, Illinois 
11Advertising For Selling11 with 33 1/3 record. COLOR 
Illustrates latest techniques for attracting customers. 
nnesign For Sellingtt with 33 1/3 record~ COLOR Illustrates 
techniques for store lighting, design, layout, equipment etco 
11 Personnel For Selling 11 with 33 1/3 record~ COLOR Gives 
pointers on the selection and training of salesclerks for 
food store work. Lists basic elements of selling. 
iiPublic Relations For Sellingll with 33 1/3 record. COLOR 
Shows the grocer how to build a solid, well-planned public 
relations program. 
11 Showmanship For Selling11 with 33 1/3 record. Gives definite 
procedures for promoting a product step by step with a 
variety of new and different ideas. 
nstrategy For Selling11 with 33 1/3 record. COLOR Shows good 
techniques for arranging, locating and display of products 
for best self-service selling. 
' 
SELLING.: 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION·OF RETAIL GROCERS, Continued: 
The f'ollowing f'ive f'ilmstrips shov-J the best location and 
arrangement within the store o~ the department indicated; 
sales opportunities, how to maintain inventories, pricing 
and stocking within that department. These f'ilmstrips are 
excellent and the only ones of' their kind in the f'ield. 
11Your Bakery Department 11 with 33 1/3 record. 
"Your Dairy Department" with 33 1/3 record. 
"Your Grocery Departmentn with 33 1/3 record, COLOR. 
11Your Meat Department" with 33 1/3 record, COLOR· 
11Your Produce Department 11 with 33 1/3 record, COLOR. 
11 Management Makes the Dif'f'erence 11 with 33 1/3 record. 
Illustrates techniques f'or sales personnel management. 
11 Stock Handling and Checkoutn with 33 1/3 record. COLOR .. 
Illustrates methods of''handling, pricing, stocking and 
checkout. · 
11Your 75,000 Partnersn with 33 1/3 record. Explains the 
advantages and services made available to grocers in the 
association. 
REMINGTON RAND, Visual Aids Department 
315 Fourth Avenue, New York, New York 
11 Mr .. Rem Rand'!_ Designed f'or training mechanical service ·men, 
it demonstrates good techniques f'or customer relations, 
demonstration of' products and service selling. Shows the 
need f'or being tactf'ul, diplomatic and dependable. 
TEACHER REFERENCE 
AI~RICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE 
350 Fif'th Avenue, New York 1, New York 
Terms: One print may be retained by the school permanentlyo 
11 Cornrn.uni ty--Laboratory of' Ci tizenship 1I__Illustrates the 
benefits of' cooperation between the schools and industry; 
depicts the ways and means f'or such cooperation. 
NATIONAL SCHOOL SERVICE INSTITUTE 
803 Goddard Building, 27 East Monroe St., C.hicago 3, Ill. 
nwelcome Hand11- 35 f'rames. Shows the tested and proven tools 
made available f'or good school public relations-by NSCI. 
\ 
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Most of the scripts listed are in mimeograph form, 
and may be ordered directly from the source. In writing 
your request, _give the exact title of the script, the name 
of the series and a notation as to the time length. Is is 
also ~vise to make your request on school letterhead paper if 
at all possible. Please be sure to indicate the address to 
which you Hant the script sent. 
ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY: 
NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL 
Paul Jones, Director of Public Information 
425 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois 
Terms: Single Copies, Request on School Stationery 
SERIES OF SIX SCRIPTS ON GREAT DISASTERS: 
0 nGalveston Tidal Wave--Disaster" 1949 5 minutes 
11 Peshtigo Fire--Disaster" 1949 5 minutes 
11 New London School Explosion--Disaster" 1949 5 minutes 
11 Florida Hurricane--Disaster" 1949 5 minutes 
11 Sinking of the Titanic--Disaster 11 1949 5 minutes 
11 The Johnstown Flood--Disaster11 1949 5 minutes 
C 0 N S U M E R E D U C A T I 0 N 
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORPORATION 
Consumer Education Department, 
Family Finance 
919 ~orth Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois 
Terms: Scripts available to teachers, librarians only. 
Requests should be made 6 vleeks in advance of 0 the date they will be used. 
nHow To Use Consumer Credit--Wisely11 1955 28 minutes 
As a speaker at the Church was unable to come, Martha 
agreed to fill in for her. She picked as her topic, 
Consumer Credit. In her talk she listed three guides fo~ 
the wise use of credit: (1) Knov-1 the different types, 
( 2) Know the costs involved. ( 3) Shop for the service best 
suited for your purposes. 
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HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORPORATION, Continued: 
11 Make.Sense With Your Clothing Dollars 11 1955 20 minutes 
Traces how the Johnson Family planned its clothing purchases 
for the next year. How each member listed the activities he 
did and what he wore doing them, what wearable clothes he 
now had, and what must be discarded. Then, on the amount of 
money available, clothing budgets were made for each member 
of the family •. 
11What is Your Shopping Score? 11 1955 10 minutes 
Traces the shopping activities of five completely different 
(as tp home situations) shoppers. Suggests ways to improve 
shopping: plan, use shopping list, compare qualities, 
read labels etc. 
11Budgeting For Better Living11 1955 25 minutes 
Traces progress of the Jennings Family in establishing and 
maintaining a family budget of income and expenses. Sets 
up a workable general plan upon which all families can make 
a budget of their own. 
' 11 How To Stretch Your Food Dollars" i955 27 minutes 
Mrs. Jordan, worried about stretching her food money, went 
with her neighbor to a food lecture. She learned four 
important steps to reduce food costs·: ( 1) Plan meals in 
advance (2) Store food properly (3) Prepare food with 
care (4) Shop for food carefully 
GENERAL B U S I N E S S Social Business Problems 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF CHRIS'l1IANS AND JEl'I!S 
Mr. M. Teny, 759 North Milwaukee Street, Milwaukee, 11Jisconsin 
Terms: Single Script Free, May be Reproduced at Will 
n:Personnel Means Peoplen 15 minutes 
A drama about a young girl, who after having been interviewed 
for a job and filling out an application blank, felt she was 
rejected on the basis on her entry concerning religion. The 
Personnel Director looks into the situation, and has the . 
application blanks thrown away and new ones printed ~vith the 
race and religion items omitted. He summarizes the undesira-
ble aspects for business of such discrimination. 
GENERAL 
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NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL 
S a f e t y 
Paul Jones, Director of Public Information . 
425 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois 
Terms: Single Copiea to School, Request on School 
Stationery 
11 0n-The-Job Safety11 No. 4 ·1949 5 minutes 
Traces need for both employers and employees to promote 
safety. Show that most accidents are caused by careless-
ness or an attempt to 1tbeat the odds 11 • 
noff-The-Job Safetyn No. 5 1949 
Points out that one in every two 
in 1949 was a 1.vorker who died on 
home. 
5 minutes 
persons killed by accidents 
the job, in traffic, or at 
S E C R E T A R I A L Gro0ming, Personality Development 
TEXAS, UNIVERSITY OF, 
Bureau of Research in Education by Radio 
Gale R. Adkins, Director, Austin, Texas 
Terms: Sent free to teachers, radio stations 
A complete kit, or script volume is also free 
on request. Book 10 days in advance of use • 
. 
11 Importance of Good Vision No. 2 11 1949 15 minutes 
Presents importance and pointers on the protection of 
ones 1 eyes. 
11 Keep Your Cold At Homen No. 5 1949 15 minutes 
An interesting program on the don'ts relative to coldso 
nMental Healthn No. 6 1949 15 minutes 
Traces need for mastering self-control, shows how to 
practice self-control and keeping calm in an emergency. 
Points out that happiness is a state of mind basic to 
self-control. 
e 11\rJhy 1--Je Need A Balanced Diet11 No. 7 1949 Jt5 minutes 
Shows foods needed for energy and protective measures. 
Points to milk as the perfect foodo 
\ 
S E C R E T A R I A L 
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Grooming 
Personality Development 
TEXAS, UNIVERSITY OF, Continued: 
11 Fresh Air and Sunshinen No. 10 1949 15 minutes 
Shows need for proper ventilation in the home and officeo 
l 
ttcleanliness 11 Noo 13 1949 15 minutes 
Tells the cost of being dirty: loss of friends, of job 
and of health! 
"Care of the Skinn No. 15 1949 15 minutes 
Tells how the skin protects the body--its functions, 
purposes and how to care for it. · 
"Sleep and Rest" No. 17 1949 15 minutes 
Covers the importance of sufficient rest and sleep--how 
necessary to good mental health and good physical health. 
11Good Posture" No. 26 15 minutes 
Tells how posture can improve or ruin ones' appearance; 
the effect of poor posture on health and mental health. 
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T R A N S C R I P T I 0 N S 
In requesting free transcriptions use your official 
school letterhead stationery whenever possible. Give the 
exact title and type of transcription wanted; indicate the 
date on which you wish to use it. If possible, give a 
second and third choice of dates. 
Please be sure to return the transcriptions promptly 
to the distributors after you have used them. 
E C 0 N 0 M I C G E 0 G R A P H Y 
/ 
F o r e s t r y 
11 CRASHING TIMBER11 Episode No. 2 Exhibit B Transcription 
Record at 33 1/3 rpm 15 minutes 
A story o~ harvesting timber! Ranger Bill is measuring some 
logs and helping him record these measurements is his niece. 
Later., they ·go to meet Joe and Sam on Shut-Eye Ridge. Here 
they 1-Jatch and comment on the logging activities below. 
Ranger Bill explains how twenty-five years ago only the 
mature trees were cut down, or those that were deseased or 
injured. By doing the same thing now, another cutting will 
be possible twenty-five years hence. A script is also 
available. 
"STORM OVER THE FOREST 11 Episode No. 3 Exhibit B 
cription Record at 33 1/3 rpm 15 minutes 
Trans.-
Ranger Bill has taken his three young friends into the 
forest to explain how a good forest protects water sup~lies, 
keeps it clean and pure, regulates its flow and prevents 
floods. As he is talking, a big storm comes up, so they run 
for cover in a nearby cave. The Ranger worries about the 
town of Rockvilie--he fears they will be flooded due to the 
fact that they have gone overboard in cutting the trees along 
the watershed. A script is also available. 
11\.J"IND IN THE NIGHTn Episode No. 1 Exhibit C Transcription 
Record at 33 1/3 rpm 15 minutes 
A big tree has fallen over the recreation hall at Pine Lake 
Camp, and June, Ranger Bill's niece, calls him for help. 
He and his two assistants, Joe and Sam arrive and remove the 
tree. Ranger Bill then explains what causEtlthe tree to 
fall: first a forest fire scarring its base, followed by 
insects and desease. He tells how this can be prevented. 
A script is also available! 
L 
E C 0 N O_M I C 
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GEOGRAPHY F o r e s t r y 
11 0LD MacDONALD HAD SOME 1nJOODS 11 Episode No.-2 Exhibit C 
Transcription Record at 33 1/3 rpm 15 minutes 
Mr. MacDonald's wife must have an operation that will cost 
a good deal of money. He has been offered a price for all 
the timber on his farm--small and big trees alike. Ranger 
Bill talks with him and shows him the folly of this offer$ 
In checking only the mature trees, they find they will 
bring in enough money to pay for the operation--and the 
forest will still be growing and available should another 
emergency arise in the future. A script is also available. 
11 FLASH FLOOD IN DEVIL 1S RUN11 Episode No. 3 Exhibit C 
Transcription Record at 33 1/3 rpm 15 minutes 
Ranger Bill has been hired to map and explore the land 
around the town of Fairview. He becomes concerned because 
much of this land has been cleared of all vegetation, 
burned and is badly eroded. With little vegetation or 
soil to stop it, a flash flood rushes in on Fairview; 
fortunately, no lives are lost. The Mayor and townsfolk 
then make up their minds to build a community forest to 
stop future floods. A script is also availablel 
ORDER THE PRECEDING TRANSCRIPTIONS FRGr'I: 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, POREST SERVICE 
Forest Education Consultant, Washington 25, D. c. 
Terms: Transcriptions are loaned for one month. Mailed 
prepaid, user must pay return transportation. 
Scripts can be supplied at once and may be kept. 
Please make requests for Transcriptions at least 
30 days in advance of the date you ~ish to use it. 
Order from the nearest regional office listed below: 
Federal Building, Missoula, Montana - for Montana, Idaho~ 
north of the Salmon River. 
Federal Center Building 85, Denver 7, Colorado - for 
Col9rado, Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota and Wyoming 
\ Tower Building, Albuquerque, New Mexico - for Arizona 
and New Mexico 
Forest Service Building: Ogden, Utah - for Utah, Nevada, 
Idaho south of the Salmon River 
630 Samsome Street, San Francisco 11, California - for 
California 
) l J 1 
I 
0 
0 
0 
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GEOGRAPHY F o r e s t r y 
Nearest Regional Offices of United States Department of 
Agriculture, Forest Service Continued: 
Post Office Building, Portland 8, Oregon - for Oregon, Wash. 
Bankers Securities Bui.lding, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
-for Conn., Delaware, Ky., Maine, Maryland, Mass., N.J.,_ 
N.Y., N.H., PA., R. I., Vermont, VA. and 1-Jest Virginia 
5o Seventh Street, N.E., Atlanta 5, Georgia- for Ala., 
Ark., Florida, GA., Miss., N.C., Oklahoma, s. C., Tenn., 
and Texas 
Madison Building, Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin - for Illinois, 
Indiana, Iowa, Mich., Minn., Missouri, N.D., Ohio., Wis .. 
Federal and Territorial Buildtng, Juneau, Alaska 
* * * * * * * * * * 
T R A N S P 0 R T A T I 0 N GEOGRAPHY 
11 AIR WORLD EDUCATIONn -- 11 FLIGHT 36 - FROM THE GOLDEN GATE 
TO THE STATUE OF LIBERT:(n. Transcription Record at 33 1/3 
rpm 15 minutes 
Takes place on a Constellation non-stop flight from the 
Pacific Ocean to the Atlantic Ocean, taking only 10 hours. 
Describes landscapes, changes in time belts, we~ther, wind 
and temperatures. Compares this means of t'ravel with the 
old prairie schooner which explored the \'Jest. 
Order from: AIR WORLD EDUCATION 
Terms: 
Trans World Airlines, Inc. 
John H. Furbay, Director 
380 Madison Avenue 
New York 17, New York 
Records sent prepaid, user pays return postage 
' At times, can fill less then 10 per cent of 
request, so book as far in advance as possibl~~ 
Book at least 10 days in advance as the bare 
minimum allowance of time. 
_I 
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G E N E R A L B U S I N E S S : S o c i a 1 
S e c u r i ~ y 
11 AND FOR TOMORROW --TRANSCRIPTION NO. 211 15 minutes 
Record at 33 1/3 rpm 
A man witn a fine memory who never forgets a thing, forgets 
his social security number. Why he needed this information 
and what caused him finally to recall it is told on this 
recording. 
rtAND FOR TOMORRO\i --TRANSCRIPTION NO. 4" 15 minutes 
Record at 33 1/3 rpm 
A father makes a discovery about his social security 
account through his son's uninhibited methods of obtaining 
information. 
11 AND FOR TOMORROW --TRANSCRIPTION NO. 911 15 minutes 
Record at 33 1/3 rpm 
An ill mother 1·s desperate sea:rch for security for her 
children demonstrates protection available under Social 
Security. 
11AND FOR TOMORROl!J --TRANSCRIPTION NO. 1211 15 minutes 
Record at 33 1/3 rpm 
A widow leaves her purse on a store counter one day, losing 
her social security card. When it is returned, she obtains 
unexpected dividends. 
ORDER THE ABOVE FROM: 
SOCIAL SEC~ITY ADMINISTRATION, Bureau of Old-Age and 
Survivors Insurance 
Roy L. Swift, Room 935 
Equitable Building, Baltimore 2, Maryland 
Terms: Records furnished on loan any time upon request. 
Can fill lQO% of request&. 
I 
Additional information can be obtained at your 
local Social Security officeo 
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FILM DIP~CTORIES 
~ EDUCATIONAL FILM GUIDE 
Subscription price per year, 
including supplements: ~~4. 00 
Published by: 
H. 11/ &· \nTilson Company 
950 University Avenue 
New York 52, New York 
THE BLUE BOOK OF 16ID1 FILJYIS 
Price: ~~1.50 
Publi she'd by: 
The Educational Screen 
2000 Lincoln Park West 
Chicago 1, Illinois 
EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE FILMS 
Price: (~5 e 00 
Published by: 
Educators Progress Service 
Randolph, Wisconsin 
BA~*ING FILM INFORMATION BULLETIN 
Price: F r e e 
Published by: 
American Bankers Association 
Public Relations Council 
12 East 36th Street 
New York 16, New York 
BUSINESS-SPONSORED EDUCATIONAL 
FILMS Price: ~pl.50 
Published by: 
Committee on Consumer 
Relations in Advertising, Inc. 
4~0 Lexington Avenue· 
New York 17, New York 
VISUAL AIDS GUIDE 
Price: F r e e 
Published by: 
Boy Scouts of America 
Visual Education Service 
o Park Avenue 
rk 16, New York 
REPRINT F r e e 
ising Dept. 
raph Corporation 
INDEX OF TRAINING FILMS $2.00 
SALES TRAINING FILM 
GUIDE 3.00 
Published by: 
Business Screen Magazine , 
7064 She~idan Road 
Chicago 26, Illinois 
P E R I 0 D I C A L S 
BUSINESS SCREEN ~) 3. 00 yr. 
7064 Sheridan Road 
Chicago 26, Illinois 
EDUCATIONAL SCREEN 3.00 yr. 
2000 Lincoln Park West 
Chicago 14, Illinois 
AUDIO VISUAL GUIDE 3.00 yr. 
1630 Springfield Avenue 
Maplewood, New Jersey 
FILM WORLD 4.00 yr. 
6327 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Hollywood 28, California 
PHOTOGRAPHIC AGE 4.00 yr. 
16 E. 52nd Street 
New York 22, New York 
AUDIO VISUAL JOURNAL 2.00 yr. 
167 Public Square 
Cleveland 14, Ohio 
MOVIE MAKERS 3.00 yr. 
420 Lexington Avenue 
New York 17, New York 
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER 
1782 N. Orange Drive 
HollyvJOod, California 3. 00 yr. 
T A P E S : 
TAPE RECORDING CATALOG 5o¢ 
lillA Dept. of Audio-Visual 
Instruction, 1201 16th St. NW 
Washington 6, D. c. 
I 
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BIBLIOGRAPriY OF FILM UTILIZATION INFORMATION 
------------ -- ---- ----------- -----------
11Audio Visual Paths To Learning11 
by: Walter Wittich and John Fowlkes 
Harpe·r & Brothers, New York 
11 Tachistoscopic Training for Beginning 
Typing Students in a Secondary School 11 
by: Dr. Harold o. Palmer 
Keystone View Company 
Meadville, Pennsylvania 
"Economic Films 11 --A Brief and Objective 
Appraisal of Current Films, Filmstrips 11 • 
by: National Education Association 
1201 Sixteenth Street N.W. 
Washington 6, D. c. 
"The 
by: 
Motion Picture and the Teacher 11 
Hardy R. Finch 
236 Milbank Avenue 
Greenwich, Connecticut 
11Movies That Teach11 
by: Charles F. Hoban Jr. 
Dryden Press, Inc. New York 
11 A s·chool Uses Motion Pictures" 
by: Staff of Tower Hill School 
Wilmington, Delaware 
11The Use Of Training Films In Department 
and Specialty Stores" 
by: Harry M. Hague 
Division of Research, Graduate School 
of Business Administration 
Harvard University, Boston 63, ~fass. 
11Audio Visual Aids To Instruction11 
by: McKown and Roberts 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. New York 
11 Educational Motion Pictures & Libraries" 
by: Gerald D. McDonald 
"The 
by: 
The American Library Association 
Chicago, Illinois 
Preparation and Use of Visual Aids" 
Prentice-Hall Inc. 
70 Fifth Avenue, 
New York 11, NevJ' York 
~~2. 00 
f r e e 
.15 
2.50 
1 .. 00 
1 •. 50 
4. 75 
1
1.,-PI&tauz 
~ 
Liiii S£i!id:S&it®MU.416 21 2 !$$£CGQ;t;#JU!J &J $1% Xi! q;:s: I ,&Jl fiiJQt£ $HlMfii! JJ££!¥!1stt I t i!Q 
FILM SOURCE ADDRESS INDEX 
AETNA CASUALTY AND SURETY CO. 
Public Education Department 
Hartford 15, Connecticut Pg. 3 
AIR HEDUCTION SALES Co:r,JPANY 
730 Grant Street, Buffalo, N.Y. ~ Request Address of Nearest Office 
User pays Trans. Pg. 18 
ALASICA DEVELOPMENT BOARD 
Box 5o, Juneau, Alaska 
User pays Trans. Pgo 27 
ALLEGHENY LUDLUM STEEL CORP. 
Mr. o. B. Templeton, Manager 
Sales Promotion, 2020 Oliver BLdg 
Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania 
User pays Transportation Pg. 52 
AL'LIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURING C 0. 
Tractor Photographic Department 
Tractor Div. Milwaukee 1, Wis. 
Request on school stationery 
P gs : 5 - 15 - 18 - 4 9 
ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA 
Alcoa Building 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
User pays Transportation Pg: 18, 
49 
AMERICANA PRODUCTIONS INC. 
2213 North Meridian Street 
Indianapolis 4, Indiana Pg: 44 
AriJERICAN CAN Co:riJPANY 
Harriet Jean Anderson, Home Ec. 
100 Park Ave. New York 17, N.Y. 
User pays Transportation Pg: 43 
AMERICAN CHRISTIAN PALESTIJ:.TE 
COMMITTEE, 471 Park Avenue 
New York 22, N.Y. Pg: 9 
User pays Transportation 
AMERICAN FELT COl:V!PANY 
Glenville, Connecticut Pg: 56 
AMERICAN FOOT CARE INSTITUTE 
1775 Broadway, New York 19, N.Y. 
Give Alternate Date Pg: 49 
AMERICAN GAS ASSOC. Film Library 
420 Lexington Ave. New York 17 
User pays Tran. Pg: 19-27-36~49 
AMERICAN GUERNSEY CATTLE CLUB 
Promotion Division, 70 Nain Sto 
Peterborough, New Hampshire 
Page: 5 
AMERICAN HOT DIP GALVANIZERS 
ASSOC. INC. Mr. Swennson, Sec. 
1506 First Nat'l Bank Building 
Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania 
User Pays Trans:9ortation Pg: ~-9 
A~ffiRICAN INSTITUTE OF STEEL 
CONSTRUCTION, INC. Dept. of 
Educational Services 
101 Park Ave. New York 17, N.Y. 
Page: ~-9 
A£1E!:fUCAN MERCHANT MARINE 
INSTITUTE INC. Bureau of Inform. 
Attn: Mr~ Frank T. Reil 
11 Broadway, New York 4, N.Y. 
Page: 58 
AriJERICAN NATIONAL CATTLEMEN 1 S 
ASSOC., Director of Information 
8ol East 17th St. Denver 18, Col. 
Book 3 months advance Pg: 5-44 
AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY 
Safety Products Division 
Southbridge, Mass. Pgo 36 
AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE 
Oil Industry Information Cornm .. 
5o W. 50th St. New York 20, N.Yn 
Request Address of Nearest Office 
User Pays Transportation Pg: 36 
AMERICAN POTASH INSTITUTE, INC. 
1102 16th St. NW, Wash. 6, DoC. 
Book 2 months Advance Pg: 19 
AMERICAN SHORTHORN BREEDERS ASSOC. 
7 Dexter Park Ave. Chicago 9, Ill 
Book 4 months ahead Pg: 5 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF BAI\ERY 
ENGINEERS, Dept. of Visual Ed. 
208 Third Avenue Southeast 
r1inneapolis 14, Minnesota 
Book 6 months Advance Pg: 43 
User Pays Transportation 
A}~RICAN STOCK YARDS ASSOC. 
1330 Terminal Tower,. Cleveland 
Ohio Pages: 5-36 ~ 
u 
AlvJERICAN -;iJATEm-JAYS OPEHATORS INC 
1319 F Street, N. E. 
Washington 4, D. c. Pg~ 19 
A~~CO METAL INCORPORATED 
r~. E. E. Whitson, Advertising 
Manager, 1745 South 38th Street 
Milwaukee 46 3 1rJisconsin Pg: .50 
ANACONDA COPPER MINING COf!IPANY 
Advertising Department 
2.5 Broadway, New York L~ Pg: 19 
ARiYIOUR AND COMPAl\TY, Marie 
Gifford, Consumer Service Dept. 
Chicago 9, Illinois Pg: 63 
ASSOCIATED COOPEP~GE INDUSTRIES 
OF ArllERICA, INC. 408 Olive St. 
St. Louis 2, Missouri Pg~ 5o 
User Pays Transportation Costs 
ASSOCIATION FILMS INCORPORATED 
79 East Adams St. Chicago, Ill. 
1108 Jackson St. Dallas, Texas 
Ridgefield, New Jersey 
3.51 Turk Street, San Francisco 
California. Request from office 
nearest youl User pays all 
transportation costs. Pages~ 9-
10-16-19-27-31-33-34-44-50-58-63 
68 
AD~IT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS 
123 Wacker Drive North, 
Chicago 6, Illinois Pg: 68 
User Pays Transportation Costs 
AUSTRIAN STATE TOURIST DEPT. 
48 Eas.-t L!_8th St. New York 17, 
New·York Page: 10 
AUTOMATIC TRANSPORTATION CO. 
101 West 87~h St& Chicago, Ill. 
User Pays Transportation Pg: .58 
BABCOCK AND \iTILCOX CGriJPANY 
161 East 42nd St. Ne1r1 York 17 
College Levels Only Page: .58 
, BARRE GRANITE ASSOCIATION INC. 
.51 Church St. Barre, Vermont 
User Pays Transportation Pg: 20 
BATES FABRIC FIU1 LIBRARY 
13 East 37th St, New York 16, 
New York Page: 56 
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BELL AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
Photographic Dept. Po Oo Box 1 
Buffalo 1, New York Page~ .58 
BELL AND ZOLLER COAL COMPANY 
Advertising Dept. 307 North 
Michigan Ave. Chicago 1, Ill. 
User Pays Transportation Pg: 20 
Book 3 months in advance. 
BELL SYSTEr-1 TELEPHONE OFFidES 
Book through your local offices. 
User Pays Transportation Charges 
Pages: 34-64 
BEMIS BROTHERS BAG COMPANY 
Film Library, 6oL~ South L~th Sto 
Minneapolis, Minnesota Pg: .56-68 
BENDIX-~ffiSTINGHOUSE AUTOMOTIVE 
AIR BRAKE COMPA~TY, 901 Cleveland 
Street, Elyria, Ohio Pg: .58 
BOEING AIRPh~NE C011JPANY, Seattle 
Div. Library--Plant 2, Box 3107 
Seattle lL!_, tf~Jashington Pg: 36 
B01~VILLE POWER ADMINISTRATION 
u.s. Dept. of the Interior 
Portland 8, Oregon Page: 20 
BRO\\TN CGriJPANY, Public Relations 
Berlin, New Hampshire Pg: 1.5 
BROWN SHOE CO. ~~. R. Go Stolz 
Advertising Dept. 8300 Maryland 
St. Louis 2, Ylissouri Pg: .51 
User Pays Transportation Costs 
' BUREAU OF COP~IDNICATION RESEARCH 
13 East 37th St. New York 17 
If 1rJest of the Rockies, address 
Nat'l Board of Fire Underwriters 
San Francisco, Calif. Pg: 32 
BUREAU OF RECLA11ATION, U. S. 
Dept. of the Intel"ior, "\t~Tash. 2.5 
D. c. Book 3 months in advance 
Page: .5 
BYERS COMPAliTY, A. M • 
Pit.tsburgh, Pennsylvania · Pg: 51 
User Pays Transportation Costs 
CALIFORNIA PTI~ill & APRICOT 
GROWERS ASSOC. Sales Promotion 
Box 670, San Jose, Calif. Pg:·44 
CA1IFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION 
576 Sacramento St. San Francisco 
11., California Page: 15 
CANADIAN CONSULATE GE~illRAL 
80 Boylston St. Boston 16, :Hass. 
Request Address of Nearest Office 
User Pays Transportation Costs 
Pages: 10-11 · 
CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAYS 
922 .Fifte~nth st. N.w. 
Washington, D.C. Pages: 11-12-58 
Request Address of Nearest Office 
User Pays Transportation Costs 
CAREY SALT COl~ANY, Advertising 
Dept., Poplar and B Streets 
'Hutchinson, Kansas Pg: 45 
CARGILL, INCORPORATED 
Mr. Rodney Johnson, Asst. Dir. 
of Training, 200 Grain Exchange 
Minneapolis 15, Minnesota , 
Usex• Pays Transportation Pg: [~4 
CASE CO}WA1TY, J.I., Educational 
Division, Racine, Wisconsin 
Request Address of Nearest Office 
Pages: 5-6 
CATERPILLAR TRACTOR COMPA1TY 
Office Sales Div. 
Peoria 8, Illinois Pages: 12-15 
CENTRAL & SOUTH vffiST CORPORATION 
Gail Belden, Vice President 
902 Market St. \'lfilmington 98, 
Delaware Page: 27 
CHARLESTON CHAMBER OF C0£.1MERCE 
5o Broad St. Charleston 3, 
South Carolina Page: 27 
User Pays Transportati9n and 
Insurance on Film for ~100 value. 
CHICAGO TRIBUNE, Motion Picture 
Bureau, 33 'trJest Madison St. 
Chicago, Illinois Page: 15 
User Pays Transportation Costs 
Book 6 months in advance. 
CINCINNATI r-ULLING MACHINE CO. 
Advertising Dept. 
Cincinnati 9, Ohio Page: 3T 
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CLARKE EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
Industrial Truck Div-. Advertise 
& Sales Promotion Dept. 
Battle Creek, Michigan Pg: 59 
User Pays Transportation Costs 
COLLINS, MILLER & HUTCHINS INC. 
333 West Lake St. Chicago 6, Ill. 
Book 2 months ahead. Page: 68 
CONSUMERS COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION 
Education Div_ P.o. Box 2359 
Kansas City ~.2, }fissouri Pg: 32 
and Page 37 
CONTINE1~AL ILLINOIS NATIONAL 
BANK AND TRUST COMPANY 
Mr. Gordon Bradt, Second Vice 
President, 231 South La Salle Sto 
Chicago 90, Illinois Page: 32 
CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY 
Mr. Roy B. Lucy Jr. Manager 
Motion Picture, Speakers Bureau 
Independence Square, 
Philadelphia 5, PA. Page: 51 
Book 3 months in advance. 
User Pays Transportation Costs 
DAILY TRIB~ffi, Mr. Philip' Miller 
P.o. Box 311, Royal Oak, Mich. 
User Pays Transportation Costs 
Book 10 months in advance. 
DAMROW BROTHERS co., 196 Western 
Ave., Fond duLac, Wisconsin 
Book 3 months in advance. _Pg: L~5 
DEERING, 1-ULLIKEN AND C0£.1PANY, 
11r. J. W. l'lfatkins, 14.07 Broadway 
New York 16, New York Page: 56 
DELTA- C & S AIR LINES, Film 
Dept. Municipal Airport, 
Atlanta, Georgia Page: 28 
Not Available to all States; 
particularly the Eastern States 
DENVER & RIO GRANDE vJESTERN 
RAILROAD CO. r1r. Cal'"'lton Sills 
Publicity Mgr. Rio Grande Bldg. 
Denver, Colorado Pages: 15-45 
28-35-59 
DEPT OF THE AIR FORCE, Inform. 
Officer, Attn: Control Film Lib. 
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DEPT. OF THE AIR FORCE 
Public Information Officer, 
Control Film Library, Eastern 
Film Exchange Headquarters, 
1612 South Cameron Street 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 
Request Address of Nearest Office 
User Pays Transportation Costs 
Pages: 12-5<j ... 6L~ 
DEPT. OF Ttill AR}ff, Attention of 
Signal Officer, First Army 
Governor's Island, New York 4 
Request Address of Nearest Office 
User Pays Transportation Costs 
Pages: 12-15-63 
DEPT. OF THE.NAVY, Assistant for 
Public Information, First Naval 
Dist~ict, 495 Summer Street, 
Boston 10, Mass. Page: 63 
Request Address of Nearest Office 
User Pays T.ransportation Costs 
DETROIT EDISON COMPANY, Advertise 
Division, 2000 Second Avenue 
Detroit 26, Michigan Page: 20 
User Pays Transportation Costs 
DE VRY TECID~ICAL INSTITUTE 
Film Service Department 
4141 Belmont Avenue, Chicago 41, 
Illinois Pages: 34-35-68 
DIERKS FORESTS INC. Advertising 
De.pt., 1006 Grand Avenue 
Kansas City 6, Missouri Pg: 15 
Restricted to Colleges in Central 1 
and Eastern States Only. 
DR. PEPPER Co·. Mr. Harry Ellis 
Public Relations Director 
PoO. Box 5086, Dallas,·Texas 
Page: 45 
DOUGLAS FIR PLYWOOD ASSOCIATION 
Tacoma 2, ·11ifashington Page: 16 
Insure for ~~250 when. returning. 
Book 3 months in advance. 
DOVJ CHEMICAL CGrJfPANY, Public 
Relations Dept. Film Library 
Midland, Michigan Page: 20 
DRAVO CORP. Advertising Dept. 
Neville Island, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
. .Book 6 months in advance. Pg: 37 
DU PON~-DE 1illMODhS & CO. INC. E.I. 
·Motion Picture Distribution Sect., 
Advertising Department, 
Wilmington 98, Delaware 
Pages: 51-56-68 
EASTMAN KODAK CO., Camera Club 
and School Service, 343 State St. 
Rochester 4, New York Pg: 51 
EASTERN AIR LI~illS, Film Division 
10 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 
New York Page: 59 
EBERLE TANNING COMPANY 
Westfield, Pennsylvania Pg: 51 
Book 2 months in advance. 
ELJER COMPANY, }1r. A. E .. 
Thiesfeldt, Advertising Mgr. 
Ford City, Pennsylvania Pg. 51 
FAm·1 CREDIT DISTRICTS 
Baltimore, Maryland 
User Pays Transportation Costs 
Request Address of Nearest Office 
Pages: 37-38 
FARM FILiYI FOUNDATION, 1731 Eye 
Street, N.W. Washington 6, DC 
Pages: 4-45 
FEDERAL RESERVE BA~ffi, Request 
from nearest to you: Atlanta, 
Georgia - Boston, Mass. -
Cleveland, Ohio - Dallas, Texas 
Kansas City, MO. - Mi.nneapolis, 
Minn. - New York - Philadelphia, 
PA. - Richmond, VA. - St. Louis, 
Missouri, San Francisco, Calif. 
Page: 32 · 
FIR DOOR INSTITUTE, Rust Bldg. 
Tacoma 2, i/ITasb.ington Page: 16 
Book L~ months in advance .. 
FIRESTO~ill TIRE A~ID RUBBER CO. 
Public Relations Department 
Akron 17, Ohio Page: 51 
User Pays Transportation Costs 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
U. s. Dept. of the Interior 
Section of Visual Information 
P.o. Box 128, College Park, 
Maryland Pages: 16-67 
Book 2 months in advance. 
FLEER CORPOP..ATION, FRANK H. 
Film Distribution Dept. lOth and 
Somerville, Philadelphia 41, Pa. 
User Pays Transportation Pg: L~5 
FORD MOTOR COMPANY, Film Library 
3000 Schaefer Road, 
Dearborn, Michigan Pages: 28-: 
38-59-60 Book 3 months ahead 
FORMICA COMPANY, ~-620 Spring 
Grove Avenue, Cincinnati 3, 
Ohio Page: 52 
FRENCH EMBASSY, Cultural and 
Information Divisions, 972 5th 
Ave. ~ew York 21, N.Y. User 
pays transportation and insurance 
in advance. Page: 13 
GALE DOROTilliA }ffiCHANISMS 
39-39 63rd. St. Woodside 
Long Island, New York Page: 69 
Book 8 weeks in advance 
GARD1TER-DE1.1VER CO. £1r. Ruyle, 
Advertising Dept. Quincy, Ill. 
Page: 20 
GE1ffiRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Request Address of Nearest Office 
Film Library, 140 Federal Street, 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Pages: 21-35-52-56 
GENERAL lULLS INC., Film Library 
400 Second Ave. South, 
ll([inneapolis 1, iVIinnesota 
Pages: 38-39 
GEl\ffiRAL f·:'iOTORS CORPORATION 
Department of Public Relations 
Film Library, General Motors 
Bldg., Detroit 2, Michigan 
Pages: 35-39-52-60-65-69 
P~QD~ST ADDRESS OF NEAREST OFFICE 
GILBERT PAPER C ONP ANY 
Menasha, 1V"isconsin Page: 52 
User Pays Transportation 
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO. 
Motion Picture Dept. Akron, 
Ohio, or Los Angeles, Calif. 
Pages: 21-39-52 
5 
GP~CE LINE PUBLICITY DEPT. 
l\iiss M. H. Coney, 3 Hanover Sq. 
New York ~-' N.Y. on west coast: · 
2 Pine St., San Francisco, Calif. 
User Pays Transportation Pg: 13 
GREEN FIRE BRICK COMPANY, A.P. 
Merchandise Dept. Mexico, 
}fissouri Page: 53 
GRD~N WATCH CO., Film Dept. 
Time Hill, Cincinnati 6, Ohio 
Page: 53 
GYPSUM ASSOCIATION, 20 North 
Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, 
Illinois Page: 21 
HAIJ.\ffiS OYSTER CO. Pier Ll-1 
Seattle, Washington Page: 45 
User Pays All Transportation 
HA£1MERMILL PAPER CO. Education 
Service, Advertising Dept. · 
1557 East Lake Road, Erie 6 
Pennsylvania Page: 53 
User Pays Transportation Costs 
HANDMACHER~·VOGEL, 533 Seventh Ave. 
New York, N.Y. Page: 56 
HAWAIIAN VISITORS BUREAU, 323 
Geary St., San Francisco 2, 
Calif. User Pays Trans)ortation: 
Films Shipped Express Collec~ 
Page: 28 
HOCKEY AND ASSOCIATES, W.E. 
430 Peninsular Avenue, San Mateo 
California Page: 16 
HOOBER INCORPORATED, J. M. 
Union Stock Yards, Lancaster, 
Pa. Book 3 months ahead! User 
pays Transportation Page: 6 
HYSTER COMPANY, Mr. Pearson, 
Sales Promotion Dept., Box 4318 
2902-45 N. E. Clackamas Street 
Portland 8, Oregon Pg: L~5-46 
IDAHO FIRST NATIONAL BAJ.\IT{ 
Asst. Vice President, 
Boise, Idaho 
Page: 28 
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IDEAL PICTURES INCORPORATED 
Request Address of' Nearest Of'f'ice 
58 East South Water Street 
Chicago 1, Illinois 
User Pays Transportation Charges 
Give Alternate Date When Booking 
Pages~ 13-16-21-28-35-39-46-60 
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD 
Library of Audio-Visual Aids 
Room 6ooA, 135 East 11th Place, 
Chicago 5, IllinOis Page~ 4o-6o 
INDIANA LIMESTONE INSTITUTE 
P.O. Box 471, Bedford, Indiana 
Page: 22 
INSTITUTE OF VISUAL TRAINING 
40 East ~.9th St. New York 17 
·user Pays Transportation Charges 
Pages: "13-35-65 
INSULATION BOARD INSTITUTE 
111 V>Test Washington Avenue 
Chicago 2, Il~inois Page~ 53 
INTERNATIONAL BUSI~lliSS V~CHI~~S 
CORP. IBM Film Library, Dept. of' 
Education, Attn: Mr. D. Nurray 
Endicott, New York Page: 65 
INTERNATIONAL FILM BUREAU INC. 
57 East Jackson Boulevard, 
Chicago 4, Illinois Pages: 6-22 
User Pays Transportation Charges 
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPA1TY 
George 1JIJ •. Colburn Laboratory 
Agency f'or I. H. Film Library 
164 North Wacker Drive, 
Chicago 6, Illinois Give an 
Alternate Date When Booking Film 
Pages: 6-13-22-53-61-69 
INTERNATIONAL MINERALS AND 
CHEMICAL CORP. Mr. McKim, 
Publications Supervisor, Box 71 
Carlsbad, New Mexico Page: 22 
INTERSTATE OIL COMPACT COMMISSION 
P.O. Box 3127, Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma Page~ 22 
USER PAYS TRANSPORTATION CHARGES 
JACKSON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, 
Mr. 1rJarren Farmer, P.O. Box 1038 
Jackson, Missis·sippi Page~ 29 
JACOBS AGENCY, ~illX H., 
P.O. Box 6093, Houston, Texas 
User Pays Transportation Pg: 29 
JAM HANDY ORGANIZATION, Film 
Distribution Dept., 2821 East 
Grand Blvd, Detroit 11, Michigan 
Pages: 40-69 
JAPAN TRAVEL INFORMATION OFFICE 
' 10 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20 
New York Page: 13 
User Pays Postage and Insurance 
JOrlli tffiNCOCK ~ID~UAL LIFE 
INSURANCE CO., Photgraphic Bur. 
200 Berkeley St., Boston 17, 
Massachusetts Page: 40 
JOtlliS-MANVILLE TRAINING CE1~ER 
Manville, New Jersey Page: 40 
JOtThTSTON PUMP COMPANY, Sales 
Manager, Bin K, Pasadena 15, 
California Page: 22 
JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT INCORPORATED 
345 Madison Avenue, New York 17, 
New York Page~ L1.0 
KAISER ALUMINUM & CHECMICAL CORP. 
Public Relations Dept., 1924 
Broadway, Oakland 12, Calif'. 
Page~ 22 
KAISER GYPSUM COMPANY INC. 
1924 Broadway, Oakland 12, Calif. 
Page: 22 
KELVINATOR, Div. of Nash-Kelvin-
ator Corp., Film Service Dept. 
14250 Plymouth Road, Detroit 32, 
Michigan Page: 69 
KENDALL REFINING COjYJPA!ITY 
ATTN~ Mr. Jack Eastman, 
Bradford, Pennsylvania Pg: 22 
LEATHER INDUSTRIES OF AMERICA, 
HW. 411 Fifth Ave. New York 
16, New York Page: 53 
LION OIL CO., Public Relations 
El Dorado, Arkansas Page: 29 
Use.r Pays Transportation Charges 
Book, if possible, prior to 
start of' school! 
LONG-BELL LUMBER COMPANY 
Longview, Washington (west of the 
Rockies) Kansas City, Missouri 
(east of the Rockies) Page: 16 
LOf.TGVIKw CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
P. 0. Box ~-72, Longv1iew, Texas 
Page: 29 
LOS ANGELES HARBOR DEPT., Attn: 
Director of Public Relations 
Room 1300, City Hall, Los Angeles 
12, Calif. Page: 29 
LOUISIANA DEPT. OF COMMERCE & 
INDUSTRY, State Capitol, 
Baton Rouge, ,Louisiana Pg: 29 
I 
LOUISIANA S1rJEET POTATO COMMISSION 
Mr. J. J. Arceneaux, Director 
Opelousas, Louisiana ·Page: 45 
¥ffiC GP~GOR COMPANY, Advertising 
Dept., 4861 Spring Grove Avenue 
Cincinnati 32, Ohio Page: 53 
~ffiRY GREY HOSIERY MILLS 
Bristol, Virginia Page: 57 
User Pays Transportation Charges 
MASSACHUSETTS DEPT. OF CO~ll1ERCE 
33L~ Boylston St., Boston, Mass. · 
Pf?.ge: 29 
~lffi.SSEY-HARRIS COMPANY, Advertise 
Dept., Racine, Wisconsin Pg: 6 · 
MATSON NAVIGATION COMPA1TY, 
Passenger Dept., Chicago 1, Ill. 
533 West 6th St., 1os Angeles 
Calif., 630 5th Ave., New York 
1001 Conn. Ave, Washington D.C. 
Page: 29 
~mTHODS ENGINEERING COUNCIL 
Training Div., 718 Wallace Ave. 
Pittsburgh 21, Pa. Page: 40 
~ User Pays Transportation Charges 
MILLER PRINTING ~lffi.CHINERY CO. 
Advertising Dept., 1117 Reedsdale 
Pittsburgh 33, Pa. Page: 69 
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MILlrJAUICEE ROAD, Room 796 Union St. 
516 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago 
6, Illinois Page: 61 
Mif.TNEAPOLIS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
Promotion Dept., 1750 Hennepin 
~'Iinneapolis 3, Minnesota Pg: 30 
User Pays Transportation Charges 
MINNEAPOLIS-MOLINE COMPA1TY 
Advertising Dept., Box 1050 
iYiinneapolis 1, Minnesota 
User Pays Transportation Charges 
Pages: 6-7-14-30-40 
I 
MISSOURI DIV. OF RESOURCES AND 
DEVELOP~ffiNT, Jefferson Bldg. 
Jefferson City, Missouri Pg: 30 
MODERN TALKING PICTURE SERVICE 
45 Rockefeller Plaza, 
New York 20, New York 
Request Address of Nearest Office 
User Pays Transportation Charges 
Pages: 17-23-32-33-35-41-46-47-53 
54-61-65-70 
MONTANA AERONAUTICS COM£1ISSION 
P.O. Box 1698, Helena, Montana 
Page: 61 
MOVIES U.S.A. INCORPORATED 
729 Seventh Ave. New York 19, 
New York Pages: 22-41-57-66-70 
NATIONAL ASSOC. OF FOOD CHAINS 
726 Jackson Place, 1~ 
Washington 6, D. c. Page: 47 
NATIONAL ASSOC. OF ICE INDUSTRIES 
810 18th St. !ITW,. 1rJashington 6, 
D. C • Page : 4 7 
User Pays Transportation Charges 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MUTUAL 
LIFE INSURANCE C0~1PANIES, 
Director of Publicity Department 
2105 North Meridian Street 
Indianapolis 7, Indiana Pg: 33 
NATIONAL CAN}illRS ASSOCIATION 
Mr. Sullivan, Director. 
Labeling Research Division 
1133 Twentieth Street N.W. 
1rfashington 6, D.C. Page: 70 
Book Two Months in Advance of Use 
NATIONAL COAL ASSOC., Public 
Relations Dept~, 802 Southern 
Washington 5, D.c. Page: 23 
0 
0 
I 
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NATIONAL GOMNITTEE FOR LABOR 
ISRAEL, Film Department 
33 East 67th St$, New York 21 
User Pays Transportation Pg: 14 
NATIONAL COTTON COUlfCIL OF 
Ar-1ERICA, Audio-Visual S,ection 
PoO. Box 18, Memphis, Tennessee 
Page: 7 
NATIONAL FERTILIZER ASSOCIATION 
Mr~ Engle, Agronomist, 
616 Continental Bldg., Washington 
5, D. c. Page: 7 
J.l.lEW r-1EXICO STATE TOURIST BUREAU 
Capitol Bldg., P.O. Box 1716 
Santa Fe, New Mexico Page: 7 
NNwS, THE Sales Promotion Dept. 
220 East ~.2nd St. , Nevi York l 7, 
New York User Pays Transportation 
Charges--Films Shipped Express 
Collect. Pages: 41~70 
J.1.1EW YORK MUNICIPAL BROADCASTING 
SYSTEM, Municipal Building 
New York 7, New York Page: 30 
User Pays Transportation Charges 
J.l.lEW YOP& STATE DEPT. OF COMMERCE 
Film Library, L~O Howard Street 
Albany 7, New York Pg: 24-61 
Audience Must Be 5o or More in 
Number. 
NORFOLK & ~,JESTERN RAILWAY C 0 • 
Nagazine & Advertising Dept. 
Roanoke, Virginia Pg: 24-61 
NORTEHEST ORIENT AIRLINES 
Sales Promotion Manager 
1885 University Avenue, 
St. Paul 1, Minnesota Pg: 14-30 
/ 
OHIO OIL CO., Public Relations 
Dept., Findlay, Ohio Page: 24 
User Pays Transportation Charges 
O'SULLIVAN RUBBER COHPORATION 
P.O.BOX 603, Winchester 
Virginia Page: 54 
PENNSYLVANIA DEPT. OF HIGI~NAYS 
Bureau of Publicity, Information 
Harrisburg, Pa. Page: 61 
PLYMOUTH CORDAGE COiYIPANY 
Advertising Dept., 
North Plymouth, Mass. Page: 54 
Book 2 months in advance. 
PORT OF SAN DIEGO, 1365 Harbor 
Drive, San Diego 1, California 
Page: 30 
PRINCETON FILM CENTER, 
Distribution Dept., Princeton 
New Jersey Page: 54 
QUEBEC TOURIST BUREAU 
48 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 
20, New York Pages: 14-57 
Book 3 months in advance. 
R. H. DOJ.I.mELLEY CORPORATION 
350 E. 22 Street, Chicago 16, 
Illinois Page: 70 
REEVES BROTHERS INCORPORATED 
Advertising Dept., 54 Worth St. 
New York 13, N. Y~ Page: 57 
REMINGTON RAND INCORPORATED 
Mr •. Beach, Visual·Aids Dept. 
315 Fourth Avenue, New York 10, 
New York Pages: 66-70 
SANTA FE FILM BUREAU 
80 East Jackson Boulevard 
Chicago 4, Illinois 
Request Address of Nearest Office 
Book 3 months in advancee 
Pages: 30-36-47-62 
SCOTT & WILLIAMS INCORPORATED 
Publicity Dept., 350 Fifth Ave, 
New York 1, New York Page: 57 
SF~DE TOBACCO GROWERS AGRIC. 
ASSOC., INC. 148 State Street 
Hartford 3, Conn. Page: 47 
SHELL OIL CO. Film Library 
Chicago 5, Illinois 
Houston 1, Texas 
5o West 5oth st. New York 20 
lOO Bush St. San Francisco 6, 
Calif., Pages: 24-42-62 
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION 
Page: 33 To obtain these films, 
contact your nearest Social 
Security District Office. 
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SOCIAL SECD~ITY ADMINISTRATION 
To obtain address of your nearest 
District Office, check with your 
local Post Office. 
SOCIETY OF THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY 
Mr. Chase, Exec. Vice President 
67 West 44th St. New York 36, 
New York Page: 54 
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 
State Conservationist~ USDA in 
your State. Pages: 7-8-25. 
User Pays Transportation Charges 
SOUTHERN HARDWOOD PRODUCERS 
ASSOC.~ Sterick Building 
Memphis, Tennessee Page: 17 
User Pays Transportation and 
Insurance Charges 
SOUTHERN'PACIFIC CO~~ANY~ 
Passenger Traffic Manager 
310 South Michigan Avenue, 
Chicago 4, Illinois Page: 62 
Request Address of Nearest Office 
SOD"THERN PULP1rJ'OOD CONSERVATION 
ASSOC., 1224 Peachtree St. ~m 
Atlanta 5, Georgia Distribution 
is restricted to the southern 
states. Page: 17 
SOUTrffiRN STATES COOPEP~TIVE 
Mre. Corwin, Director, Information 
Publications Service, Box 1656 
Richmond, Virginia Page: 41 
STANOLIND OIL & GAS COMPANY 
Industrial & Public Relations 
Stanolind Bldg., Tulsa, Ok. 
Available only to: Texas, Ok., 
La., Ark, Miss., Ala., N. M,, 
Kansas, Nebraska, Col., Utah, 
Wyoming, Montana and North Dakota 
Page: 25 
SUIDCIST GROWERS, Educational Div. 
Box 2706, Terminal Annex 
Los Angeles 54, Calif. Page: L~7 
S1rJ'IFT AND COMPANY, Agricultural 
Research Dept., Chicago 9, 
Illinois Page: 48 
Book 2 months in advance. 
TELEVISION SNAPSHOTS INC. 
54 Park Avenue, New York-16, 
New York Page: 48 
TE~Th~SSEE GAS TP~NSMISSION CO. 
Mr. Hicks, Public Relations Mgr. 
Box 2511, Houston 1, Texas 
Page: 25 
TENfffiSSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 
Chief Engineer's Office, 
Knoxville, Tennessee Page: 17 
User Pays Transportation Charges 
TEXAS COMPANY, P. O. Box 6171 
Dallas 2, Texas Pages: 8-25 
Request Address of Nearest Office 
TEXTILE r~CHI1~ WORKS, Reading 
Pennsylvania Page: 41 
THOMPSON PRODUCTS INCORPORATED 
Mr. Horton, Manager, Employee 
Services, 23555 Euclid Avenue 
Cleveland 17, Ohio Page: 41 
TONI COMPA~TY, Merchandise Mart 
Chicago 54, Illinois 
Page: 66 
TULARE COUNTY CHAMBER OF COIVWIERCE 
Municipal Auditorium, Visalia 
California Page: 30 
UNDERWOOD CORPORATION, Public 
Relations Dept., 1 Park Avenue, 
New York 16, New York Page: 67 
Book 3 months in advance. 
lffiiDERWRITERS LABORATORIES INC. 
207 East Ohio St., Chicago 11, 
161 6th Ave., New York 13, 
1655 Scott Lane, Santa Clara, 
California Page: 55 
UNITED AIR LINES, District 
Personnel Offices, Chicago, Ill. 
Denver, Col., Los Angeles, Calif. 
New York, San Francisco, Calif. 
Seattle, Washington Page: 66 
User Pays Transportation Charges 
UNITED AIR LINES, School & College 
Service, 35 East Monroe St,, 
Chicago 3, Illinois 
Los Angeles, Calif~, 6th & Olive 
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UNITED AIR LI1ffiS, School & 
College Service~ 80 East 42nd St. 
New York 17, 400 Post St., San 
Francisco, Calif., 1225 Fourth 
Ave., se·attle 1, Washington 
Page: 62 User Pays Transportation 
Charges 
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP., Mr. Smith 
Asst. Director of Public Relations 
East Hartford 8, Conn. Page: 62 
UNITED AUTOMOBILE WORKERS, AFL 
Audio Visual Dept., 8670 Wilshire 
Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. 
Page~ 41 Give two dates. 
UNION PACIFIC P~ILROAD 
Agricultural Dev. Department 
1416 Dodge St., Omaha 2, ~ebraska 
Page: 8 
UNITED FRUIT CO., Educational 
a Dept., Pier 3, North River 
.. New York 6, New York Page: 48 
UNITED STATES BUREAU OF MINES 
Grauhic Services Section, 
48oo Forbes st., Pittsburgh 13, 
Pennsylvania Pages: 25-26-55 
UNITED STATES COAST GUARD 
Commandant (CPI) ~va:shington 
25, D.C. Pages: 31-62 
UNITED STATES FOltEST SERVICE 
u.s .. Dept. of Agriculture 
Washington 25, D.C. Pages: 17-18 
Request Address of Nearest Office 
UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPA1TY 
Advertising Dept., 1230 Avenue of 
the Americas, New York 20, N.Y. 
Pages: L~l-55-70 Book 2 months 
in advance of use. 
UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION 
New York Film Distribution Ctr. 
71 Broadway, New York 6, N.Y. 
Request Address of Nearest Office 
Page: 55 
UNITED WORLD FILMS INC., 135 
Western Ave., Albany, New York 
Request Address of Nearest .Office 
User Pays Transportation - Pg: 55 
UNIVERSAL BINDERY INCORPORATED 
Mr. Hearn, P.O. Box 159 
San Antonio, Texas Page: 55 
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS, Bureau 
of Visual Instruction, Lawrence 
Kansas Page: 31 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, Visual 
Aids Service, Champaign, 
Illinois Pages:.41-63-67 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
Film Library, Chapel Hill, 
North Carolina Page: 31 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
Audio-Visual Services, Dept. of 
Cinema, 3518 University Avenue 
Los Angeles 7, Calif. Page: 26 
User Pays Transportation Charges 
"UTAH TOURIST & "PUBLICITY COUNCIL 
210 State Capital Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah Page: 31 
VENARD ORGANIZATION, Peoria 2, 
Illinois Pages: 8-42 
User_ Pays Transportation Charges 
VERM01~ MARBLE CO., Proctor, 
Vermont Page: 26 
VIRGINIA CONSERVATION & DEVELOP. 
DEPT., Div. of Publicity and 
Advertising, Richmond 19, 
Virginia Pages: 31-48 
User Pays Transportation Charges 
Films Shipped Express Collect 
Book 2 months in advance of use. 
WELCH GRAPE JUICE COMPANY, INC. 
Purchasing Agent, lJelch Block 
Westfield, New York Page: 48 
Book 2 months in advance of use 
WAR1ffiR-PATTERSON COMPANY 
920 South Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois Page: 70 
WEST COAST LUMBERMEN'S ASSOC. 
1410 S. \nJ. Morrison _St., 
Portland 5, Oregon 
Book 3 weeks in advance of use. 
Page: 18 
WEST VIRGINIA INDUSTRIAL Alqn 
PUBLICITY COI'-1MISSION 
State Capital 
Charleston 5, West Virginia 
User Pays Transportation Charges 
Give an alternate date 
Page: 31 · 
WESTERN PINE ASSOCIATION 
Yean Building, 
Portland 4, Oregon 
Give an alternate date. 
Page: 18 
PLEASE NOTE: 
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1NOOL BUREAU INCORPORATED, THE 
The Librarian 
16 West 46th Street 
New York 36, New York 
Page: 57 
WURTELE FILM PRODUCTIONS 
P. o. Box 5o4 
Orlando, Florida 
User Pays Transportation Charges 
Book several months in advance 
Pages: 31 - 48 
Sources which are followed by the statement: 11Request From 
Nearest Office 11 or 11 Request Address of Nearest Officen have 
branch offices from which you should obtain the films. 
lrJri te for the address ne.arest your school; this will save 
you both time and postage and many of the sources require 
you to do so. 
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Look first in the Table of Contents and locate the 
SUBJECT AREA in which you wish to obtain bulletin board 
materialso Turn to the page listed and browse through 
the items availableo When you find an item you wish to 
order, turn to the .SOURCE ADDRESS INDEX (Printed in Red) 
at the rear of the Guide. You will note that each , 
Source Address is followed by a page number. If more 
than one page number is shown, you may wish to check the 
items on these other pages and request them at the same 
time. 
Follow the wishes of the Sources as to any special 
directions they give: for example, many require the 
request be made on school stationery. Whenever poss~ble, 
it is a good idea tq make all your requests on school 
stationery, Be sure to include in your letter the 
address to which you want the material sent~ 
No attempt has been made to evaluate the material 
within this Guide as to how it may best be used; this, of 
course, must be left to the wishes and initiative of the 
usero All the material has been screened, however, as to 
its fitness for bulletin board display. Only inexpensive 
materials costing less than $2.00 have been included in 
this Guide~ 
ii 
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BOOKKEEPING: 
CHARLES R. HADLEY COI"lPANY 
nNow They're Doing Bookkeeping on Accounting Boards'' 
Bulletin 'Board type of material--the most current will 
be sent. 
CHICAGO NATIONAL BANK 
nyour Special Checking Account" Pamphlet with SPECIMAN 
Deposit Slips, Checks and Bank Statements 
CONSUMER DISCOUNT COMPANY OF ~liSTOWN 
"Bookkeeping CHART" - For teaching first \{ear students 
double-entry bookkeeping.. Based.on the 1Great T11 
14 x 18~ Price: 10~ May be reproduced for one year 
after purchase. 
D. C. HEATH COMPANY 
1tDialaccount 11 - A form of C:HART: Side A shows the 
bookkeeping formula; side B the accounting cycle. 
For First Year BookkeepingJ Price: 90~ 
DENOYER-GEPPERT COMPANY 
ncHARTS 11 - No: 7200 Fifty charts for 75~ Ask also 
for catalog of other aids (More Expensive) Useful 
in preparing graphs etc. 
LE FEBURE CORPORATION 
11 Short Cut Bookkeeping" - ILLUSTRATED FOLDER Very 
colorful! Shows how machines save bookkeeping time. 
MERRILL, LYNCH, PIERCE, FENNER & BEANE 
nHow to Read a Financial Report 11 - An explanation, with 
GRAPHS and CHARTS showing how to interpret finapcial 
reports. 
NATIONAL BLANK BOOK COMPANY 
nBookkeeping Procedure Visualizedu - POSTER with a 
discussion guide. Depicts the relationship between 
the journal and ledger. 
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BOOKKEEPING: 
NATIONAL. CITY BANK OF NEW YORK 
nstatements of Conditions and Earnings 11 
nReport to the Shareholdersn - Excellent SAMPLES of 
modern day financial reports. Suitable for your 
bulletin boards. 
PUBLIC INFORMATION DIVISION 
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE 
nTax Teaching KITS 11 - Teachers Manual with blown-up 
CHARTS OF TAX FORMS and schedules. Miniature forms 
supplied to be filled out by the student.. Indicate 
the size of the class. 
SOUTH-WESTERN PUBLISHING COMPANY 
11 The Balance Sheet 11 - Monthly MAGAZINE with articles of 
interest to Business Teachers. 
11 Index to Articles in The Balance Sheet for the School 
Year of 1954-55. 
HBasic Income Taxes11 - Price: 685i Text Material with 
CASE EXAMPLES, TAX FORMS, MODEL FORMS 
"Bookkeeping Roll of Honora - CHART Free to users of 
the 20th Century Bookkeeping and Accounting Texts. 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
!(Occupational WALL CHART 11 - 12 x 17 No: 16 Accounting 
Helps student weigh the many factors about accounting 
as a future choice of occupation. 
''Occupational lrJALL CHART 11 - 12 x 17 No: 27 Banking 
Occupations - An Aid to Choosing a Vocation., 
B U S I N E S S ARITHMETIC 
BROWN AND SHARPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
"Decimal Equivalent 11 ·- CHART of fractional values etc. 
13 x 19 Request on school stationery 
4 
0 
B U S I N E S S A R I T H M E T I C 
BURROUGHS CORPORATION 
nA Better Understanding of Arithmetic" - ILLUSTRATED 
Booklet. Traces use of Abacus and Adding Machine. 
nFascinating Figure Puzzles 11 - Booklet showing puzzles the 
teacher can create for class interest. 
C-THRU RULER COMPANY 
'tDrawing Devices 11 - POCKET SLIDE RULE Price: 75fL Ruler, 
11/8 inches Price: 10~ Transparent plastic in colors. 
Request free catalog. 
DENOYER-GEPPERT COMPANY 
"Charts" - No: 7200 Useful in preparing GRAPHS 5o of 
them for 75rl Request catalog of other aids available. 
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH BuREAU 
11 Mathematical PUZZLES11 - Booklet of old and new trick 
problems, brain teasers. Price: 15fL 
FORD MOTOR COM$ANY 
11History of lJfeasurementn - POSTER ILLUSTRATIONS 16 x 21 
Six pictures: the rod, digit, cubit, palm, inch and 
foot, and the yard. One set to a teacher 
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS 
uHow to Use Your Bulletin Boards 11 - Ideas and techniques 
. for keeping a current mathematics bulletin board. 
Price: 5ofL 
11 List of Current Publications 11 - BIBLIOGRAPHY listing 
materials available from the Council. 
'SCRIPTA MATHEMATICA 
nPostal Cards" - Series A PORTRAITS of great mathema-
ticians. (10 cards) Free to teachers only. 
"Request Order Blank listing other materials available.n 
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B U S I N E S S ARITHMETIC 
SOUTH BEND LATHE l~ORKS 
"Decimal Equivalentsi1 - POSTER Illustrates fractional 
values etc. Request on school stationey 
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA 
nManual for Construction and Use of Slide Rule 11 - KIT 
of materials for making cardboard slide rule. A manual 
is included. Price: 25~ Ten or more, 20~ each. 
lrt!INSTON COMPANY, JOHN C. 
"One Square Foot 11 - CHART for grade placement and content 
area. 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY 
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS 
11 The Day of Two Noons" - Pamphlet with MAP of United 
States before and after the adoption of Standard Time. 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 
11Geographic School Bulletins11 - GRAPHIC Pamphlets with 
items of current, newsworthy geography. One year 
subscription price: 75~ 
nMApsn - Ten-color of the entire world. Paper, folder 
Price: 5o~ Fabric Maps, $1.00 Indexes for Maps, 25~ 
vJri te for a complete list. 
11Color Sheets 11 - TEAR PAGES from National Geographic 
Magazines. Excellent for Bulletin Board Usel Write 
for a complete list Set of 48 sheets, Price 30¢ 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
nEducational Exhibits 11 - How to prepare and construct 
Charts and Maps with limited funds. May obtain up to 
five copies 
6 
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GEOGRAPHY: E C 0 N 0 M I C 
Agriculture Conservation - Forestry 
AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERA~ION 
ttBuilding a Prosperous Agriculturen - Price: lOsi Uses 
CARTOONS in pamphlet to illustrate Farm Bureau Policies. 
AMERICAN FOREST PRODUCTS INDUSTRIES 
n1rJhere \rJe Grow Our Trees 11 - MAP in color 24 x 36 Three 
Maps per school 
11 Products of American Forests 11 - CHART 30 x 25 Three Per 
School 
11 1956-.57 School Bibliography of Free Forestry Teaching ~ 
Aids 11 
FARM EQUIPMENT INSTITUTE 
11 Land of Plenty11 - Survey on the change from hand to 
power methods in American agriculture in words and 
PICTURES." 
OXFORD BOOK COMPANY 
nconserving Our Resources 11 Covers main areas of the 
conservation problem; uses visual material and CARTOONS 
Price: 35si 
SCOTT, FORESJ.Ir.lAN AND COMPANY 
11 How Can 1-Je Help Conserve Nature 1 s Wealth11 - CHART 
NATIONAL DAIRY COUNCIL 
naairyn - Class WORKIT on dairy farming 
SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS 
nForest Regions of the United States 11 - MAP 18 x 24 
Price: 10¢' 
7 
E C 0 N 0 M I C G E 0 G R A P H Y : 
Agriculture - Conservation - Forestry 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
FOREST SERVICE, DIVISION OF INFORYffiTION, EDUCATION 
11How a Tree Grows 11 - CHART 21 x 16 
tt1vhat 1-Je Get From Trees" D-5 CHART 40 x 28 
"Forest Trees and Forest Regions of the United Statesn 
MAP 18 x 25 Locates forests by types of trees. 
ttMaterials to Help Teach Forest Conservationn CATALOG of 
free visual aids 
11 The Tree and the Soil 11 - CHART 8i x 11 Diagram of tree 
and its relationship to the soil around it. 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 
11The Soil That 1..Jent To Town11 - Booklet with PICTURES 
illustrating erosion by floods. 
HThe Conservation Pledgett - POSTER 8 x 10 
11The Tree and the Soiltt - POSTER 8 x 10 Shows how the 
layers of soil benefit the tree. 
11 Generalized Map of Soil Erosion in the United States" 
MAP 18 x 22 in color 
SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS 
nBibliography of Inexpensive Materials Concerning 
American Forestry11 
tvEST COAST LUMBERMEN 1 S ASSOCIATION 
11The Lumber Contents of a Douglas Fir Log 11 - DIAGRAM 
showing how a log is cut to produce various kinds of 
lumber. 
1m:YERHAUSER SALES C0£.1PANY 
nTree Farming In the Pacific Northwest" - Beautiful 
four-color kodachrome PICTURES reproduced in this 
booklet. Class copies are also available. 
8 
E C 0 N 0 M I C G E 0 G R A P H Y 
Foreign Countries 
ARGENTINA, ErlliAJADA DE LA REPUBLIC 
"Materials on Argentina 11 - They 1-vill send current materials 
available on people, industry, commerce, resources etc. 
AUSTRALIAN N@NS AND INFORMATION BUREAU 
11 Birds and Animalstt - POSTER Shows those native to 
Australia 24 x 36 
11 1'-'IAPS of Australia11 - Twelve of them covering states, 
topography, rainfall, products etc. 
11Australia: Cities in the S).lnn - CHART Illustrates main 
cities and towns 22 x 17 
11Australian - l\'IAGAZINE sent quarterly Topics and Pictures 
about Australia included in each issue. 
nAustralia - Her Natural and Industrial Resources 11 
MAP 31 x 22 in color 
"Australia - A Geographic and Social Reference" Booklet 
containing references, MAPS and outlines for study. 
AUSTRIAN INFORMATION SERVICE 
"Large Picture MAP of Austria11 in color, 32 x 57 
Request on School Stationery 
BRAZILIAN GOVERNMENT, TRADE BUREAU 
"Brazilian Bulletin11 - Newspaper sent semi-monthly 
Articles and Pictures on current news in Brazil 
May obtain up to 5o copies 
BRITISH IN~ORMATION SERVICES 
ncatalog of Publications About Bri tain1t 
BRITISH & IRISH P~ILWAYS INC.' 
11The British Isles 11 - MAP in color, 18 x 24 
11 Request Pictorial Folders on Britain~~" 
E C 0 N 0 M I C G E 0 G R A P H Y 
Foreign Countries 
BRITISH TRAVEL ASSOCIATION 
"See Britain First--By Rail 11 -·Booklet with MAP showing 
main railway routes 
ttstudents Packet on Britain11 - MAP and folders on farming 
and industry 
11City of Edenburgh11 - CHART 29 x 40 
"Learning in Great Britainn - MAP 
11Wooltt - CHART 29 x 40 Depicts methods of growing and 
processing 
11 Teachers Packet on Britainn - includes a magazine with 
PICTURES on Britain: Comigg Events 
C . S . HAJ:viMOND AND C OIJIP ANY 
11 MAPS of the World11 - Price: 5o¢ each Cover rainfall, 
temperature, elevation etc. Request complete list 
CANADIAN EMBASSY 
11 MAP of Canada11 - in color, 36 x 45 Harks Provinces 
ttstudents KIT 11 - Covers Canada in PICTURES class copies 
11Teachers KIT on Canada 11 - includes wall size MAP 
CANADIAN GOVERNMENT TRAVEL BUREAU 
11 Canada-U. s. Road Iv1AP 11 - Gives .highways, mileage etc. 
In color, 20~ x 37 
CASA DE PORTUGAL 
ncork Sheathn - EXHIBIT, 6 x 9 sheath of cork suitable 
for hanging on bulletin board. A short commentary on 
Portugal is printed on the sheath. (Cork a principal 
product of Portugal) 
nPortugal--Packet of Pamphlets, POSTERS, MAPsn 
"Pocket £.1AP of Portugal 11 - 8! x 13 
10 
E C 0 N 0 M I C G E 0 G R A P H Y 
Foreign Countries 
CHARLES E. MERRILL BOOKS 
11 ¥1APS and Facts for World Understanding 11 - Price: 20~ 
Shows relations between world problems and geography 
CHINESE NEWS SERVICE 
11 MAP of Taiwan11 - Notebook size map of Formosa 
DANISH INFORMATION OFFICE 
11 Denmark MAP Folder11 17 x 20 Points out major 
characteristics of Denmark. 
11 Denmark·Today11 - Booklet with MAPS on history, geo-
graphy, economy and natural resources 
DENOYER-GEPPERT COMPANY 
ttBetter Understanding and Use of Maps, Globes and Charts 11 
Booklet May obtain in class copies 
nset of Desk Outline I'1APS 11 - Request complete list 
"Teaching Social Studies Through MAPS 11 - A list of maps 
and suggestions as to there use. 
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH BUREAU 
Write for list of available outline MAPS in sizes 8xlO, 
10xl6 and 16x20. Maps cover world, continental areas 
and oceans, United States and other countries. 
EGYPTIAN EMBASSY 
1!Egypttt - MAP 22 x 34 in color, marks natural resources, 
commodities etc. 
FRENCH EMBASSY 
11French Texts and Teaching Aids 11 Send for the complete 
list of posters~ maps and other visual aids, as well 
as booklets and pamphlets, that are now available. 
11 
E C 0 N 0 M I C G E 0 G R A P H Y 
Foreign Countries 
FRENCH LINE 
11 Steamships 11 Ask for the colorful pictures, DIAGRAMS and 
descriptions of the interior and exterior of ships of 
the famous French Line. 
FINLAND EMBASSY 
12 
11Finland11 - 11AP 18 x 33 Shows fishing, hunting, lumbering 
and agriculture, plus mining interests. Limit of 20 maps 
FRIENDSHIP PRESS 
"Friendship 11AP of Chinan - Price: 5o§i 32 x 36 Presents 
picture study of people, places, customs, happenings. 
11 Friendship 11AP of India11 - Price: 5o}£ 27 x 32 Uses 
pictures to mark industries, people, products etc. 
nPolitical MAP of Japan and Korea" - Price: 5o}£ In color 
32 x 36 Indicates the contiguous parts of China, Japan, 
Korea and the U. S. S. R. 
nPolitical MAP of Latin American - Price: 5o}£ Vivid 
colors mark divisions of South and Central America, 
Mexico and the Caribbean Islands 
nPicture JV.LA.P of the World 11 - Price: 75r£ 
11 This is. African and llFriendship 11AP of Africa 11 - Price: 5o}£ 
In four colors, 28 x 30 Shows people, homes, industries 
and resources. 
11 Picture MAP of African - Price: 75§i May be colored; has 
, pictures to be cut out and pasted on map. 
11 Political JYIAP of Africa 11 - Price: 5o§i 24-fa x 31 in color 
HAITI GOVERNMENT TOURIST BUREAU 
nHai ti Today" - ~1AGAZINE sent four times a year. Gives 
articles and PICTURES on current activities and life. 
HAWAII NATURAL HISTORY ASSOCIATION 
"Volcanoes .of Hawaii National Park" - Price: 55}£ 
PHOTOGRAPHS, I~PS, CHARTS and descriptions 
E C 0 N 0 M I C G E 0 G R A P H Y 
Foreign Countries 
INDONESIA REPUBLIC 
nindonesian - PICTURE MAGAZINE sent monthly. Articles on 
all aspects of Indonesian life and affairs. 
IRAQ ROYAL CONSULATE GENERAL 
11 Iraq Today11 - Booklet and a product and industry MAP 
niraq - Summary of Basic Information11 - ILLUSTRATED 
booklet covering boundaries, climate, manufacturing and 
transportation. 
IRELAND EMBASSY 
11 MAP of Ireland11 20 x 29 Shows air routes, major 
·transportation systems etc. 
IRISH TOURIST INFORMATION BUREAU 
ILLUSTRATED FOLDERS oh Donegal, Western Counties, South 
and. Southwest Ireland 
ITALIAN E!1BASSY, CULTURAL DIVISION. 
11 Primer on Italy11 - ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET covering 
geography, economy, natural resources, people etc. 
"Tree of Italy" - MAP shows sections where great 
Italian men were born. 22 x 34 in color 
11 Italian Sce.ne 11 - MAGAZINE 'sefit monthly with articles 
and PICTURES on current Italian happenings. 
11 MAP of Italy11 21 x 29 Locates Cities, Rivers, Lakes 
Highways and Railroads 
JAMAICA TOURIST OFFICE 
Request current materials, such as charts, posters, maps 
and booklets, now available. 
Request to be placed on their mailing list for new 
materials as they are released. 
13 
E C 0 N 0 M I C G E 0 G R A P H Y 
Foreign Countries 
JAPAN TRAVEL INFORMATION OFFICE 
11 Japan in a Nutshell 11 - MAP in color, 27 x 18 Marks 
industries, natural resources etc. 
"Annual Events In Japann - Folder and MAP 
11Your Guide to Japann - Booklet and MAP 
KOREAN PACIFIC PRESS 
nTeachers PACKET on Korea 11 - MAP and a teachers manual 
included. Presents information on natural resources, 
industry; indicates leading commodities for export. 
LEGATION OF FINLAND 
ttFinland MAP 11 in color, 18 x 33 Indicates natural 
resources and leading industries. Limit of 20 copies 
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF COFFEE GROWERS OF COLOMBIA 
11 Factual material about the coffee industry in Colombia, 
including PICTURES, MAPS and STATISTICS. 11 
NATURAL RUBBER BUREAU 
11 NAP of Malaya 11 17 x 22 Marks major routes of trans-
portation; commodities produced for export etc. 
nHow Natural Rubber Is Growntt - CHART 25 x 38 Shows 
process on both small and large holdings 
NETHERLANDS INFOR14ATION SERVICE 
11Holland Booklet PACKET" Includes a MAP of Holland. 
Please send 25¢ to defray the cost of mailing. 
14 
ttHolland MAP PACKET 11 2 maps of Holland, 22~ x 16~, folder 
tJpe in color. Outline Map of Holland, 9 x 11~. Pl~ase 
send 10¢ to defray cost of mailing and indicate the 
number of students in the class. 
"Holland POSTERS It 3 photogravure views., Please send' 25¢ 
to defray cost of mailing for each set of three posters 
you order. 
E C 0 N 0 M I C G E 0 G R A P H Y 
Foreign Countries 
N~~FOUNDLAND TOURIST DEVELOPMENT OFFICE 
. 
"Province of Newfoundlandu - PICTORIAL Brochure c-overing 
discovery, early events, resources, industries etc. 
NEWS MAP OF TEE WEEK, INC • 
nFull-size Copy of 11Torld News of' the Week" - V.IAP 36 x 47 
Shows exact locations of political and economic changes 
throughout the world. Be sure to indicate you want a 
FREE SAMPLE! (Subscriptions may be obtained for a weekly 
copy) 
NEW ZEALAND EMBASSY 
nNew Zealand Folder MAP.n 12 x 18 Locates industries, 
cities etc. 
PAKISTAN CONSUL!TE GENERAL 
11 Short URDU Vocabulary!' - Leaflet containing a list of 
URDU script with an English transcription. Interesting 
item for your bulletin board! 
11 Sketch MAP of' Pakistan11 Gives information on population, 
area etc. 
PAKISTAN EMBASSY 
11 Pakistan PACKETn Includes pamphlets, outline maps, 
picture folders and other material on Pakistan. 
PAN AMERICAN UNION 
ttintroduction to Pan American Countries 11 - Fact Sheets 
and MAP on each of' the following countries giving 
geography, economy, culture, resources etc: 
1 .. Argentina 2. Bolivia 3. Brazil 4. Chile 5. Colombia 
6. Costa Rica 7o Cuba 8. Dominican Republic 9. Ecuador 
10. El Salvador 11. Guatemala 12. Haiti 13. Honduras 
14. Mexico 15. Nicaragua 16. Panama 17. Paraguay 
18. Peru 19. Uraguay 20. Venezuela Request by country 
on school stationery! 
E C 0 N 0 M I C G E 0 G R A P H Y 
Foreign Countries 
PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIR111fAYS SYSTEM 
nPan American World Airways Teacher" MAGAZI1-1E sent 
bi-monthly presenting a different study unit and 
PICTURES on some area of the world in each issue~ 
PEMEX TRAVEL CLUB 
ttPemex Travel Club Bulletin11 - MAGAZINE illustrating 
Mexico in very colorful pictures. The geography and 
political situation are also covered. 
nArchaeological Mexico 11 MAP 12 x 19 Marks scenic and 
historic places to visit. 
POCKET BOOKS INC. 
nPocket \rJorld Atlas'l 
of the world. Price: 
Contains maps covering all parts 
35Ji 
POLISH PEOPLES REPUBLIC EMBASSY 
nPoland in Pictures 11 - 5 CHARTS on economy, culture, 
people, resources and industry. 22 x 17 
POOLE BROTHERS, INC. 
nTourist 1 s MAP of Canada and the United Statesn 18~ x 32 
In color 
SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUIJJENTS 
11Climates of the United States 11 Price: 20~ Forty-six 
CHARTS of climatic data comparing conditions all over 
the United States. 
11Cloud Code CHART 11 Price: 10¢' Thirty-six pictures of 
cloud formations. 
11 It Looks Like a Tornadoa Price: 10~ An aid for 
distinguishing tornadoes. 
11Weather Forecasting't Price: 20~ 
Request a complete list of available teaching aids in 
Weather Bureau Publications 
16 
E C 0 N 0 M I C G E 0 G R A P H Y 
Foreign Countries 
TURKISH INFORI~TION OFFICE 
17 
11The New Turkey" - POSTER uses the comic strip to show the 
role of Turkey in modern world markets. 22 x 34 
"News From Turkey11 - BULLETIN sent weekly gJ.vJ.ng a running 
account with PICTURES of activities and events in Turkey. 
nMAP of Turkey11 in color, 34 x 22 Indicates natural 
resources, industries etc. 
UNITED FRUIT COMPANY 
Send for Free CATALOG on materials covering the banana 
industry in I1iddle American Countries. 
URUGUAY EJ:viBASSY 
"Uruguay: MAP 11 - A products and industries map in color 
21 x 28. Class copies may be obtained. 
VENEZUELA CONSULATE GENERAL OF THE REPUBLIC 
11 MAP of Venezuela11 - 7 x 10 showing territories and 
capitals. Other materials currently available will be 
se~t with the map. 
E C 0 N 0 M I C G E 0 G R A P H Y 
Natural Resources 
ALUMINUl\1 COMPANY OF AME}RICA 
nTlie Story of a Light Metal 11 - Booklet with many 
PHOTOGRAPHS suitable for bulletin boards. 
nAluminuma, - Pamphlet with PICTURES of aluminum products. 
AMERICAN GAS AND ELECTRIC SERVICE CORPORATION 
nPower and Natural Resources 11 MAP Marking the resources 
in the States this company services. 
E C 0 N 0 M I C G E 0 G R A P H Y 
Natural Resources 
AIVJERICAN IRON & STEEL INSTITUTE 
18 
11 Major Steps In Steelmaking" - CHART 10~ x 24 May obtain 
in class copies 
nsteel From Mine To Youn - CHART 22 x 18 Shows flow of 
production and distribution. May obtain class copies 
'tThe Picture Story of Steel 11 - Booklet with PICTURES 
illustrating the steps in producing steel. May obtain 
in class copies. 
nA Teachers Guide to Industry-Produced Reference and 
Audio-Visual Materials on Iron and Steel.n 
AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE 
nPetroleum Discovery and Productionn - CHART 22 x 17 
Both sides of chart used. 
11 Petroleum Products" - CHART One one side shows crude 
oil products, on the reverse side, petroleum products~ 
BITUMINOUS COAL INSTITUTE 
11 Coal Mining Areas in the USA" - MAP 16 x 9 
11The Genie Story" - Booklet with CARTOONS Shows uses 
and products of coal. 35 copies to a teacher, but 
only after the teacher has received a copy and has 
had an opportunity to examine it and decided to use it. 
COPPER & BRASS RESEARCH ASSOCIATION 
11 Copper ••• the Oldest and Newest Metaln Story told in 
comic, CARTOON style. One to a teacher only! 
ESSO STANDARD OIL COMPANY 
nOil Booklet, CHARTS and Strip Films" Request free list! 
These materials are available only in the following 
States: Arkansas, Connecticut, Delaware, Louisiana, 
~1aine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New 
Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Rhode 
Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Vermont, Virginia, 
West Virginia and the District of Columbia. 
E." C 0 N 0 M I C GEOGRAPHY 19 
Natural Resources 
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 
nFrom Iron Ore to the Finished Product 11 - CHART 
INDEPENDENT PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
noil Producing Industry in Your State 11 - Booklet presents 
story of the production of crude oil and gas by use of 
CHARTS, i~PS AND TABLES. Twenty-eight states are covered. 
KOPPERS COI~ANY INC. 
11 Coal Carbonization at a Glance 11 - CHART, cartoon style, 
illustrating products made from coal. 22 x 17 
11Koppers and the Chemistry of Coal 11 - CHART 12 x l?i 
NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION 
nMAP of Coal Areas in the United Statesn 9 x 16 folder 
indicating coal ·areas, coal reserves, and production 
by states. 
NE1-J JERSEY ZINC COMPANY 
11 Zinc In The 1rJ"orld of Things 11 - CHART 11 x 22 showing 
industrial uses etc. 
SHELL OIL COMPANY 
11 Petroleum in the Home 11 - DISPLAY EXHIBIT Three Dimensional 
Illustrates important part played by petroleum in our 
daily lives. In a hinged carrying case, the display is 
100 inches long, 20 inches high when fully opened. Forms 
a suitcase box 20 inches by 25 inches when folded. 
STANDARD OIL COMPANY (NElrJ" JERSEY) 
11 The Lamp 11 - MAGAZINE sent quarterly. Presents articles 
and PICTURES on the oil industry. Ask to be placed on 
the mailing list. 
nPICTURE series of the oil industry and by-products" 
Request current materials available! 
0 
0 
0 
ECONOMIC G E 0 G R A P H Y 
Natural Resources 
TEXAS GULF SULPHUR COMPANY 
11 Sulphur 11 - CHART shows products requiring sulphur in 
manufacture. St X 11 
U. S. STEEL CORPORATION 
"Diagrammatic CHART with 'J?rief text describing the steel 
making process from raw materials to finished products.n 
One-page 20 x 16 
WHITE PINE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND MINES 
"Copper Country" - Pamphlet plus BOXED SAMPLE of copper 
ore and Blister Copper. 
E C 0 N 0 M I C G E 0 G R A P H Y 
United States and Possessions 
ARMOUR AND COMPANY 
20 
It Armour Food Source IV"1AP 11 in color, 24 x 37 On one side 
shows regions producing foods for sale to other regions; 
on the other side, a brief history of the American food 
industry. Request on school letterhead. Smaller copies 
in black and white can be obtained in class copies. 
CALIFORNIA AND HAWAIIAN SUGAR REFINING CORP. 
11 Hawaii--USA 11 - Folder includes history, geography, 
products and MAP of the sugar producing areas. 
11Hawaiian Cane Sugar Mill 11 - CHART 11 x 14 Traces steps 
in processing of sugar. 
11 Sugar Cane Producing Areas of the Hawaiian Islands 11 MAP 
CLUETT, PEABODY AND CO. INC. 
11 See How Important Cotton is to the USA 11 PROJECT MAP 28x21 
Shows regions growing cotton in the U. S. May obtain up 
to th~rty copies only. 
E C 0 N 0 M I C G E 0 G R A P H Y 
United States and Possessions 
COLORADO DEPT. OF ADVERTISING & PUBLICITY 
21 
ncolorful Colorado 11 - MAP 22 x 34 An unusual topographical 
map. 
COLORADO, STATE OF 
ncolorful Colorado 11 - Highway MAPS, folders, MAPS on rivers 
lakes; location of cities and towns. 
CONVENTION & VISITOR'S SERVICE 
nMAP of Niagara11 - Diagrams the course of the river. 
Request on School Stationery! 
ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO. 
!\Diagram of a Coal Mine in Pennsylvanian - CHART 
Illustrates shaft, vein of coal, tunnels. Request on 
school stationery! 
EMPIRE STATE OBSERVATORIES 
nwhere the 1nforld Meetsn - Folder of VIEWS from the peak 
of the Empire State Building. Class Copies Available 
Request on School Stationery 
11 Brief History of New York11 - Booklet includes MAP 
ESSO STANDARD OIL COMPANY 
11 Picture MAP of the United States 11 21 x 32 
FRIENDSHIP PRESS 
nPicture MA.P of Alaska11 A work map on Alaska with an 
insert sheet containing text and cut-outs Price: 75¢ 
nPicture MA.P of the United States1t May be colored; has 
an insert sheet and pictures to be cut out and pasted 
on the map. Price: 75¢ 
1Lindians of the U.S. A.n MA.P in'six colors, 34~ x 22~ 
showing location and names of principal Tribes in the 
United States. Price: 5o¢ 
E C 0 N 0 M I C G E 0 G R A P H Y 
United States and Possessions 
GREYHOUND HIGHWAY TOURS INC • 
11lniayside Wonders 11 - Brochure with colored PHOTOGRAPHS 
suitable for bulletin boards of beauty.spots along 
American highways. 
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY 
11United States MAP" 31 x 17 Useful in a study of the 
transportation of commodities. 
nRailroad ¥lAP of the United Statesn 32 x 19 
ttPictorial MAP of Glacier-Waterton International Peace 
Park. 11 
GREATER BOSTON CHAMBER OF COMHERCE 
ttYou 1ll Like Bostonn - MAP 18 x 24 of City of Boston 
11 PICTURES and Facts about Commerce, Industry, Culture" 
GREATER NORTH DAKOTA ASSOC. 
nwelcome to North Dakota ••• Land of Opportunity11 - Folder 
and PICTURE ¥lAP covering agriculture, oil fields and 
mining industries. 
HAWAII VISITORS BUREAU 
11 Hawaii, U. S. A.n - Booklet and MAP (Product Map) 
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD 
Enchanting New Orleans--PICTURES of Points of Interest 
New Orleans PRINTS--Set of 8, in color, Price: 80~ 
ILLINOIS DIVISION OF DEPT. REPORTS 
11 Scenic and Historic MAP of Illinois 11 22 x 34 
nillinois ..• Land of Lincoln11 - ILLUSTRATED Booklet on 
farming, history, and industries of the state. Limit 
of ten copies! 
22 
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United States and Possessions 
INDIAN RIGHTS ASSOCIATION 
23 
11 l-1AP of Indian Tribes, Reservations and Settlements in 
the U·.S. 11 Would appreciate 3 cents postage 1..rith request. 
LOUISIANA DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE AND IMMIGRATION 
11EXHIBIT of Cotton Boll 11 in its natural form. One boll 
will be sent only. Cannot be shipped to anyone in the 
State of California due to quarantine laws. 
"EXHIBIT of Rice 11 a good sample of rice in its natural 
form. One only to a teacher. May be shipped to all 
states. 
"Sugar Cane EXHIBIT 11 - A sample of sugar cane it its 
natural form. Available only beti..reen November and 
March. One to a teacher only! May not be shipped to 
anyone in the State of California. 
LOUISIANA DEPT. OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 
11 MAP of Louisiana11 26 x 28 A products map is included 
on the reverse side. Class Copies available. 
NEVADA DEPARTMENT OF HIGFfrJAYS 
11 Nevada Highways and Parks 11 MAGAZINE sent every three 
months, ILLUSTRATED in color. Indicates points of 
interest in Nevada's highway and park system. 
NEd MEXICO STATE TOURIST BUREAU 
"New Mexico .•• Land of Enchantment" MAPS 
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DEPT. 
11 0r.egon, The Beaver State 11 - Booklet with ·scenic PHOTOS 
covering history, agriculture, and industry. 
ROCK OF AGES 
11 Granite EXHIBIT" 2tx2~ piece of granite, polished on one 
side. One to a school. Cannot ship outside of U.S. 
Request on School Stationery! 
E 0 0 N 0 M I 0 G E 0 G R A P H Y 
United States and Possessions 
SOUTHERN REGIONAL COUNCIL 
24 
11Housing in the South11 GRAPHS showing trends since World 
\rlar II Price: 10¢' 
TEXAS HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
11Texas Official Highway MAP 11 36 x 28 Also gives facts on 
climate, natural resources, manufacturing etc. Glass 
Copies may be obtained. 
UNlON PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY 
ttRailroad MAP of the Ul:).ited States 11 32 x 19 
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD, Department of Traffic 
Request PICTURES and descriptions available on cities 
and other points of interest. 
U. S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE 
ttnaily 'V-Jeather MAP 11 - Explains symbols on the back. 
Indicates high and low pressure areas etc. May obtain 
up to 25 copies. 
U. S. DEPT. OF THE INTERIOR 
1 
'tReclamation11 - Booklet and MAP on projects now being 
completed; traces the effect on the natural resources 
of the West; a source of wealth for industry, farming. 
UTAH TOURIST AND PUBLICITY COUNCIL 
Send for free MAPS and illustrated folders 
WEST VIRGINIA INDUSTRIAL & PUBLICITY COMMISSION 
11
'VJest Virginia, the Mountain Staten - PACKET of MAPS 
1rlYOMING TRAVEL COMMISSION 
nPaint Brush MAP of Wyoming 11 9xl2, also a highway MAP 
is available. Request all current materials 
G E N E R A L B U S I N E S S 
Banking - Insurance - Credit 
AETNA LIFE AFFILIATED COMPANIES 
11 PICTURES 11 of a series of car accidents and the loss 
involved; coverage by insurance etc. 
AMERICAN EXPRESS COMPANY 
aTravelers Cheque Reference Guide 11 - Brochure with an 
actual SPECIMAN of a travelers cheque 
AMERICAN MOTORISTS INSURANCE CO. 
"29 Gaps In Your Bridge To Security'' - Booklet with 
clever ILLUSTRATIONS in color suitable for bulletin 
board use. · 
ASSOCIATION OF CASUALTY AND SURETY COMPANIES 
11 KIT of Materials containing SAMPLE Casualty Insurance 
Policies and Fidelity and Surety Bonds 11 Two kits only 
per teacher. 
CHASE NATIONAL BANK 
11 Moneys of the World 11 - Pamphlet and PHOTOGRAPHS 
11 Pieces of Eight 11 - POST CARD PICTURES of this coin 
famous since Pirate dayso 
11 75,000 SPECIMANS 11 - Brochures and PICTURES of money. 
CURTIS CIRCULATION CO:tvlPANY 
11 Noneys of the World11 - Folder in color with PHOTOGRAPHS 
of the different money in the worl.d. 
FEDERAL RESERVE BA1~( OF PHILADELPHIA 
11Fundamentals of Federal Reserve Policy11 - Flannel-board 
presentation. Fourteen PICTURES illustrate Policies. 
11Request all other current materials available on the 
Federal Reserve Systemn 
25 
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Banking - Credit - Insurance 
INSTITUTE OF LIFE INSURANCE 
11 Teachtng Aids-1955 CATALOG11 - Includes 1tJ"all Charts for a 
study in insurance. 
26 
"Colorful CHARTS on life insurance statistics. Price: 15¢ 
each. Write for a free price list! 
KEMPER INSURANCE 
11Why Ask For An Accident? 11 - Booklet with clever CARTOONS 
in color suitable for bulletin board display. Depict 
causes and prevention of accidents. 
MANUFACTURERS TRUST.CO~WANY 
11 Here 1 s How To Use Your Special Checking Account 11 -
Leaflet with ILLUSTRATIONS on writing deposit slips, 
checks and check stubs. 
11 Holidays in the United States 11 CHART listed in order 
111rJorld Time CHART 11 
11 Foreign Exchange Q,uotations 11 - TABLES of shillings and 
pence. Decimal equivalents of common fractions 
MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
nGraphic Outline of Two Plans for Retirement Incomen 
CHART 
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE CO. 
11Advertising Pieces 11 - PICTURES over 5o of them, appearing 
in advertisements in lead~ng magazines; depict how an 
insurance company operates. 
MOSLER SAFE COMPANY 
11Risk Detector11 - CHART DEVICE for testing how secure 
an office safe actually is. 
0 
0 
G E N E R A L B U S I N E S S 
Banking - Credit - Insurance 
NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION 
"Bulletins, Colored Folders, POSTERS and SIGNSn Titles 
change, so request current materials on fire insurance, 
fire prevention, coverage etc. 
SAN FRANCISCO STOCK EXCHANGE 
11 Let 1 s Look at Stocks and Bonds" -Explains how used, 
traded etc. Brochure made as a SAMPLE,STOCK 
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS 
11What Is A Savings and Loan Association? 11 Pamphlet with 
ILLUSTRATIONS suitable for bulletin Boards 
UNITED STATES SAVINGS BOND DIVISION 
"Treasury-sponsored School Savings Program't KIT of 
¥illTERIALS includes Posters, stamp books etc. 
GENERAL B U S I N E S S 
Communications 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
27 
nAdventures Into the Past 11 COMIC BOOK trip to 1'1filliamsburg 
to see life and work before electricity. 
nElectricity Around Us 11 CARTOON booklet lists items using 
electricity. 
11 Man Made Magic 11 COMIC BOOK treatment of how electricity 
is generated and controlled. 
11 Network of Power 11 COMIC BOOK story of how electricity is 
transmitted to home and factory. J'llay obtain up to 30 
copies of each of the items listed above. 
11 Request copies of all new materials, and current titles 
not listed above 11 
GENERAL B U S I N E S S 
Communications 
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC. 
11 Radio Symbols and Their Meanings 11 CHART 11 x 17 
11 Sylvania T V Tube and Picture Comparison11 CHART 16 x 27 
* * * * * * * * * * 
G E N E R A L B U S I N E S S 
Economic Principles 
AMERICAN ASSOC. OF UNIVERSITY NOMEN 
28 
11 Honey Management POR~FOLI0 11 A KIT of, booklets, folders 
and illustrations on investment, budgets etc. Price: 1.35 
AMERICAN CREDIT Il'IDEMNITY CO. 
nA 1955 CHART of business trends and business progress, 
which gives a graphic history of American business.n 
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR 
11 KIT of Materials on Laborn 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF COOPERATION 
11 Farmer Cooperative Infe>rmation11 Publication LIST of 
materials it now has available. 
AMERICAN ¥illNAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
11The Management Index 11 - Booklet lists AIVIA materials from 
1954 to 19550 
BEECH PUBLISHING COIV~ANY 
11 Comrnon Sense Expense Books 11 - SAMPLE record books for 
personal income and expenses 
0 
G E N E R A L B U S I N E S S 
Economic Principles 
BRISTOL MYERS COMPANY 
29 
For general subject high school teachers, a grooming unit 
entitled, "Better Start l!Ji th Good Grooming, 11 which consists 
of a teachers manual, WALL CHART, PO~TER, and individual 
leaflets for girls and boys. 
CASE COMPANY, J. I. 
11Co:rmnunity Leaders" CHART in color, shows the relation of 
the farm econo~y to the rest of the community. 
11Money Crops" CHART illustrating acreage and annual harvest 
yield of grains. 
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE 
nA Bird's-eye view of the Trading Floor" -CHART 
CHICAGO MERCANTILE EXCHANGE 
11 How Commodities are Bought and Sold on the Chicago 
Mercantile Exchange 11 - Pamphlet with PHOTOGRAPHS of 
activities on the trading floor. 
CLARY MULTIPLIER CORP. 
11 How To Live Better on What You Makett - Booklet with a 
SPECIMAN BUDGET. 
COOPERATIVE LEAGUE OF THE U. S. 
"Cooperatives in the United States" CHART 
GOODRICH COMPANY, THE B. F. 
ttJohnson Makes The Teamtt - CARTOON booklet explains how 
competitive enterprise benefits everyone. 
JOINT COtmroiL ON ECONOMIC EDUCATION 
11Economics in General Education" CHART 3 feet by 4 feet 
Illustrates scope and sequence of economic experience 
for grades 1 to 12. Price: 5o~ 
GEUERAL BUSINESS 
Economic Principles 
JOINT COUNCIL ON ECONOMIC EDUCATION 
11 0hio Scope and Sequence CHART for Economics in General 
Education11 This chart encompasses the major topics in 
the field and assigns them to various subjects or areas 
from grades one through twelve. Price: $1.00 
nTeaching Aids for Economic Education in Elementary and 
Secondary Schools't - Bi x 11 order form and price list .. 
MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS INC. 
ttMarketing Memos 11 - Illustrated booklets discussing 
30 
budgets and buying power of the dollar. Sent periodiually 
Ask to be put on their mailing list! 
'NATIONAL ASSOC. OF MANUFACTURERS 
"Economics Chart Service 11 CHARTS 17 x 22 on timely 
economic problems. Request list of titles available! 
11 Selected NAM Publications Dealing With Employer-
Employee Relations 11 - Catalog of free materials 
11Educational Aids for Schools and Collegesn CATALOG of 
free materials 
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S 
CLUBS INC. 
11 Personal Financial Record11 B1JDGET PLAN, for income and 
expenses. SA!.IfPLE personal balance sheet 
NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CONFERENCE BOARD 
nRoad Maps of Industry'r HEEKLY CHARTS that deal v'li th 
significant current economic developments. Ask to be 
placed on their weekly mailing list. 
PROFIT Sffi\RING RESEARCH FOUNDATION 
11A Comprehensive B1ibliography of Domestic and Foreign 
Books and Articles on Profit Sharing" LIST of materials 
available to teachers and schools. 
G E N E R A L B U S I N E S S 
Economic Principles 
SMALL BUSitmss ADMINISTRATION 
nsmall Management Series 11 SBA ll5A, SBA ll5B, SBA ll5C 11 
LISTS of materials available to operators of small 
businesses. 
SOUTH-WESTERN PUBLISHING CO. 
11Careers in Business 11 - CHART, 18 x 24 Features the 
beginning jobs, opportunities, t~ jobs etc. 
"Hmv To Find and Apply For a Job 11 - Price: 72¢ 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
nchronology of American Agriculture from 1790 to 1956n 
CHART 30 x 41~ illustrates the Agricultural Movement 
* * * * * * * * * * 
G E N E R A 1 B U S I N E S S 
.Consumer Education Foods 
AMERICAN CAN COMPANY 
11Can Demonstration SET 11 Contains SAMPLES of popular can 
sizes. Indicates normal contents for each can size. 
Very colorful ••• an attractive display kit! 
11 Regional Food POSTERS 11 - Four currently available 
BORDEN COMPAHY 
nJourney of r1ilk Through a Milk Pasteurization Plantu 
CBART ll x 16 
BRAZIL NUT ASSOCIATION 
11 The Story of Brazil Nuts 11 - Pamphlet with actual 
PHOTOGRAPHS of where grown, harveste~ etc. 
nRequest current booklets and pamphlets also available. 11 
31 
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Consumer Education Foods 
CEREAL INSTITUTE 
11 Buying, Care and Serving of Breakfast Cerealsn V.IALL CHART 
11The History and Manufacture of .Breakfast Cereals" 
WALL CHART and teacher's source book 
CONSUMER SERVICE DIVISION 
11Canned Food Tablesn CHART 11 x 17 giving nutritive 
values and servings per unit for sizes of cans and jars. 
CORN INDUSTRIES RESEARCH FOUNDATION 
"The Corn Refining Process" trJALL CHART 29 x 44 Depicts 
conversion into starch; then into syrup and sugar 
11Tapping The Treasure in Corn" CHART 8 x 12 Shows how 
corn is processed into consumer products. 
FARI11ERS AND MANUFACTURERS BEET SUGAR ASSOC .. 
11 The Story of Beet Sugar' from the Seed to the Sack11 CHART 
HERSHEY CHOCOLATE CORPORATION 
"Hershey's Education 1V'ALL CHART on the manufacturing 
processing of Chocolatett 
INTERNATIONAL ASSOC. OF ICE CREAM MFG 1S. 
11 Your Answers About the Ice Cream Industry11 - Booklet 
with SCHEJY'.IATIC DRA1rHNG giving general and economic 
background information. 
KROGER FOOD FOUNDATION 
"Beef CH.l\.RT 11 8~ x 11 for 3 ring notebooks, class copies; 
one large chart, 24 x 36. Show wholesale and basic 
retail cuts of beef. 
nPork CHART 11 - Shows basic cuts. One large chart, 2.5 x 38 
Student notebook size, 8~ x 11, available in class copies. 
G E N E R A L B U S I N E S S 
Consumer Education Foods 33 
LOUISIANA STATE RICE MILLING CO. 
nRice ••• Low Cost, High Energy Food11 CHART showing how 
grown and milled. Small MAP included showing where grown. 
MINNEAPOLIS GRAIN EXCHANGE 
1tHo11 1'1fe Use Wheatn CHART 18 x 23 
"Where Wheat Is Grown and Milled11 CHART 18 x 23 
nAll These People Work To Please the Customer 11 CHART 18 x 23 
NATIONAL ASSOC. OF MARGARI~ill MANUFACTURERS 
11 How Margarine is Made 11 PIC.TORIAL CHART 23 x 36 
NESTLE COMPANY 
nchocolate 11 COMIC BOOK on processing from Brazil to 
market. 
11Chocolate EXHIBIT BOX11 depicts 6 steps from the bean to 
the finished product. 
POULTRY & EGG NATIONAL BOARD 
11Egg Buyer's Guidett - SLIDERULE TYPE GUIDE J~ x 7 Shows 
sizes and best price for that size. Price: 5~ 
QUAKER OATS COMPANY 
11 0ats ••. Nutritional WALL CHART 11 -Shows cross-section of 
a kernel. Shows different steps taken to prepare for 
regular and quick cooking oats. 
RALSTON PURINA COMPANY 
nThe Food Value in a Grain of Wheat 11 CHART Cl962 Large 
picture of grain and its parts. Order by number! 
ttlrJhole Wheat" Gives actual SAMPLE of wheat kernel and of 
cereal ingredients. Order by number Cl288. 
11 Class leaflets of above chart may be obtained11 
G E N E R A L B U S I N E S S 
Consumer Education Foods 34 
RUDD-MELIKIAN INC. 
11Coffee 11 - Booklet with ILLUSTRATIONS and CHARTS showing 
coffee down through the centuries it has been a beverage. 
STANDARD BRANDS INC. 
11Proce ss of Bread-Making't \rJALL CHART and teacher outline. 
SUGAR INFORMATION INC. 
11 Sugar Has Myraid Uses 11 E-7 CHART 35 x 24 
nsugar is Called the Foundation of Life 11 E-.5 CHART 45.x3.5 
r 
SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS 
"Summary Chart of United States Standards for Quality 
of Individual Shell Eggs" colored CHART 9 x 11 Price: .5¢ 
S1niiFT AND COMPANY, AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH DEPT. 
ucuts of Meat ••• And How You Can Identify Themtt - Booklet 
with actual PHOTOGRAPHS 
nLivestock Prices 11 - Tells what causes them to change. 
Booklet with interesting cartoons suitable for bulletin 
board use. Available in U. S. only! 
SWIFT AND COMPANY, PUBLIC RELATIONS 
11The JYiarch To Market't - COMICBOOK treatment of meat 
packing and distribution 
U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 
l 
Series of Corn CHARTS and Pictures: Price: 1.5~ 
ncorn and Corn Plantsn CHART No: 10.1 Picture of corn 
"Structure of Corn Kernel 11 CHART No: 10.2 Diagram 
"Corn Production11 CHART No: 10.3 Pictures 
nPests of Corn11 CHART No: 10.4 Pictures 
ncorn Harvesting 11 CHART No: 10 • .5 Picture 
~~"Seed Cornu CHART No: 10.6 Picture 
"The Corn Crop" CHART No: 10.7 Gives uses and world 
acreage of corn 
G E N E R A L B U S I N E S S 
Consumer Education Foods 
UNITED STATES SUGAR BEET ASSOC. 
"Teaching KIT on Sugar Beets 11 Teachers manual, 3.5 pupil 
folders, 12 PICTURES 6 x 9 and 4 color CHARTS 17 x 23 
NHEAT FLOUR INSTITUTE 
uA Kernel of Wheat 11 CHARTS showing method of milling 
One large, 23 x 37, class copies of small, 8t x 11 
11De sign for Better Li ving11 POSTER 24 x 36 in color, 
shows seven basic food groups. Class copies in a 8t x 11 size. 
WILSON & COMPANY INC. 
11 Beef CHARTS 11 One 22t x 34 and one 11 x 17 illustrating 
beef cuts and by-products 
11 Lamb CHARTS 11 One 22~ x 34 and one 11 x 17 showing lamb 
cuts and sheep by-products. 
'
1Pork CHARTS 11 One 22~ x 34, one 11 x 17 and one 8~ x ll 
Illustrates pork cuts and swine by-products with a 
meat-buyers guide. 
Consumer Education Manufactures 
CORNING GLASS WORKS 
"How Heat Resistant Chemical Glassware Is Made" CHARTS 
COLUMBIAN ROPE COMPANY 
'lHow Columbian Rope Is Made" CHART 3.5 x 8 
nRope Products Educational DISPLAY11 
EDISON INC. , THOl~S A 
nNickel-Iron Alkaline Storage Battery11 CHART with a 
cut-away view of the composition of a storage battery. 
Request on School Stationery 
35 
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Consumer Education Manufactures 
ELECTEIC STORAGE BATTERY CO. 
nHow a Storage Battery 1.Vorks 11 CHART 21 x 28 
KID LEATHER GUILD 
11 0n Your Two Feet 11 - Booklet with PICTURES on history and 
manufacture of shoes. CHART shows historic and present 
types of shoes. 
NATIONAL ASSOC. OF HOME BUILDERS 
nPictorial WALL CHARTS" 22 x 34 One set of the five 
listed below per school: 
11How To Buy a New House" 
11 The Builder and His Community11 
"Meet Your Home Builder ••• Man of Many Talents 11 
11The Growth of Home Ownership 11 
11Housing and Our Nation's Progressn 
NATIONAL .PAI~TI, VARNISH & LACQUER ASSOC. 
rrThe Genie 1 s MAP 11 Shows ingredients of paint and parts 
of the world from which they come. 
REVERE COPPER AND BRASS INC. 
"Revere Copper and Brass Teacher's KIT" - Includes four 
colored PRINTS of Paul Revere's Ride. 
U. S. RUBBER COMPANY 
11 Small KIT with SAMPLES of cured rubber 11 Price: 30¢' 
* * * * * * * * * * 
Consumer Education Textiles 
AMERICAN FELT COMPANY 
nHow Felt Is Maden - POSTER 
Request current illustrated booklets they have available 
on the production of felt. 
-c 
G E N E R A L B U S I N E S S 
Consumer Education Textiles 
BIGELOhT -SANFORD CARPET CO. INC • 
11The Magic of Making Carpets 11 CHART 12! x 18 illustrates 
processes May obtain class copies 
CANNON HOMEMAKING INSTITUTE 
11The Buying and Care of Towels and Sheetstt - Two vJALL 
CHARTS, one on towels, one on sheets; m<rATCBES are also 
included with the charts. 
CLUETT, PEABODY AND CO. INC. 
"The Story of Cotton11 MAP showing importance to U. S. 
SWATCHES of cotton cloth also included as SAMPLES. 
DAN RIVER MILLS, INC. 
11Teachers KIT on Cotton Textile Manufacture 11 - Includes 
booklets, DRAWINGS on manufacturing process, historical 
data etc. SAMPLES of materials included in kit. 
E. I DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO. 
11 Du Pont Fiber Facts 11 CHART describing rayon, acetate, 
nylon, orlon and dacron. 
GULF OIL CORPORATION 
liModern Cotton Textile Manufacture 11 PICTURE STORY ·from 
raw cotton to finished fabric. 
NATIONAL COTTON COUNCIL OF AMERICA 
11 Cotton For Cleanliness 11 POSTER 17 x 23 
11Cotton Processing and Productsn Three CHARTS 22 x 28 
Farm to Mill ..• Mill to Consumer ..• Seed to Oil 
11Cotton Products 11 CHART 34 x 22 Illustrates many uses. 
11 Cottonseed Products 11 CHART 22 x 17 
"Cotton Panorama 11 - Booklet with 8 x 10 PHOTOGRAPH 
REPRODUCTIONS of steps·in processing. 
37· 
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NAT 1L CQTTONSEED PRODUCTS ASSOC. INC. 
11 How Cottonseed Serves You11 - CHART 
NAT 1 L 1nJOOL GRO\nJERS ASSOC • 
11We Must Have More Wool and Lamb 11 - Booklet, uses MAPS 
GRAPHS and ILLUSTRATIONS to indicate place in our economy~ 
PEARCE WOOLEN MILLS, INC. 
11 How Pearce Blankets Are Made 11 - Booklet illustrating 
steps in manufacture with S1nJATCHES of woolen blankets. 
PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY 
11 Proper Washing For Sweaters11 - CHART 
VIRGINIA-CAROLINA CHEMICAL CORP. 
11Vicara Educational KIT 11 CHARTS on sweater fabrics with 
SAMPLES of wool. Class kits are available 
'' " "'' '' 'i\ ..,~ ;~ 'i\ 
Transportation 
AMERICAN MERCHANT MARINE INSTITUTE 
11 Merchant Ma.rine Transportation KIT 11 - Includes booklets, 
POSTER ••. Evolution of the Ship, 17 x 11 and a MAP 
entitled: 11 It Takes All 48 To Build Our Ships 11 
AMERICAN TRUCKING ASSOC. INC. 
"Trucking Class 1r.JORKIT 11 - A model community to be cut out 
and set up in a three dimensional study of trucking 
services. 
11Economic Giant 11 - COMICBOOK illustrations of the 
operations of the trucking industry. 
nTrucks and Things You 1 11 Want To Know About Themn 
ILLUSTRATED booklet on the moving of goods to the 
consumer. 
GENERAL B U S I N E S S 
Transportation 
ASSOC. OF AMERICAN RAILROADS 
Set of 7 WALL CHARTS, 22 x 34, in color: 
11Going Places by Rail 11 
11Railroads and American Lifen 
11 How Railroads Serve 11 
"Railroads and Industry" 
11Railroads and National Defense 11 
11Railroads and the Community11 
"Railroads and World Trade 11 
39 
11 Teachers KIT 11 Includes .56 railroad PICTURES, booklets and 
teachers manual plus a railroad MAP of the U. S. 
AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS ASSOC. 
"A Chronicle of the Automotive Industry in America" 
Booklet with PICTURES and stories of early models and 
growth. Shows a PRINT of a car or truck for every year 
since 1893. 
BALTIMORE & OHIO RAILROAD 
nTeachers KITn - Includes PICTURES and MAPS on the growth 
and development of the railroad. 
BEECH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
Request current 11Teachers Materialsn on Aircraft Industry 
FORD MOTOR COMPANY 
11 How a Car is Assembledt1 CHART 33 x 48 Depicts a modern 
assembly line in ac~ion. 
11 The Human Bridge" - Booklet with PHOTOGRAPHS showing the 
human aspects of the manufacture of automobiles. 
11Evolution of the Motor Car 11 PHOTOGRAPHS, 22 pictures trace 
the development.of Ford products since 1896. 
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 
nAutomobile Progress" CHART 22 x 34 Make request on 
school stationery! 
G E N E R A L B U S I N E S S 
Transportation 
PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 
11 Locomotive PHOTOGRAPHS 11 - 15 photos, 4~ x 10 Show 
locomotives ~rom steam to diesel 
.PULLIVUI.N COJYiPANY 
11 Go Pullman by Day •.• By Night 11 -Folder with color 
illustrations o~ the inside o~ Pullman cars. Very 
use~ul ~or your bulletin boards. 
RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY 
11 Rushn - POSTER pictures a shipping room when the order 
says: !_tush! 
TRAILWAYS 
Request current 11 Trailways Teaching KITtt o~ POSTERS, 
booklets and r1APS. 
TRANS WORLD AIRLINES 
11Air Travel K.ITn - Includes PICTURES, MAPS, POST CARDS, 
TIME SCHEDULES etc. 
UNITED AIR LINES 
11History o~ Mail 11 - 16 PICTURES 8i x 11 Show the growth 
o~ postal service in the United States 
nset o~ 14 PICTURES on Historic Planesn 8i x 11 Planes 
~rom 1903 to 1950 shown 
40 
11 MAP o~ the United States Airlines 11 22 x 17 Is marked in 
di~~erent time zones etc. 
11 DC - 7 Mainliner ••• A Study o~ its Important Parts~~ - Folder 
with CUT-a-Way VIEWS and DIAGRAMS. 
nset o~ PICTURES on Air Cargott - 8 pictures, 11 x 17, show 
loading devices, types o'~ cargo etc: 
Request List o~ Free Aviation Educational Materials and 
Services 
G E N E R A L B U S I N E S S 
Transportation 
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
nThe Age of Flighttt - Book with Full Page PHOTOGRAPHS of 
commercial transports and great flights of history. 
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD 
11 Railroad IVJ.AP of the United Statesn and a folder with 
color illustrations, 11Along the Union Pacifictt 
NAT 1 L COUNCIL OF GEOGRAPHY TEACHERS 
"Principal Routes of Scheduled Airlinesn MAP black & white 
S. E C R E T A R I A L 
ATLANTA ENVELOPE COMPANY 
11 Postal Rates and Regulations 11 CHART giving rates for 
first, third, fourth, parcel post, registered mail etc. 
BANKERS BOX COHPANY 
ttRecord Storage 11 - Catalog No: 1125 with PICTURES of 
various methods of record storing 
CROCKER-MCELWAIN COMPANY 
n·How To Design a Letterheadn PORTFOLIO with samples of 
different style letterheads 
REMINGTON RAND 
11 Sqhool Records Fire Hazard Calculator 11 DEVICE 
SMEAD MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
11 Filing11 - An interesting POSTER on filing that will be 
especially helpful in the introduction of this subject. 
A discussion program, tied in with the poster, is also 
included. 
S E C R E T A R .I A L : 
Guidance, Grooming, Personality Development 
AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY 
"Posture 11 - 7. POSTERS illustrating the results of good 
and poor posture. 17 x 22 
ARTHUR C. CROFT PUBLICATIONS 
'
1Guidance and Life Adjustment Materi;3-ls 11 - \'\Trite for this 
catalog listing POSTERS and other materials available. 
BENNETT COMPANY INC., CHAS. A. 
"Personality Checklisttt - Covers general appearance, 
emotional control, manners, traits etc. 
"Rating SCALE for·Personal Appearance" 
B1 NAI B1RITH VOCATIONAL SERVICE BUREAU 
"Beginning Jobs for Young Workers" CHARTS 11 x 17 Give 
information of kinds of jobs; sources of employment; 
working conditions, duties etc. Price: ~~1.00 Set· of 12 
"Job CHARTS for College Women11 Series of four charts. 
Price: 5o¢ Set of four charts. 
CHRONICLE GUIDANCE PUBLICATIONS 
ttcareer Adjustment PosrrERSu - 64 different titles. Single 
posters, 65~, 2 to 5 posters, 5o~ each. Write for a 
complete list of titles. 
DEAN C • WOLF AND ASSOCIATES 
"How Do You Rate on the Popularity Poll ?n Pamphlet with 
illustrations useful on the bulletin board; indicates 
24 fundamentals upon which popularity is based. 
BRISTOL MYERS COMPANY 
"Better Jobs With Good Grooming 11 for business teachers 
consists of WALL CHARTS, teachers manual and individual 
leaflets. Please indicate grade and subject you teach, 
and number of men and women students in class on your 
request. 
S E C R E T A R I A L : 
Guidance, Grooming, Personality Development 
GLAMOUR 
"College Majors CHART for Men and Women11 - Covers 5o 
different college major programs. Price: 5o~ 
11 The Secretarial Storyn SURVEY REPORT on Secretary-
Employer Relations. Price: 25~ 
11 Job KIT 11 PORTFOLIO of material tc;;> help the job hunter. 
Posters, booklets etc. Price: *1.00 
-
ttposTERS & CHARTS 11 - Illustrated with Photographs 
Request a Price List on these. 
11 Job CHART" - Lists the nine vital jobs open to women in 
business • FREE 
HAROLD JONES 
43 
llJones Personality Rating Scale" Bi x 11 Price: 4~ each 
HIGBY INSTITUTE FOR BETTER POSTURE 
ttGood Posture for a Good Impressionn CHART 19 x 24i 
11Good Posture Makes You Feel Better, Look Better, 11Jork 
Bettertt - Humorous comparison of animal and man postures. 
CHART 15 x 20 
nHead UpH CHART Illustrates ways to improve one's posture. 
11 Platform Posture" CHART 19 x 25 
ttstand Tall •.• Sit Tall ••• Walk Talltt CHART 18i x 25 
nThink Straight for Good Posture 11 CHART illustrates and 
summarizes the points to follow in improving one's 
posture. 18 x 25 
INTERNATIONAL CELLUCOTTON PRODUCTS CO. 
11 How To Catch a Coldn - 6 POSTERS 
NAT 1L EDUCATIONS PROGRAM COMMITTEE 
tt1'1forking In An Office 11 - Booklet makes skillful use of 
cartoons to depict types of jobs found in the business 
office. 
S E C R E T A R I A L : 44 
Guidance, Grooming, Personality Development 
TONI COlVlPANY 
nBusiness Grooming" POSTER explaining the proper selection 
and appli·cation of lipstick to make the best effect with 
the complexion, hair coloring and clothing. The 
illustrations are in clever cartoon style. 
11Take Another Look11 WALL CHART Illustrates hair styles for 
the different face shapes. 
U. .S. DEPT • OF LABOR 
noccupational Outlook WALL CHARTS" - 28 available ••• 
Request a complete list of titles. 12 x 17 
Chart No: 12 11 Clerical Occupationsn 
* * * * * * * * * * 
Office Machines 
BUSINESS EDUCATION WORLD 
nMimeograph Duplication11 - A four-page testing procedure 
and evaluation scale for rating performance in 
duplication. Price: 10~ 
CLARY CORPORATION 
\ 
ttA Day Iii th A Modern Cash Register 11 POSTER illustrating 
that a cash register tape is like a motion picture of 
the day'~ business. 
11 0ffice Machine Facts 11 OFFICE STYLE DICTATION with a free 
Ditto LETTERHEAD MASTER SHEET 
11 How To Use The Full Keyboard Adding Machine" TEXTBOOK 
with STUDENT CERTIFICATES available on completion. 
QOMPTOMETER DICTATION-TRANSCRIPTION MACHINE DIV. 
"Comptometer Dictation Machine Operation11 TEXTBOOK with 
STUDENT CERTIFICATES available upon completion. 
11The Office Meaning of a Dollar an Hourn - Dictating 
Machines - POSTER accompanied by discussion questions 
for classroom use. 
0 
0 
0 
S E C R E T A R I A L 
Office Machines 
DICK COMPANY, A. B. 
"How To Plan and Publish a Mimeographed School Newspaper" 
ILLUSTRATED booklet. 
"Mimeo-Topics 11 - Monthly Bulletin giving tips on mimeo-
graphing, latest developments etc. Includes a TRACING 
PAGE of sketches. 
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nFour PORTFOLIOS 11 Tracing pages of hundreds of illustrations 
·Request Price List 
DICTAPHONE CORPORATION 
nDictaphone Educational Forwn11 JviAGAZINE sent periodically 
Articles and ILLUSTRATIONS on machine trascription 
11Dictaphone 1 s School-Rental-At Cost Plan11 Write for 
Information 
DITTO, INCORPORATED 
11 Learning How To Use The Ditto D-10 Direct Liquid Process 
Duplicator 11 TEXTBOOK with ST1JDENT CERTIFICATES upon 
completion. 
11 Copies, The Heart of Modern Business 11 OFFICE STYLE 
DICTATION with a free Ditto LETTERHEAD MASTER SHEET 
nHow To Operate the Ditto D-10 11 POSTER and discussion guide 
FELT AND TARRANT MANUFACTURING CO. 
11Your First Office Job11 POSTER emphasizing the value of 
skill in Comptometer operation" Teacher's discussion 
guide is also included. 
FRIDEN CALCULATING MACHINE CO., INC. 
11 The Thinking ~1achine of American Businesstt POSTER giving 
a clear explanation of the automatic calculator. A 
Teacher's discussion guide is included. 
11 Basic Operation of the Friden Automatic Calculator" 
TEXTBOOK with STUDENT CERTIFICATES of ACHIEVEMENT available 
upon completion of work in the text. 
S E C R E T A R I A L 
Office Machines 
GESTETNER DUPLICATOR CORP. 
11 Coast to Coast Service 11 POSTER and folder Pictures 
features of the Gestetner process of duplicating. 
SAMPLE SHEETS also included of color work · 
MARCHANT CALCULATORS INC. 
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nTraining KIT't - Includes WALL CHART, 30 x 20, and manual 
on Marchant Models, plus a teachers' guide. 
"Ad Reprints 11 - Very useful for illustrating the various 
Marchant Machines on the bulletin board. Ask all · 
currently available be sent! 
"Marchant Figurematic" POSTER in color 
~~STER PRODUCTS COMPANY 
11 Impressions 11 Magazine sent free periodically. Contains 
tips and pointers on mimeographing~· Includes in each 
edition PAGES of DRAWINGS and LETTERINGS for tracing. 
MONROE CALCULATING MACHINE COI~ANY, INC. 
nMonroe PORTFOLIO of Teaching Aids and Literaturen 
REMINGTON RAND 
nRemington Rand 10-Key Adding Machine Coursen (Touch 
Method) Includes student's manual, student's workbook, 
teacher's methods book with answers, three practice sets 
of full-size business papers (checks and invoices) and 
test for student certificates. 
"Correct Typing Posture for Both Man,ual and Electric 
Typing" POSTER R8804 
REMINGTON RAND, Room 1569 
Request the following free SAMPLES: 
11 Samples of Procel Stencils for Stencil Duplicatingn 
11 Samples of Plastiplates for Offset Duplicating" 
11 Samples of Coronet for Spirit Duplicating" 
11 Free Monthly Art Service 11 
SECRETARIAL 
Office Machines 
SOUNDSCRIBER CORPORATION 
"PHOTOGRAPHS of the Soundscriber disc surface; shows the 
disc instruction marks and use of the Magic, Mirror 11 
nposTER 11 - Compares time factor in trarmr ibing from the 
Soundscriber with that of other transcription machines. 
VARI-TYPER, RALPH C. COXHEAD CORP. 
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Request Illustrated Literature and SPECIMANS of Vari-Typing 
VICTOR ADDING MACHINE CO. 
"Instructional WALL CHARTSn 30 x 40 Show keyboard of 
ten key ••• #61-81, full-key ••• #561-71 One will be sent 
free, Price of the other: 5o¢ 
"Notebook Keyboard CHARTSn Bt x 11 Ten key and full keyl 
Both Free 
"School LETTERHEAD: Special Victor School Letterheadn 
ncertificate of Proficiency11 Free to each student who 
successfully completes Victor course. 
"Victor Teaching KIT 11 - SAMPLES of the above items, plus 
brochures and pamphlets. 
Office Supplies 
A. W. FABER-CASTELL PENCIL CO. 
11 Free SAMPLE of Eraserstik11 
AMERICAN WRITING PAPER CORPORATION 
"Free Letter Placement Guide and Miniature SAMPLE Booklet 
of Eagle-A Boxed Typewriter Papers 11 Request on School 
Stationery 
ENVELOPE AND PAPER CORP. 
llBulletin Board CHART" Illustrates types of envelopes 
available to the business office. 
S E C R E T A R I A L 
Office Supplies 
F. S. \.JEBSTER CO. 
nsarnples of Webster's Durametric Carbon Paper" 
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nThe Office Meaning of a Dollar an Hour 11 POSTER illustrates 
how carbon paper affects the efficiency of the secretary. 
GUMMED INDUSTRIES ASSOC. INC. 
. 
11 It Pays To Seal It Right With Gummed Tape 11 POSTER Shows 
the correct way to seal packages for mailing. 
MINNESOTA MINING & MANUFACTURING CO. 
nHow Tape Will Help You Hold That Jobtt POSTER Explains 
ways in which Scotch tape will help the secretaryc 
NAT 1 L STATIONERY & OFFICE EQUIPMENT ASSOC. 
"Your Friend the Commercial Stationern POSTER Illustrates 
how he will help the secretary on her first job$ 
PARSONS PAPER COMPANY 
"Letterhead Design Manualn PORTFOLIO of Sample papers 
with varied letterheads. 
PITNEY-BOWLES, INC. 
nPICTURE BOOK for Parcel Post Shippersn 24 candid shots 
showing how shipping costs are cut by metered mail. 
11 Product Literature 11 Folders and PICTURES sent showing 
types of postage meters available. 
SANFORD INK COMPANY 
"Raising the Office Standard of Living - the use of inks 
and adhesives 11 POSTER 'Information on office supplies 
# 
ttThe Selection of Proper Office Suppliestt OFFICE STYLE 
DICTATION WITH A FREE DITTO LETTERHEAD MASTER SHEETS 
for running off letterheads for class use. 
S E C R E T A R I A L : Shorthand 49 
ARTISTIC TYPING HEADQUARTERS 
nshorthand Teaching Aid11 DIAL-A-RATE Mechanical aid which 
permits ease of dictation. Price $1.00 
BUSINESS EDUCATION WORLD 
11Technical Terms in Gregg Shorthand Simplifiedn--from 
Today 1 s Secretary, 10 pages of technical terms in fields 
such as medical, legal, electrical, aviation, electronic. 
Printed on durable stock, suitable for bulletin board use. 
PRICE: .Complete set of 10- $1.75 
DARTWELL CORPORATION 
11Gold l"ledal Letters 11 PORTFOLIO of outstanding letters. 
Price: $1.00 
EQUITABLE LIFE INSURANCE CO. 
11 Sales Promotion Letters 11 See also SELLING 
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY 
11 Memo to Miss J'ones 11 :Pamphlet with CARTOONS cleverly 
illustrating some don'ts for secretaries. 
11 For Bosses Onlyn Pamphlet with CARTOONS illustrating 
the pet peeves of secretaries. 
GREGG PUBLISHING DIVISION 
11 Brief-Form and Phrase CHART" 25 single charts in a 
package. Price per package: 72¢ 
PITMAN PUBLISHING CORPORATION 
"Dictation Time CHARTS 11 Minutes and seconds are given 
at each rate of speed. Compact, easy to use. 
11Honor Rolls 11 in .Pitman Shorthand, in two colors 
nshorthand Form Flash CARDS 11 
• 
11 Principles of Pitman Shorthand11 - CHART 
S E C R E T A R I A L : Shorthand 5o 
SCOTT, FORESMAN AND CO. 
'lKnow Your Dictionary11 CHART Guide to usage, spelling etc. 
W. A. SHEAFFER PEN COMPANY 
nshorthand Writing Posture" POSTER with pictures of the 
writing posture and hand position of Martin J~ Dupraw, 
a Shorthand Champion three times. 
11Hand Positions for Shorthand Writing11 POSTER containing 
numerous hand-position photographs showing the range of 
satisfactory hand positions for shorthand writing. 
1'1TEBSTER PUBLISHING COMPANY 
11 Speech Correction Guide 11 CHART Gives tips on correct 
pronunciation, spelli.ng and more fluent speech. 
S E C R E T A R I A L Typing 
AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY 
11Typewriting Posture POSTERS 11 Photographs of students with 
correct typing posture. 
ttSkill Achievement![ TYPING RECORD SHEET to indicate. 
timed writing speeds. 
DITTO, INCORPORATED 
"Letterhead and Invoice Forms" MASTER CARBON SHEET ready 
to run off on a liquid duplicating machine for the blank 
forms you need in your typing classes. 
11 How and Why to Publish a School Newspaper. 11 Booklet with 
SAMPLE pages for your bulletin board. 
' EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH COMMITTEE 
11T~ewri ting Keyboard WALL CHARTn Canvas or Cloth 
252 x 40 inches in colors 
S E C R E T A R I A L Typing 51 
H. M. ROWE COMPANY 
nLetter Placement Guide" - Gives correct spacing for elite 
or pica type. ·PRICE: 10~ 
nindividual Keyboard CHART 11 
11Certificate of Honor 11 Price: 36~ a dozen 
. 
'INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP. 
niBM Typing Guide 11 - Booklet covers features of the IBM 
Electric; principles of good typing with a daily practice 
plan. 
MISS WILMA DEECKMANN 
HArtyping Association11 - Request information on member-
ship and sources of Artistic Typing Materials. 
R. C. ALLEN BUSI~~SS ~~CHINES INC. 
11Typewriter Keyboard TEST 11 - "Typewriter WALL CHARTn 
nTypewriter Progress CHARTtt 22 x 19 with places for 
40 names. 
ttMiniature Keyboard CHART" in class copies 
"Typing Tests PORTFOLIOn 
REMINGTON RAND INC. 
"Model Letter KITtt - a five-piece WALL DISPLAY of five 
model letters in different type styles and colors. 
"Letter Centering Simplified Folder" Suitable for 
bulletin board display. · 
ROYAL TYPEirJRITER COMPANY, INC. 
11Keyboard V.JALL CHARTn 
nchart of the Royal Manual and the Royal Electric" 
Sl\1ITH-CORONA INC. 
"Operating Features and Keyboard Tests" - "Technique 
CHECK SHEETn 
"Error CHART" - class copies may be obtained. 
SECRETARIAL Typing 
UNDERWOOD CORPORATION 
11Keyboard and Partstt CHART illustrating parts of their 
machine; plus keyboard fingering tips. 
11Keyboard and Parts Review" CHART has blank lines to be 
filled in this time by the student. Class Copies 
11Typewriting SA:MPLE KIT 11 Contains 14 useful and varied 
typing aids. 
nPICTURE 11 - George Hossfield, former typing champion, 
demonstrates good posture at the typewriter. 
nHistory of the Typewriter" Contains many pictures of 
typewriters from 1829 to the present. Excellent for 
bulletin board display! 
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"CERTIFICATE of Progress for Electric Typing" Write for 
free sample; then give your typing tests-if satisfactory, 
a certificate can be obtained free for each student ~ou 
feel is competent on the electric. 
llPortables Speed The World 1 s Wri ting11 OFFICE- STYLE 
DICTATION WITH A FREE DITTO LETTERHEAD MASTER SHEET FOR 
RUNNING OFF CLASS LETTERHEADS. 
nThe Economy of Selecting the Right Carbons and Ribbons 11 
POSTER 
ZIPPO BAR-CHARTS 
11 CHARTSn -Blank forms, ruled ••• By pulling tabs, a red 
bar shows; can obtain vertical or horizontal bars. 
Write for price list and SAMPLES. 
R E T A I L I N G : 
AMERICAN CAN COMPANY 
11Can DEMONSTRATION SET't - Contains samples of popular 
can sizes; indicates normal contents for each type of 
can. Very colorful ••• an attractive display iteml 
R E T A I L I N G 53 
BRAND NAMES FOUNDATION INC. 
11PACKET of Materials on Brands and Labels 11 
11Good Buyrnanship CHARTStt 
11The Buying Habits of America's Familiestt - Pamphlets with 
CHARTS depicting results of a nation-wide survey. Useful 
for bulletin boards. 
CLARY CORPORATION 
rrA Day With a Modern Cash Registern POSTER covering points 
to remember in operating a cash register. 
DUN AND BRADSTREET INC. 
"C.omrnercial Failures in an Era of Business Progressn 
CHARTS show rate of failure in retailing concerns. 
11Cost of; Doing Business 11 SURVEY REPORTS (Useful on 
bulletin boards) Surveys different lines of retail 
stores, indicating success and failure areas. 
"Statistical TABLES and CHARTS on currep.t business 
happenings and concerns" 
EQUITABLE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
11 Sales Promotion Letters 11 PORTFOLIO with examples of 
different sales letters and messages. 
GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY 
11 SAMPLE KITS OF LABELS 11 for use on bulletin boards 
HAIRE PUBLISHING COMPAN".i 
ttHow To Sell More Dolls 11 Leaflet with PHOTOGRAPHS showing 
selling action Price: 25~ 
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX 
!\Behind the ·seamsn Booklet with PHOTGRAPHIC DISPLAY. Shows 
this companies methods of manufacture and sales promotion. 
R E T A I L I N G 54 
KING FEATURES SY1IDICATE 
ncomics as a Communication Form11 ILLUSTRATES the importance 
of comic cartoons in selling etc. 
~~C FADDEN PUBLICATIONS INC. 
11America Today11 - Booklet with CHARTS g1.v1.ng statistical 
data on the buying power of Americans. 
NATIONAL CANNERS ASSOC. 
11C anned Food Buying Guide n 1rJALL CHART showing actual sizes 
of cans and jars. 
nsAMPLE LABELn showing information that must be given on 
all labels. 
NATIONAL FOOT HEALTH COUNCIL 
11 Set of Posters on Foot Carett - POSTERS ARE: 
noutgrown Shoes and Hosiery Cause Foot Troubles 11 
nwalk and Be Heal thy11 
nyour Feet Grow for 20 Years 11 
REID MURDOCK DIVISION 
11 SAMPLE KIT OF LABELSn for your bulletin boards 
SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS 
nRecord Keeping for Retail Stores 11 Booklet and SAMPLES 
of retailing accounting forms and records. Catalog 
Number: C 18:225:80 Price: 201 
U. S. DEPT. OF LABOR 
11Department Stores - Occupational Outlooku CHART A 
graphic study of opportunities in retailing as a career. 
11 0ccupational WALL CHARTn No: 13 12 x 17 1rJeighs factors 
involved in a career of department store work. 
11Request a complete list of these Occupational Wall Chartsn 
and Occupational Outlooks. 
R E T A I L I N G : 55 
U. S. INSPECTED FOODS 
"SAMPLE KIT OF LABELS" for your bulletin boards. 
1nJOOL BUREAU IN.CORPORATED 
"PACKET of materials: Labels, Tags, Brandsn for bulletin 
board use. 
* * * * * * * * * * 
TEACHER REFERENCE 
ARTYPE INCORPORATED 
549 West Randolph Street 
Chicago 6, Illinois 
Display Aids 
"Letter Setsn A wide variety of letters and symbols for 
use on your bulletin boards. Write for a catalog listing 
the different sets; plus SAMPLES. A complete set of 
letters can be obtained for $lr00. 
BAITED BULLETIN BOARDS 
30 Clareview Avenue 
San Jose, California 
11 Baited Bulletin Boardsn Handbook to help the teacher 
make the most effective use of the bulletin board. Many 
diagrams and photographs are included. Price: $lo00 
BINNEY & SMITH INC. 
New York 17, New York 
"Creative Crafts With Crayola 11 Pamphlet on uses of crayons 
CREATIVE EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY 
Mankato, Minnesota 
"Visualized Curriculum Series" PICTURE UNITS Over 55 
teaching picture units. All are photographs 11 x 8!. 
Particularly good in transportation and communications. 
Cost per unit: ~~ls50 1'Vrite for c.omplete price list. 
0 
0 
0 
TEACHER REFERENCE Display Aids 
CUSHMAN & DENISON MANUFACTURING CO. 
153 West 23rd St~ New York 11, New York 
11 Flo-Master 11 Felt tip pen, marks on any surface. Write 
for a·descriPtive folder. Request free school bulletin 
showing many uses of the Flo-r1aster and suggestions for 
bulletin board displays. 
DURO DECAL COMPANY INC. 
1832 Juneway Terrace, Chicago 26, Illinois 
11Letter & Number Decal Transfers 11 Cut-out display letters 
Come in a variety of styles and sizes. Request price 
list and literature. 
FAULKNER LABORATORIES 
P. 0. Box 1285, Tampa 1, Florida 
nPlastic Letters 11 Self-sticking letters and numbers. 
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Can obtain in different colors and sizes. Prices range 
from six cents to fifty cents each. Write for a complete 
price list and samples. 
FLOREZ INCORPORATED 
815 Bates Street, Detroit 26, Michigan 
nThe Flannel Board11 Ditto Memo giving history of the 
flannel board. Write for their booklet giving their 
complete line of flannel board equipment prices. 
GQVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 
Superintendent of Documents, Washington 25, D. C. 
ilPrice List 8ln Shows the availability of POSTERS and 
CHARTS available through the various Governmental 
Departments and Agencies. 
GEORGE B. GRAFF COMPANY 
54 Washburn Avenue, Cambridge 40, Massachusetts 
nMAPTACKS 11 Useful in vitalizing the facts on maps and 
charts. Check your stationery store, or order direct! 
Price: about 25¢ a box, over twenty plain colors 
C. HOWARD HUNT PEN COMPANY 
Camden 1, New Jersey 
nspeedball Textbooku Tips on lettering, layout and poster 
design. Price: 75¢ 
nPen Tips on Cartooning11 Shows modern methods of cartooning 
Price: 5o¢ 
''Alphabet Lett~ring Chartstt Write for a complete Price List 
TEACHER REFERENCE: Display Aids 
INFORMATIVE CLASSROOM PICTURE PUBLISHERS 
Grand Rapids 2, Michigan 
11 Picture-Portfolios 11 A large series of pictures in many 
subject areas. Write for· complete price list. 
INTERSTATE ADJUSTEZE CORPORATION 
805 East Center Street, Anaheim, California 
"Letters and Numbers Set 11 Plastic cut-out letters. Ten 
numbers, 2 inches high, complete alphabet, in assorted 
colors, under $3.00 for a set. Write for price list, · 
plus circular on the magnetic visual aids for bulletin 
board use that they have available. 
THE JUDY COMPANY 
310 North Second Street, r1inneapo,lis 1, Minnesota 
11 Judy Alphasetsn Letters made particularly for flannel 
board displays. 1nJrite for complete price list! 
KENTWORTHY EDUCATIONAL SERVICE INC. 
128 Allen Street, Buffalo 1, New York 
11Alphabet and Number Sets11 Average price of $1.00 a set, 
all letters in yellow. Request current price list 
LOCKWOOD COMPANY 
336 Boston Post Road, Milford, Connecticut 
11 Dri-Ri te Brush Pen11 "VJri tes smoothly on any surface. 
Request information and prices. 
MARSH COMPANY 
Felt-point Pen Division, Belleville, Illinois 
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11 Marsh Felt-Point Pen11 Will mark on any surface. Request 
literature plus: "Quickie Course in Drawing •• oLettering11 
free folder! 
MICRO SIGN PRODUCTS 
2909 Santa Monica Boulevard, Santa Monica, California 
11 Micro Sign Plastic Letterstt Request Price List 
BRUCE MILLER, SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
Box 369, Riverside, California 
'tso You 1nJant To Start a Picture File 11 Booklet Gives 
suggestions on how to set up a picture file, sources of 
pictures etc. Price: 5o~ -
TEACHER REFERENCE Display Aids 
OLD WELL COMPANY 
Old Well Road, White Plains, New York 
1lEze-stick Letters" Letters that will adhere to wood, 
metal, glass or paper and can be removed easily without 
leaving a trace. Request a Price List 
ORA VISUAL COMPANY, INC. 
Box 609 Station A., St. Petersburg 2, Florida 
11 Flannel Board Technique 11 Brochure discusses uses, gives 
tips and illustrations. Brochure and Price List free! 
THE REDIKUT LETTER COMPANY 
185 North Prairie Avenue, N, Hawthorne, California 
11 Stik-Tack11 Discs to take the place of thumb tacks and 
tape. May be peeled off and used over again. Write 
for a descriptive folder on these and on their die-cut 
cardboard letters. 
STENSO LETTERING COMPANY 
Industrial Building, Baltimore.2, Maryland 
nstenso Lettering Guides" Request price list, literature 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS 
Division of Extension, Visual Instruction Bureau 
Austin 12~ Texas 
"Felt Boardsn Booklet No: 3 Tells how to construct; 
materials to use, tips on presentation, source list of 
materials" Price: $1.00 
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11 Bulletin Boards 11 Offers a number of suggestions and 
techniques for preparing bulletin displays. Price: ~~1.00 
nTear Sheets 11 Booklet No: 1 Defines and e.xplains the use 
of the tear sheet in the classroom. Suggests sources of 
of inexpensive picture materials. Price: $1.00 
VISUAL CRAFTS SUPPLY COMPANY 
640 North Willow Street, P. o. Box 381, Kent Ohio 
nA Teachers Guide In the Use of Visual Aids 11 Booklet 
Price: $lc00 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS 
1201 Sisteenth Street, N~ W. Washington 6, D. c. 
"Choosing Free Materials" Booklet A practical guide in 
choosing what free and inexpensive materials to order 
and use. Price: 5o¢ 
TEACHER REFERENCE: Display Aids 
AMERICAN TEXTBOOK PUBLISHERS INSTITUTE 
Mr. Robert H. Bush, One Madison Avenue, New York 10, N.Y. 
"How Good Are Our Teaching Materials" Guide to assist in 
evaluating textbooks and instructional materials and 
aids. Price: 15~ 
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS 
1201 Sisteenth Street, N. Wo Washington 6, D. C. 
11 How To Use Your Bulletin Board11 Full of ideas for the 
effective use of bulletin boards. Price: 5o~ 
(Emphasis is on mathematic bulletin boards) 
EUDCATIONAL LABORATORIES INC. 
1823 Jefferson Place, N~ W. Washington 6, D. C~ 
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11\rJall Pictures: An Old Teaching Device Re shaped11 Booklet 
sent free 
JUNIOR TOWN MEETING LEAGUE 
356 Washington Street, Middletown, Connecticut 
11 Current Using Materials" Booklet, FREE To assist the 
teacher in the selection of current materials available. 
BRUCE MILLER, SUPERINTE~IDENT OF SCHOOLS 
Box 369, Riverside, California 
11 Sources of Free and Inexpensive Pictures for the 
Classroom. 11 Pamphlet, travel and poster materials are 
included. Price: 5o~ · 
11 Sources of Free Pictures 11 Pamphlet A comprehensive 
listing of pictures that may be found in magazines. 
Price: 5o~ · 
ARTISTIC TYPING HEADQUARTERS, Educational Publications Div. 
Baltimore 16, Maryland 
ttTypewriter Mystery Gamesn Booklet, gives a line-by-line 
series of directions f'or making different designs on the 
typewriter. Price: 5o~ 
NATIONAL COTTON CO~miL OF AMERICA 
P. 0. Box 18, Memphis 1, Tennessee 
11 Free Catalogue of Educational Material on Cotton and 
Cotton Products" 
TEACHER REFERENCE: Dis.play Aids 6o 
BIG BROTHER MOVEMENT, Russell.J. Fornwalt, Vocational 
Counselor, 33 Union S~uare, New York 3, New York 
"Employment Guide 11 Booklet listing books, pamphlets, 
services and materials available to help the new job 
seeker obtain employment~ Price: 25~ 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, Bureau of Business Management 
Commerce Annex, Urbana, Illinois 
"Publication List 11 - Listing of materials available 
concerning business management and organization~ 
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, Bureau of Business Research 
Austin 12, Texas 
11 Publications 11 A complete list of the materials and 
studies available in the area of business management. 
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, The Educational Service Bureau 
44 Broad Street, New 4 York 4, New York 
11 List of Free Materials Available to Professors and 
Students" Pamphlet Lists materials available in 
economics and investments. Free 
TEACHER REFERENCE Periodicals 
ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY 
7~7 Skokie Boulevard, Skokie, Illinois 
1 Home and Highway" Quarterly 
AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE 
350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, New York 
nsteel Facts 11 Sent monthly, free 
ART METAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
Executive Offices & Factories, 
11 0ffice Economistn Magazine 
about offic-e equipment. 
Jamestown, New York 
Gives up-to-date information 
AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, Public Relations Dept. 
320 New Center Building, Detroit 2, Michigan 
nAutomobile Facts 11 Sent monthly, covers trends in the 
automobile industry. Free 
TEACHER REFERENCE Periodicals 
BALL STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE, 
Department of Business Education, Muncie, Indiana 
11The Ball State Commerce Journal 11 Three Issues, free to 
Indiana teachers, 75~ a year to others. 
COUNCIL OF STATE CHAMBERS OF COMivlERCE Room 513 
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Washington Research Office, 1025 Conn. Ave. Washington, D.C. 
11 Federal Spending Facts 11 Issued periodically 
DICTAPHONE CORPORATION, Graybar Building 
420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York 
"Dictaphone Educational Forum11 _Magazip.e issued periodically 
and sent free. Articles on machine transcription etc. 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE 
U.S~ Office of Education, Washington 25, D. C. 
11Business Periodicals 11 Pamphlet #3148 List 125 business 
periodicals available. Free 
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF NEVJ YORK 
55 Wall Street, New York 15, New York 
-
11 Business and Economic Conditions" Monthly letter, free 
GEORGIA STATE DEPARTMENT ~F COMivlERCE 
100 State Capitol, Atlanta, Georgia 
11 Newslettern Sent monthly, on growth of Industry Free 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, Superintendent of Documents 
Washington 25, D.C. iiGovernment Periodicals 11 Price List 36 
A complete list of the many periodicals published by the 
va~ious governmental agencies. Free 
GREGG PUBLISHING DIVISION, McGraw-Hill Book Company 
330 West 42nd Street, New York 36, New York 
11 Business Teacher11 Seven issues. Contains many timely 
suggestions, shorthand, bookkeeping and filing tests for 
Gregg Awards. Free, only to teachers 
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND ~ 
1818 H. Street, N.W. Washingto~ 25, D. C. 
"Financial News Survey" Weekly Bulletin Free 
NATIONAL CITIZENS COI~ITTEE FOR EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION 
Rings Building, 1200 18th St. N.W. Washington 6, D. c. 
11 News 11 Monthly Newsletter on educational values available 
through television programs. Free 
PIT~~N PUBLISHING CORPORATION 
2 West 45th Street, New York 36, New York 
nThe Pitmanite 11 Bi-monthly, a general information public-
ation about teaching business education. Free 
T E A C H E R S REFERENCE . Periodicals 62 
REMINGTON RAND INC. 
315 South Avenue, New York 10, New York 
11 Systems 11 Sent periodically Gives information on the 
latest discoveries in the office machine area. 
H .. ·M. ROWE COMPANY 
624 North Gilmore Street, Baltimore 17, Maryland 
11The Rowe Budget 11 Sent monthly Articles of inspiration 
for all areas of business teaching. 
SOUTH-WESTERN PUBLISHING COMPANY 
5101 Madison Road, Cincinnati 27, Ohio' 
11The Balance Sheet" Monthly during the school year. 
Articles on new methods and techniques for business 
teachers. Sent free 
ncollegiate News and Views 11 4 issues Sent free to 
instructors in colleges and universities of business 
subjects. 
STANDARD OIL COMPANY 
Starks Building, Louisville 2, 
nscenic South11 Sent monthly. 
events in the South. 
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY FUND 
Kentucky 
Picture study of places and 
330 West Forty-Second Street, New York 36, New York 
11 Newslettern Sent periodically on economic events. free 
uNewsbriefs ••• A Clipsheet" Sent Periodically Mats for 
printing will also be sent free on this material. 
Articles on economic highlights of the day. 
LANE BRYAlff INC. Public Relations Department 
~.65 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, New York 
11 Chubby Club NevJs 11 Sent free every other month. Can 
obtain 6 copies, special articles for chubby youngsters. 
EDUCATORS MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, Advertising Dept. 
Box 149, Lancaster, Pennsylvania 
11 Educators Mutual Friendsn Magazine Sent quarterly, topics 
of interest to teachers. · 
CITIES SERVICE COI1PANY, Service 
60 Wall Street, New York 5, New York 
11 Servicerr Magazine sent quarterly. Discusses events 
happening in the Petroleum Industry. 
BURROUGHS CORPORATION, Advertising Division 
6071 Second Boulevard, Detroit 32, Michigan 
11 Burroughs Clearing House 11 Magazine issued monthly! 
Contains topics of general office interest and information. 
Sent free of charge. 
0 
0 
0 
TEACHER REFERENCE 
AICO INDEXES 
97 Reade St. New York 13, New York 
nsamples of new insert strips 
for AICO guides, typewriter 
spaced. tt 
AVERY ADHESIVE LABEL CORP. 
Div. 152, 117 Liberty Street 
New York 6, New York 
nsamples of Avery adhesive 
Correction Tap':l 11 
BLAISDELL PENCIL COMPA~TY 
Bet.hayres, Pennsylvania 
llFree Sample of Klenzo Paper 
Wrapped Eraserll 
BROW}NILLE PAPER COMPANY 
Brownville, New York 
11 Send for samples of Sea Foam 
Bond Stationery--write request 
on school letterhead papern 
BUD TYPE CLEANER COMPANY 
P. 0.. Box 4644, Baltimore, r-Id. 
nBud Typewriter Type Cleaner--
putty type cleaner, free sample 
to teacher onlyn 
11Bud Buddyn For use in erasing 
carbon copies, free sample to 
teacher only! 
CEL-U~DEX CORPORATION 
One Main Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
nsamples of Bind-x insertable. 
labels for use on books, boxes 11 
nsamples also f·or use on book 
binders, bins etc.n 
Samples, Catalogs 
ESLEECK MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Turner Falls, Massachusetts 
11 Samples of Thin Papertt Free 
samples of onion skin paper 
for carbon copy use. 
EVANS SPECIALTY COMPANY, INC. 
6041 Evans Building, 1800 E. Gr. 
Richmond 23, Virginia 
11 Free Sample of Tacky Finger--
for easy paper handling11 
G. I. AIGNER COMPANY 
426 South Clinton Street 
Chicago 7, Illinois 
11 Samples of Typri te Index Tabsn 
GENERAL PENCIL COMPANY 
Jersey City 6, New Jersey 
nFree trial pencil, pick your 
favorite lead degree: 1 - 2 
2 2/4 - 3 - 4 II 
GEORGE B. GRAFF COMPANY 
54 Washburn Avenue, 
Cambridge 40, Massachusetts 
nFree color folder on Graffeo 
signals and maptackstt 
HEYER HEKTO INK REMOVER 
THE HEYER CORPORATION 
1844 s. Kestner Avenue 
Chicago 23, Illinois 
nsample trial bottler of Heyer 
Hekto Ink Remover 11 
KEE LOX MANUFACTURING COMPANY· 
Factory and Home Office 
Rochester 1, New York 
ttsamples, Erasershields, carbonsn 
TEACHER REFERENCE 
LABELON TAPE COMPANY 
450 Atlantic Avenue 
Rochester, New York 
11 Samples of Labelon Plastic 
l'lfri te On It Tapen 
NATIONAL LITHO FORMS COMPANY 
18423 Euclid Avenue 
Cleveland 12~ Ohio 
ttFree Samples of Copifixt and 
Interoffice Memos snap out 
forms 11 
ROY A. FRAID\ ADVERTISING AGENCY 
5oo w. National Avenue 
Milwaukee 4, Wisconsin 
nDisplay Material--PHOTO PRINTS 
on their new File-A-Sist and 
Adapto-Rack11 
PANAMA-BEAVER INC. 
2633 Toughy Avenue 
Chicago 45, Illinois 
11 Samples of carbon paper, heart 
eraser, racer arm, and backing 
sheettt 
PENINSULAR PAPER COI"!PANY 
Ypsilanti, Michigan 
This company is experimenting 
with 8 colors of paper with 
different colored ribbons. You 
may obtain a sample packet of 
these cycle-color letterheads by 
writing ~~. Jack Shepherd. 
JASPER TABLE COMPANY 
P. 0. Box 161 
Jasper, Indiana 
ncatalog showing features of their 
adjust-a-tables, typing desks 11 
Samples, Catalogs 64 
INTERSTATE ADJUSTEZE CORPORATION 
8o5 East Center Street 
Anaheim, California 
11Catalog showing typing desks 
and other office equipmentn 
HARDWARE ENGINEERING COMPANY, INC 
Office Equipment Division 
Garrett, Indiana 
11Catalog showing typing desks and 
stands; typing chairstt 
H. M. ALLEN COMPANY 
403 Grand Avenue 
Hartford, Wsiconsin 
ncatalog on desks for typing, 
typing demonstration stands 11 
ADJUSTO EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
2144 Madison Avenue 
Toledo 2, Ohio 
'\Brochures and Photographs of 
their line of typing tables 
and chairs. 11 
AMBERG FILE AND INDEX COMPANY 
Kanakakee, Illinois 
11 Catalog of Filing Supplies and 
Equipmentn 
DESKS OF AMERICA, INC. 
P. o. Box 6185 
Bridgeport 6, Connecticut 
11Catalog and a copy of: The 
Proper Use of Typing Desksn 
CROWN INSTITUTIONAL EQUIPMENT CO. 
218 South Wabash Avenue 
Chicago 4, Illinois 
11 Catalog of Crown Typing Desks 11 
0 
0 
0 
SOURCE ADDRESS INDEX 
AETNA LIFE AFFILIATED COMPANIES 
Hartford 15, C onnectic.ut 
Page: 25 
ALUMINUM CO. OF AMERICA 
Alcoa Building 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Ps.ge: 17 
AMERICAN ASSOC. OF tffiTIVERSITY 
WOMEN 1634 I Street N. W. 
Washington 6, D.C. Page: 28 
Ar1ERICAN BOOK COMPANY 
55 Fifth Avenue 
N~w York 3, New York Page: 5o 
AMERICAN CAN COMPANY 
Home Economics Section 
100 Park Avenue, New York 17 
New York Pages: 31 - 52 
AMERICAN CREDIT INDEr'lNITY CO. 
OF NEW YORK First National 
Bank Building, Baltimore 2, 
Maryland Page: 28 
A}ffiRICAN EXPRESS COMPAI~ 
65 Broadway 
New York 6, New York Page: 25 
AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION 
Room 2300 Merchandise Mart 
Chicago 54, Illinois Page: 7 
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR 
Workers Education Bureau 
1625 Eye Street, N.W. 
Washington 6, D.C. Page: 28 
AMERICAN FELT COiviPANY 
Glenville, Connecticut Page: 37 
AMERICAN FOREST PRODUCTS 
INDUSTRIES 
1816 N Street, N.W. 
Washington 6, D. c. 
Page:· 7 
A~mRICAN GAS & ELECTRIC 
SERVICE CORPOR~TION 30 Church 
Street, NevJ York 8, New York 
Page: 17 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF COOPERATION 
744 Jackson Place N.W. 
Washington 6, D. C. Page: 28 
AMERICAN IRON & STEEL INSTITUTE 
350 Fifth Avenue 
New York 1, New York Page: 18 
AMERICAN MANAGEr1ENT ASSOCIATION 
330 West Forty-Second Street 
New York 36, New York Page: 28 
Ar1ERICAN MERCHANT MARDlE 
INSTITUTE Bureau of Information 
c. Bradford Mitchell 11 Broadway 
New York 4, New York Page: 38 
AMERICAN MOTORISTS INSURANCE CO. 
Sheridan Road at Lawrence Ave. 
Chicago 40, Illinois Page: 25 
AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE 
Oil Industry Information Comrr1. 
5o West 5oth Street 
New York 20, New York Page: 18 
AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY 
901 Broadway N. W. 
Grand Rapids 2, Michigan 
Page: 42 
AMERICAN TRUCKING ASSOC. INC. 
Public Relations Department 
1424 16th st. N. w. 
Washington 6, D.C. Page: 38 
AMERICAN WRITING PAPER CORP. 
Holyoke, Mass Dept. TS Page: 47 
ARGENTINA EMBAJADA DE LA 
REPUBLIC Washington, D. C. 
Page: 9 
ARMOUR AND COMPANY 
Public Relations Department 
Chicago 9, Illinois Page: 20 
ARTHUR C. CROFT PUBLICATIONS 
100 Garfield Avenue 
New London, Conn. Page: 42 
ARTISTIC TYPING HEADQUARTERS 
4006 Carlisle Avenue 
Baltimore 16, Maryland Page: 49 
0 
0 
·0 
ARTISTIC TYPING HEADQUARTERS 
4006 Carlisle Avenue 
Baltimore 16, Maryland Page: 49 
ASSOC. OF AMERICAN ~\ILROADS 
Public Relations 
Transportation Building 
Washington 6, D.C. Pages: 6, 39 
ASSOC. OF CASUALTY AND SURETY 
COMPANIES 
60 John Street, New York 37, N.Y. 
Page: 25 
ATLANTA ENVELOPE COI'1PANY 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Page: 41 
AUST~\LIAN NElrJS AND INFORMATION 
BUREAU 636, 5th Avenue 
New York 20, New York Page: 9 
AUSTRIAN INFORMATION SERVICE 
31 East 69th Street 
New York 21, New York Page: 9 
BALTIMORE & OHIO lli\ILROAD 
Public Relations Department 
Baltimore, Maryland Page: 39 
BANKERS BOX C OMP:L\.NY 
720 South Dearborn Street 
Chicago 5, Illinois Page: 41 
BEECH AIRC~\FT CORPOfu\TION 
Public Relations Department 
Wichita 1, Kansas Page: 39 
BEECH PUBLISHING COMPANY 
7338 1'1Toodward Avenue 
Detroit 2, Michigan Page: 28 
BENNETT CO, INC. Cffi\S. A. 
237 North Monroe Street 
Peoria ~' Illinois Page: 42 
BIGELOW-SANFORD CARPET CO. INC. 
Consumer Service Bureau 
140 Madison Avenue 
Ne't-J York 16, New York Page: 3 7 
BITUMINOUS COAL INSTITUTE 
Education Dept. Southern Bldg. 
Washington 5, D.C. Page: 18 
- 2 
B I N:~I B I RITH VOC!\T IONAL SERVICE 
BUREAU 1761 R •. Street N .W. 
1'1Tashington 9, D.c.. Page: 42 
BORDEN COMPANY, Public Relations 
Department, 350 Madison Avenue 
New York 17, New York Page: 31 
B~\J\1]) NAMES FOU1TDI~.TION, INC. 
119 West 57th Street 
New York 19, New York Page: 53 
BRAZILIAN GOVERNMENT, Trade 
Bureau, 551 Fifth Avenue 
New York 17, New York Page: 9 
BP~ZIL NUT ASSOCIATION 
100 Hudson Street 
New York 13, New York Page: 31 
BRISTOL-MYERS COI'1PANY 
Educational Service Dept. BTG 
45 Rockefeller Plaza 
New York 20, N.Y. Pages: 29,42 
BRITISH INFOR~\TION SERVICES 
30 Rockefeller Plaza 
New York 20, New York Page: 9 
BRITISH & IRISH fu\ILWAYS INC. 
9 Rockefeller Plaza 
New York 20, New York Page: 9 
' 
BRITISH Tlli\VEL ASSOCIATION 
336 Madison l\.venue 
New York 17, New York Page: 10 
BROWN & SH..\.RPE Mt\NUFACTURING 
COMP~NY Department 43, 
Providence 1, Rhode Island 
Page: 4 
BUSINESS EDUC.tl.TION 1'1TORLD 
330 West 42nd Street 
New York 36, New York 
Pages: 44, 49 
C. S .• H..\.MMOND l\.ND COMPANY 
515 Valley Street 
Maplewood, New Jersey 
C.t.l.LIFORNL\ I~ND Hi\WAIIIl.N SUGAR 
REFINING CORPOR~l.TION 
Advertising Department 
CALIFORNIA AND HAWAIIAN SUGAR 
REFINING CORP. CONT 1D: 
215 Market Street, 
San Francisco 5, California 
Page: 20 
CANADIAN EMBASSY, Information 
Office, 1746 Massachusetts Ave. 
Washington, D. C. Page: 10 
CANADIAN GOVERNMENT TRAVEL 
BUREAU, Ottawa, Canada 
Page: 10 
CASA DE PORTUGAL Room 2170 
630 5th Avenue, New York 
New York Page: lO 
CANNON HOMEr~UCING INSTITUTE 
Cannon Mills, Inc. 70 Worth St. 
New York 13, New York Page: 37 
CASE COMPANY, J. I. 
Educational Division 
Racine, Wisconsin Page.: 29 
CEREAL INSTITUTE, INC. 
135 South La Salle Street 
Chicago 3, Illinois Page: 32 
CHARLES E. 11ERRILL BOOKS 
Columbus 16, Ohio 
Page: 11 
CHARLES R. HADLEY COMPANY 
330 North Los Angeles Street 
Los Angeles 12, California 
Page: 3 
CHASE NATIONAL BANK 
270 Park Avenue 
Ne1v- York 17, New York Page: 25 
CHICAGO BOARD OF TR~DE 
Chicago 4, Illinois Page: 29 
CHICAGO MERCANTILE EXCHANGE 
110 North Franklin Street 
Chicago 6, Illinois Page: 29 
CHICAGO NATIONAL BANK 
120 South La Salle Street 
Chicago 90, Illinois Page: 3 
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CHINESE NmiS SERVICE, 
30 Rockefeller Plaza, 
New York 20, New York Page: ll 
CHRONieLE GUIDANCE PUBLICATIONS 
Moravia, New York Page: 42 
CLARY CORPORATION 
San Gabriel, California 
Pages: 44, 53 
CLARY MULTIPLIER CORPORATION 
Factory and General Offices 
San Gabriel, California 
Page: 29 
CLUETT, PEABODY AND CO. INC. 
Education Service Department 
10 East 40th Street 
New York 16, New York Pages: 20, 
37 . 
COLORADO DEPT. OF ADVERTISING 
AND PUBLICITY Room 4-40-T 
Capitol Building, Denver 2, 
Color~do Page: 21 
COLORADO STATm 0~: Dept. o~ 
Public Relations, Capitol Bldg. 
Denver, Colorado Page: 21 
COLUMBIAN ROPE COMPANY: 
Advertising Department 
Auburn, New York Page: 35 
COMPTOMETER DICTATION-Tfu\NS-
CRIPTION ~\CHINE DIVISION 
Felt· &·Tarrant Manufacturing Co~ 
Algonquin, Ill'inois Page: 44 
CONSUMER DISCOUNT CO. OF 
LE11JISTON, North 10 Valley St. 
Lewistown, Pennsylvania Page: 3 
CONSUMER SERVICE DIVISION 
National Canners Association 
1133 20th St. N.W. 
Washington 6, D.C. Page: 32 
CONVENTION & VISITOR'S SERVICE 
Chamber of Commerce Building 
18 West Falls Street 
Niagara Falls, N. Y. Page: 21 
COOPERATIVE LEAGUE OF THE U.S. 
343 South Dearborn Street 
Chicago 4, Illinois Page: 29 
CORNING GLASS vlORKS 
Corning, New York Page: 35 
COPPER & BRASS RESEARCH ASSOC. 
420 Lexington Avenue 
New York 17, New Yorlc Page: 18 
CORN INDUSTRIES RESEARCH 
FOUNDATION,·INC. 3 East 45th St. 
New York 17, New York Page: 32 
CROCKER-MCEUJAIN COfiiPANY 
280 Broadway 
New York 7, New York Page: 41 
C-'rHRU RULER COfiJPANY 
Hartford, Connecticut Page: 5 
CURTIS CIRCULATION COMPANY 
Independence S~uare 
Philadelphia 5, Pennsylvania 
Page: 25 
D. C. I-lEATH COfiJPANY 
285 Columbus Avenue 
Boston 16, Mass. Page: 3 
DAN RIVER iULLS, INC • 
Advertising Dept. 1407 Broadway 
New Ydrk, N. Y. Page: 37 
DANISH INFORMATION OFFICE 
588 Fifth Avenue 
Nevi York 36, New York Page: 11 
DARTHELL CORPORATION 
'4660 Ravenswood Avenue 
Chicago 40, Illinois Page: 49 
DEAN C. WOLF AND ASSOCIATES 
Statler Office Building 
Boston ~6, Mass. Page: 42 
DENOYER-GEPPERT CO~~ANY 
5235 Ravenswood Avenue 
Chicago 40, Illinois 
Pages: 3, 5, 11 
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DICK COMPANY, A. B. 
5700 West Touhy Avenue 
Chicago 3, Illinois Page: 45 
DICTAPHONE CORPORATION 
Graybar Bldg. 420 Lexington Ave. 
New York 17, New York Page: 45 
DITTO, INCORPORATED 
600 South Oakley Boulevard 
Chicago 12, Il~inois Pages: 45 
5o 
DUN AND BRADSTREET INC. 
Public Relations Department 
99 Church Street, 
New York 8, New York Page: 53 
E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO. 
Wilmington 98, Delaware 
Page: 37 
EDISON INC., THOMAS A. 
Storage Battery Division 
Main Street, West Orange 
New Jersey Pag·e: 35 
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH BUREAU 
1129 Vermont Avenue, N. W. 
Washington 5; D. C. 
Pages: 5, 11 
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH COM}1ITTEE 
777 Fo~rteenth St. N. W. 
Washington, D. c. Page: 5o 
EGYPTIAN EMBASSY, Press Dept. 
2310 Decatur Place, N~ w. 
Washington 8, D.C. Page: 11 
ELECTRIC STO~\GE BATTERY CO. 
Industrial & Public Relations 
Dept. 42 South 15th Street 
Philadelphia 2, PA. Pages: 21, 36 
EMPIRE STATE OBSERVATORIES 
Mr. William Altuchoff, Business 
Promotion Manager, 350 Fifth Ave. 
~ew York 1, New York Page: 21 
ENVELOPE AND PAPER CORPORATION 
121 Varick Street 
New York 13, New York Page: 47 
/ 
EQUITABLE LIFE INSURANCE CO. 
Des iYioines, Iowa: Page: 53 
ESSO STANDARD OIL COMPANY 
Public Relations ~tment 
15 West 51st Street 
New York 19, New York 
Pages: 18, 21 
F. S. 1rJEBSTER CONPANY 
17 Amherst Street 
Cambridge, Mass. Page: 48 
FARlVI EQUIPr1ENT INSTITUTE 
608 s. Dearborn Street 
Chicago 5, Illinois Page: 7 
FARl\'ffiRS AND MANUFACTURERS BEET 
SUGAR ASSOCIATION, Educational 
Department, Second National 
Bank Building, Saginaw, 
Michig~n Page: 32 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF 
PHILADELPHIA, Philadelphia 1, 
Pennsylvania Page: 25 
FELT AND TARRANT MANUFACTURING 
CO. 1735 North Paulina Street 
Chicago 22, Illinois Page: 45 
FINLAND E~ffiASSY, Press Section 
1900 Twenty-fourth St. N.W. 
1rJashington 8, D.C.. Page: 12 
FLORIDA STATE D~IVERSITY 
School of Business, Tallahassee 
Florida Page: 49 
FORD MOTOR COMPANY, Educational 
Services, 3000 Schaefer Road 
Dearborn, Michigan Pages: 5, 39 
FRENCH EMBASSY, 972 Fifth Ave. 
New York 21, New York Page: 11 
FRENCH LiltE, Public Relations 
Dept.. 610 Fifth Avenue 
New York 20, New York 
Page: 12 
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FRIDEN· CALCULATING MACHI~rn CO 
San Leandro, California 
Page: 45 
FRIENDSHIP PRESS 
257 Fourth Avenue, 
New York 10, New York 
Pages: 12, 21 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Public Relations, Dept. 2-119 
Schenectady, N.Y. Page: 27 
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 
Educational Relations Section 
Denartment of Public Relations 
P.O. Box 177, North Ed. Station 
Detroit 2, Michigan 
Pages: 19, 39 
GESTETNER DUPLICATOR CORP. 
5o McLean Avenue 
Yonkers 5, New York Page: 46 
GLAMOUR, Job Department 
420 Lexington Avenue 
New York 17, New York Page: 43 
GOODRICH COMPANY, THE B.F. 
Public Relations Dept. 
Akron, Ohio Page: 29 
GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO. 
370 Lexington Avenue, 
New York, New York Page: 53 
' 
GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY 
Public Relations Department 
St. Paul 1, Minnesota Page: 22 
GREATER BOSTON CHA~IBER OF 
COMr1ERCE, So Federal Street 
Boston, Massachusetts Page: 22 
GREATER NORTH DAKOTA ASSOC. 
311 Broadwa·y, Fargo · 
No'rth Dakota Page: 22 
GREGG PUBLISHING DIVISION 
McGraw-Hill Book Company 
330 West 42nd Street, 
New York 36, New York 
Page: 49 
··~ 
GREYHOUND HIGHWAY TOURS INC. 
105 Hest Madison. Street 
Chicago 2, Illinois. Page:. 22 
GULF OIL CORPORATION, Domestic 
Marketing Dept. Gulf Building 
Pittsburgh 30, PA. Page: 37 
G~rnED INDUSTRIES ASSOC. INC. 
11 West 42nd Street, 
New York 36, New York Page: 48 
H. M:. RO\rJE CGriJPANY 
624 North Gilmor Street 
Baltimore 17 '· ~'laryland Page: 51 
HAITI GOVERNME~TI TOURIST BUREAU 
Attn: The Director 
30 Rockefeller Plaza, 
New York, New York Page: 12 
HAIRE PUBLISHING COMPANY 
Sales Training Department 
111 Fourth Avenue, 
New York 3, New York Page: 53 
HAROLD JONES, Thomas Jefferson 
High School, Council Bluffs, 
Iowa Page : 43 
HART SC HAFFl'TER AND MARX 
Chicago 6, Illinois Page: 53 
HAWAII NATURAL HISTORY ASSOC. 
Hawaii National Park 
Hawaii Page: 12 
HA\tJAII VISITORS BUREAU 
2051 ICalakaua Avenue, 
Honolulu, Hawaii Page: 25 
HERSHEY CHOCOLATE CORPORATION 
Attn: Education Department 
19 East Chocolate Aveaue 
Hershey, PA. Page: 32 
~ HIGBY CAriJP INSTITUTE~FOR BETTER 
POSTURE, THE SAMUEL, 
109 Garden St. S.E. 
Grand Rapids 2, Mich. Page~ 43 
- 6 -
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD 
132 East Eleventh Place 
Chicago 5, Illinois Page: 22 
ILLINOIS DIVISION OF DEPT. 
REPORTS, Room 406, State Capitol 
Springfield, Illinois Page: 22 
INDEPENDENT PETROLEUM ASSOC. OF 
AMERICA AAA Information Service 
P.O. Box 1019, Tulsa, Oklahoma 
Page: 19 
INDIAN RIGHTS ASSOCIATION 
1505 Race Street, 
Philadelphia 2, PA. ' :Page: 23 
INDONESIA, REPTJBLIC OF: 
Information Office, 10 
Rockefeller Plaza, New York 
New York Page: 13 
INSTITUTE OF LIFE INSU~~NCE 
488 Madison Avenue 
New York 22, New York Page: 26 
INTERNATIONAL ASSOC. 
CREAM MANUFACTURERS, 
Building, 1rJashington 
Page: 32 
OF ICE 
1105 Barr 
6, D.C. 
I~TIERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES 
CORP. Dept. of Information 
590 ~adison Avenue 
New York 22, New York Page: 51 
INTERNATIONAL CELLUCOTTON 
PRODUCTS COMPANY, Educational 
Dept. 919_North Michigan Ave. 
Chicago 11, Illinois Page: 43 
IRAQ., ROYAL CONSULATE GE~TERAL 
22 East 73rd Street, 
New York 21, New York Page: 13 
IRELAlf.D EMBASSY, 2234 Mass. Ave. 
N.W. Washington, D.C. Page: 13 
IRISH TOD~IST INFORMATION BUREAU 
Ireland House, 33 East 5oth St. 
New York 22, New York Page: 13 
ITALIAN EMBASSY, Cultural Div. 
690 Park Avenue, 
New York 21, New York Page: 13 
JAMAICA TOURIST OFFICE 
, 380 Hadison Avenue 
New York 17, New York Page: 13 
JAPAN TRAVEL INFORMATION OFFICE 
10 Rockefeller Plaza 
New York 20, New York Page: 14 
JOINT COUNCIL ON ECONGrUC 
EDUCATION · 2 Hest 46th Street 
New York 36, Uew York Page: 30 
KENPER INSURANCE 
Mutual Insurance Building 
Chicago 40, Illinois Page: 26 
KID LEATHER GUILD 
1270 Broadway 
New. York 1, New York Page: 36 
KING FEATURES SYNDICATE 
Educational Dept., 235 East 45th 
New York 17, New York Page: 54 
KOPPERS CO~WANY INC., Public 
Relations Dept. 1301 Koppers 
Building, Pittsburgh 19, PA. 
Page: 19 
KOREAN PACIFIC PRESS 
-1828 Jefferson Place, N.W. 
Washington 6, D.C. Page: 14 
KROGER FOOD FOtniDATION, Jean 
Allen, 1212 State Avenue 
· Cincinnati 4, Ohio Page: 32 
LE FEBURE CORPORATION 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa Page: 3 
LEGATION OF FINLAND, Press 
Section, 1900 Twenty-fourth St~ 
\rfashington 8, D.c. Page: 14 
LOUISIANA DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE A~ID IMMIGRATION 
Division of Immigration, 
541 Saint Ann Street, 
New Orleans 16, LA. Page: 23 
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LOUISIANA DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
AND INDUSTRY, Tourist Bureau 
P.O. Box 4185, Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana Page: 23 
LOUISIANA STATE RICE. MILLING CO. 
P.O. Drawer 269, Abbeville, 
Louisiana Page: 33 
MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS INC. 
205 East 42 Street, 
New York 17, New York Page: 30 
Also Page: 54 
JYIANUFACTURERS TRUST COMPANY 
Advertising Dept. 55 Broad St. 
New York 15, New Yo~k Page: 26 
MARCHANT CALCULATORS INC. 
Oakland 8, California 
Page: 46 
MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL LIFE 
INSURANCE COMPAliY, Springfield 
Massachusetts Page: 26 
MASTER PRODUCTS COMPANY 
330 South Wells Street, 
Chicago 6, Illinois Page: 46 
MERRILL, LYNCH, PIERCE, FENNER 
& BEANE, 70 Pine Street, 
New York 5, New Yor~ Page: 3 
I~TROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE CO. 
One Madison Avenue, 
New York 10, New York Page: 26 
MINNEAPOLIS GRAIN EXCK~NGE 
Grain Exchange Building 
Minneapolis 15, Minnesota 
Page: 33 
MINNESOTA MINING AND MANUFACTUR~ 
ING cor~ANY, St. Paul 6, 
Minnesota Page 48 
MISS 1-TILNA DEECKMAN, National 
Assoc. of Artypists, Box 56 
Keyesport, Illinois Page: 51 
MONROE CALCULATING MACHINE CO. 
Educational Dept. Orange, N.J. 
Page: 46 
MOSLER SAFE COI1PANY, Dept. T-58 
320 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, 
New York Page: 26 · 
NATIONAL ASSOC. OF HO}~ BUILDERS 
1028 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 1116, Washington 6, D.C. 
Page: ' 36 
NATIONAL ASSOC. OF MANUFACTURERS 
2 East 48th Street, 
NeN York 17, Ne-v.r York Page: 30 
NATIONAL ASSOC. OF f'1ARGARINE 
~ffi~WFACTURERS, 545 Munsey Bldg. 
Washington 4, D. C. Page: 33 
NATIONAL BLANK BOOK COfilPANY 
Holyoke, :Massachusetts 
Page: 3 
NATIONAL CA1rnERS ASSOCIATION 
1133 20th Street, N. W. 
Washington 6, D. C. Page: 54 
NATIONAL CITY BANK OF Nffi-I YORK . 
55 VIall Street, 
Ne1-v York 15, New York. Page: 4 
NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION, 
Educational Department, 
Southern Building, 
Washington 5, D. C. Page: 19 
NATIONAL COTTON COUNCIL OF 
AMERICA P. O. Box 18, 
Memphis 1, Tennessee Page: 37 
NATIONAL COTTONSEED PRODUCTS 
ASSOC. INC., Education Service 
618 Wilson Building, 
Dallas 1, Texas Page: 38 
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF GEOGRAPHY 
TEACHERS, State Teachers 
College, Valley City, 
North Dakota Page: 41 
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF 
~~THEMATICS, 1201 Sixteenth 
Street, N.H. vJashington 6, D.C. 
Page: 5 
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NATIONAL DAIRY COUNCIL 
111 North Canal Street 
Chicago 6, Illinois Page: 7 
NATIONAL EDUCATIONS PROGRAMS 
COMMITTEE, NOMA, 132 1nJest 
Chelton Avenue, Philadelphia 44 
Pennsylvania Page: 43 
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF BUSINESS 
AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S CLUBS 
1790 Broadway, New York 19, 
New York Page: 30 
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF COFFEE 
GROHERS OF COLOHBIA, 120 \'!Tall 
Street, New York 5, New York 
Page: 14 
NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOC. 
60 Batterymarch Street 
Boston 10, Massachusetts 
Page: 27 
NATIONAL FOOT HEALTH COUNCIL 
Phoenix Building, Rockland, 
Massachusetts Page: 54 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 
tnJ ashington 6, D. C. Page: 6 
NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CONFERENCE 
BOARD, 247 Park Avenue 
New York 17, New York Page: 30 
NATIONAL PAI~ff, VARNISH AND 
LACQUER ASSOC., 1500 Rhode 
Island Avenue, N. 1'1f. 
Washington 5, D. C. Page: 36 
NATIONAL STATIONERY li.ND OFFICE 
EQUIPMENT ASSOC. 740 Investment 
Building, Washington 5, D. C. 
Page: 48 
Nli.':riONAL 1·IOOL GR01'JERS li.SSOC. 
414 Pacific National Life 
Building, Salt Lake City, Utah 
Page: 38 
NATU&\L RUBBER BUREAU 
1631 K. Street, N. W. 
Washington 6, D. c. Page: 14 
NESTLE COMPAl\TY 
Two 1-Jilliam Street, White 
Plains, New York Page: 33 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this study was to compile and classify 
free and inexpensive bulletin board aids, free-loan films, 
filmstrips, recordings, transcriptions and scripts 
available to the business teacher. 
In this study, 369 firms and agencies were contacted 
regarding free and inexpensive bul.letin board _.aids. Of 
this number, 301 sou;ces sent bul(etin board aids, and 
granted penmission to their being listed in a Business 
~Teachers Guide. A report that the aids were no longer 
available was received from 41 fir.ms and agencies, and 
the letter of request was not answered by 27 sources. 
The letter of request was also sent to 240 firms and 
agencies listing free-loan films, filmstrips, recordings, 
transcriptions and scripts useful to business teachers. 
Of this number, 235 sources supplied information concerning 
their current listings and gave permission to list these 
. 
items in a Business Teachers Guide. Only one organization 
failed to reply. Four of the sources contacted answered ' 
~ that they no longer supplied visual aids. 
The excellent response to the letter of request and 
the vast number of visual aids listed in the two guides in 
0 
0 
0 
Chapter IV of this study are convincing proof of the 
availability of a wide range of useful teaching aids to 
the modern business teacher. 
It is recommended that the Business Teachers Guide 
to ~ ~ Inexpensive Bulletin Board ~ be revised 
yearly. The types of aids listed in this guide are 
constantly being revised, existing stocks depleted and. 
policies regarding their distribution ever changing. It 
is necessary, therefore, to keep a listing of this type 
current by a yearly check of existing sources and new 
sources. 
It is further recommended that a supplement be 
prepared for the Business Teachers Guide to Free Films, 
- ---........=-
Filmstrips, Recordings, Transcriptions ~ Scripts ~ ~ 
during 1957 ~ 1958. As aids of this type are of a more 
durable and stable nature, deletions and additions each 
year are fewer in number; thus the basic guide should be 
useful for an estimated period of about three years. With 
an annual supplement indicating additions and deletions, 
it is felt that a complete revision should be made at the 
end of each three year period. 
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KENNETT HIGH Sc·HOOL 
CONWAY, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Gentlemen: 
As part of a degree program now under way at Boston University, I am 
preparing a Guide for Business Teachers to free and inexpensive 
visual aids--such as charts, posters, films, filmstrips, recordings 
and similiar items. A limited number of this Guide (500 copies) 
"'ill be made available each year to high school business teachers 
and teachers on the business school level. It is designed primarily 
for the school library as a handy reference for the business teacher. 
Enclosed with this letter you will find a list of visual aids that 
we believe your firm has made available to teachers in the past. May 
we have your permission to list this material in our Business Teachers 
Guide to Free Visual Aids, Free and Inexpensive Bulletin Board Aids 
and Free Films, Filmstrips, Transcriptions and Scripts2 
We \V'ill indicate in our directions to the teacher as to obtaining 
films, filmstrips and transcriptions that the user must pay the 
transportation charges and must book the items at least six weeks in 
advance. We will stress the need for returning the loaned visual aids 
promptly on the date due. If you have any special directions you wish 
included in this regard~ please notify us and we will add them. 
You may 'l'rish to indicate your permission by returning the lists in the 
enclosed, self-addressed envelope. Please make whatever corrections 
you feel are necessary; crossing out items no longer available and 
changing the >'lording \'There needed. \'le would also appreciate 
information concerning any new materials and visual aids that you may 
now have available. 
Thank you for considering this request and for your past services to 
Education. 
Enclosure 
Sincerely yours, 
OARROLL H. BL.lu~OHARD JR. 
TEAOHER, OOMMEROE 
